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PREFACE.

The present memoir comprises the result of two campaigns ; and it bears

testimony to what every experienced excavator knows only too well, that

sites Avhich at first sight seem the most promising are often those which

cause the greatest disappointment.

But still, although I did not find at Ahnas remains of the Xth and Xlth

dynasties, as 1 had hoped, and although Tmei el Amdid and Tell Mokdam

yielded only a few monuments, the excavations at those places have by no means

been barren. They have materially contributed to the solution of historical

and geographical (jucstions, and have thus furthered the progress of

Egyptology. Besides, the Byzantine ornaments discovered at Ahnas are quite

unique among the products of Christian art in Egypt.

I have particularly to thank my eminent friend, Prof. Erman, for the

map of Ahnas, which he drew during his visit to the spot with Dr.

Schweinfurth.

As in the former memoirs, the linear plates have been drawn by

Mmc. Naville, and the phototypes have been executed from negatives taken

by the Rev. Wm. MacGrcgor and myself

EDOUARD NAVILLE.

Malagny, Julij, 1893.
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HEEACLEOPOLIS MAGNA

;

ITS ORIGIN AND ITS NAME.

About twelve miles north-west of the town of

Beni Siief, the great canal which bounds the

cultivated laud, i.e. the Balir Yusuf, makes a

strong curve towards the east. There it skirts

huge mounds of decayed houses, covered with

masses of broken pottery, and a few granite

monuments scattered here and there amongst

thorn. The mounds extend over an area of

360 acres. They are popularly known as Onnn

el Kemau, the Mother of MonmU, because of

their size. The Copts called the place Almas ;

its official name is Hcnassiet el Medinch, I he,

/iity of Henassieh, and it has long been recog-

nized as the site of Ileracleopolis Magna.

The greater part of these mounds is waste

land, utilized by the inhabitants for sehakh

digging only. This is especially the case with

the mound called Kom el Duu'ir. But sevci'al

hamlets and villages now occupy the site, the

most important of them being the one called

Melaha. Just in front of this village are

four standing columns, called the Kciiisch, or

church, and belonging to a Eomau or Byzantine

edifice. Two abandoned saltpetre pits are also

to be found. They were used at the beginning

of this century in the manufacture of gun-

powder for the Mameluks and Mohammed Ali.

Although this was the occasion of much dig-

ging, it does not seem to have led to the

discovery of any antiquities. The place must

have been important in the time of the Greek

emperors, before tlie ]\loliammedan conquest,

for it contains the ruins of several Coptic

churches—chiefly bases and shafts of columns,

some of them very large. But nothing indi-

cated the site of an ancient Egyptian temple,

and yet there had been more than one. It

was by mei'e guess-work that we discovered

the place where the god Arsnyhes had his

dwelling, and we made many soundings before

we hit upon it in a depression west of the

Kom el Dinar. One may form an idea of the

labour required for discovering and clearing

the remains of this temple, when 1 say that,

to this end, I was obliged to remove more

tlian -to,000 cubic metres of earth. We do not

know at what date Hcracloopolis was founded,

but very anciently it was one of the important

cities of Egypt. Manetho says that the IXth

and Xth Dynasties were Heracleopolitan, and,

even from the scanty information which has

come down to us, we must conclude that Ilera-

cleopolis played an important part in the

events of that obscure period. The tombs of

Sioot, attributed to the Xth Dynasty by M.

Maspero and Mr. Griffith, describe the wars

waged on behalf of their Heracleopolitan

sovereign by the vassal princes of Sioot, pro-

bably against rebels from Thebes. Hence,

there is frequent mention of the city of Hera-

cleopolis in these inscriptions, and even the

name of one of the kings who is supposed to
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have resided tlicre is also given. We might

therefore have reasonably expected that our

excavations would throw some light on those

dark times, and help us to fill up this great

historical gap in our present knowledge.

Mariette entertained great hopes as to excava-

tions in the mounds of Ahnas. He reverts

to the subject several times in his last memoir,

published in 1879, and which has justlj- been

called his Archaeological Will.^ " C'est i"i Ahnas

el Medineh, representee aujourd'hui par des

mines asscz etendues, qui n'ont ete jnsqu'ici

I'objet d'aucune investigation serieuse, que

nous devrons essayer do faire revivi'c des

souvenirs des IX" et X" dynasties." But these

hopes, in which I also shared, have been com-

pletely disappointed ; the oldest remains which

I found in the mounds of Ahnas belong to the

Xllth Dynasty.

One of the most ancient references to the city

of Heracleopolis exists in a tale, whose origin

may be assigned to the Xllth or XTIIth

Dynasty,- although the events which it relates

are supposed to take place much earlier, under

the reign of Nebkara of the Illrd Dynasty.

It describes a quarrel between a peasant and a

huntsman who had robbed him. The matter

was referred to the head of the officials, the

high stevmrd, Merutensa ^Ul ^S^^ P fl

at Heracleopolis, who declares himself that he

will have to report the litigation to the king.

If we could rely on the information derived

from this tale, it would appear that at that

remote epoch Runensu was not yet a great

city, but rather a village belonging to the royal

domains, and where the highest authority was

invested in the power of the steward or royal

agent, the Nazir as we should say now. But

we must not forget that this is a tale, a kind of

1 Questions relatives mix nouvelles fouilles it faire en

Egypte, p. ,25.

2 Chabas, Pap. de Berlin, p. 5 ; Td., Melanges, p. 249

;

Maspero, Contes, p. 35.

romance, and not an historical document. Its

description of the city in no way agrees with

the eminence of Heracleopolis in mythology, a

point which we shall have to consider later, nor

yet with the oldest historical text wherein the

city is mentioned, and which dates from the

Xllth Dynasty.

The Xllth Dynasty, which, as we may judge

from its important work in the Fayoom, had a

special liking for this district, could not well

neglect Ahnas, and we have proof that it did

not, in a stele engraved on the rocks of

Hamamut.^ It belongs to an officer called

° %
[j (]

'^ Khani, who relates that in the

fourteenth year of his reign,
[
U A J A

1 ^ <:^
I h ^ ^^^A^^ _Z1 I I I

^25- ^
•I v I

cz:^

Jf'

His Blajesfij ordered him io r/o to Roliennu

(Hamamdt), in order to tiring the fine monu-

ments iiiJticJi tris Majesti/ erected, to Tiershef

{Arsaphes) the lord, of Hvncnsntcn. This in-

scription belongs to the reign of Usertesen III.,

but as the king erected statues at Hunensuten

to the god of the locality, it is clear that the

temple in which they were erected must have

existed before them. In fact, the architraves

raised by Rameses II., for the construction of

thevestibule which he added to the temple, bear

the standards of Usertesen TI. I am there-

fore quite unable to share Professor Flinders

Petrie's opinion,* when he says that the blocks

with the name of Usertesen II. at Ahnas came

from the temple of Illahun, which Rameses II.

destroyed in order to build the temple of

Heracleopolis. Whatever changes Rameses II.

may have made in the sanctuary of Arsaphes,

he was not its founder. It is even probable

that for this event we must go much farther

back than the Xllth Dynasty, for if Hunen-

^ Lcpsius, Denk., ii. 136, a.

• Kaliun, Gurob and Hairara, p. 22.
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suten was the capital undci" tho IXth and Xtli

Dynasties, how can wc picture to ourselves an

Egyptian city without its temple, the nucleus

of its foundation', tho central i)oiut around

which the inhabitants gathered and built ?

The name of licraclcopolis iMagna is in

Egyptian 1
T I

Q AriAJ^/\ry

.? or n^i-
i2. AAAAAA

with a great number of graphic variants.

Several readings have been jjroposed. for the

name ; they differ chiefly in the value given to

tho sign % which is polyphonous, and which

in many instances is to be read Khcn.^ The

correct reading seems to me to have been deter-

mined by Professor Brugsch," who quotes a

variant found in a papyrus of the XVIIlth

Dynasty,'wherethe name is written X ,3^-1- r^©.

Admitting that the two signs .1 ^ have been

inverted, and should bo written ^f) J,, the

reading of the Avhole name would bo Haneii-

siden, or abridged, llunensu, whence we can

easily trace the origin of the gifHC of the

Copts, and the (^Ual of the Arabs.

Are we to recognize in this name the city of

t^.^C which is mentioned once in Scripture by the

profjhet Isaiah (xxx. 4) ? In opposition to

the view of the majority of commentators, I

believe with Professor Brugsch and Professor

Duemichen that the city of Hanes mentioned

by Isaiah is to be looked for in the Delta. Let

us look at the context, at the circumstances

which induced the prophet to speak of Hanes,

and at the passage itself as given in the Revised

Version.

" The plan which the Jews had hidden from

the prophet (xxix. 15) had been matured, and

ambassadors had been sent to Egypt with rich

5 Duemichen, Geogr. Inschr., Text, ii. p. 20.

» Zeitschr., 1883, p. 70.

? Naville, Todt., ii. pi. 293, Pf.

' In the name ^ 1 ^^
Duemichen, Geogr. Inschr., ii.

pi. xxxvi. 13, the sign jM has the valu ^

presents. Isaiah makes of this accomplished

fact a oTound for denouncing the alliance con-

eluded in enmity to God, and which will only

avail to put the Jews to sliamo."" "Therefore,"

says the prophet, " ahall the strength of

Pharaoh be your shame, and the trust in the

shadow of Egypt your confusion ; for his

princes are at Zoan, and his ambassadors are

come to Ilanes." The sense seems to be very

clear. Pharaoh is willing to side with the

Israelites, he will not turn his back against

them, on the contrary, he will receive them

with every sign of goodwill. His princes, the

chief of his troops are in Tanis, not very far

from the eastern frontier, and his ambassadors

are even farther, waiting for the arrival of the

Israelites who come to beg for his support.

It seems difficult not to understand the word

ambassadors as referring to men sent forward

to meet the Israelites, and in that case they

must be the vanguard of the king and of his

army. If his princes are in Tanis, his am-

bassadors cannot be a long way behind; they

must be in advance, at the eastern border of the

country. Thus we are compelled either to

admit the reading of the Chaldasan version

P'!!'^?U''ii Daphnae, the eastern bulwark of Tanis,

or to suppose that there was in the Delta a city

called Hanes. This latter alternative seems to

me the more probable. If we turn to the great

inscription of Assurbanipal, in which the

Assyrian king relates his wars against Tahraka,

or as he calls him Tarqu, we find that among

the cities to which his father had appointed

governors there is one called Khininsi. Here

again Oppert ' and other Assyrian scholars have

admitted that the name referred to Heracleo-

polis. But as it occurs among the names of

cities which all belong to the Delta, immediately

after Athribis and before Sebennytos, Mendes,

" Dillmann, Jesaia, p. 268.

' Mum. surlesrapporls de I'Egypta et de VAssyrle, p. 91

;

Haupt, Zeitschr., 1883, p. 80.

B 2
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and Busiris, it would be extraordinary if it

applied to a city of Upper Egypt. Therefore

we must conclude tliat there was a Khininsi in

tlie Delta, for which the hieroglyphic equivalent

would be v-^ 7v7/f«.s,which ProfessorDuomichen

considers as being the hieroglyphic name of

Daplmae. Whcthci- we admit his conclusion

or not, we nnist give up the idea that Hera-

cleopolis is mentioned in Isaiah. Heracleopolis

is not named in the Bible. Hanes is not the

capital of the XXth nome of Upper Egypt, it

is more north, on the frontier of the country.

As for the name Hanes, it is probably the same

as 'Avvcn.?, which is found in Herodotus.', The

Grreek author mentions it twice, once as being

the birthplace of the king of the same name,

and again as being one of the cities of the

Calasirians, all of which, except Thebes, are

cities of the Delta.

It is very difficult to determine the exact

boundaries of the Heracleopolitan nome. The

two authorities on which we must chiefly rely,

Strabo and Ptolemy, agree in stating that the

nome lay in a great island. Ptolemy gives us

the latitudes of the two points where the Nile

divided itself into two branches, and where the

branches reunited. According to him, the river

divided itself at latitude 29° 30', and the two

branches met together at latitude 28° 45'.^

In fact, we must reverse the expressions used

by the Egyptian geographer, who describes the

nomes from north to south like a traveller going

up the Nile.* What seems to him the point

where the two branches separate is, on the

contrary, the place where they again unite,

while farther south, the place where the

branches are said to meet together is really

2 Her., ii. 137, IGG.

3 Ed. Bertius, p. 126.

* tTra Ka6' h jj.ipo<; (r;^ifeTai o TroTajj.b'; ttoluiv I'^trov tw
ilf>aK\(OTro\iT)]v voixuv Kai iv ttJ vrjcro) Nei'Aou ttoAis /xccrdycios

Koi fXrjTpOTToXL^ TTpOf T<o BvTlKWTeptO T/i^/iOTt ToG TTOTa/iOU

HpoKXeovs iroXis ntyaXrj, kol iv rfj vijan) Neiy\ou ird/Vis

p.f.auyuo'S (p. 125).

the point of their separation. According to

Ptolemy, the island had a length of thi'ee-

quarters of a degree. It contained two im-

portant cities, Heracleopolis, situate on the

western branch of the river which embraced the

island, and Nilopolis,^ quite inland.

Strabo," in a somewhat obscure passage, says

that near the island on the right was a canal

running towards Libya and the Arsino'ite nome.

Tt had two openings and cut the island in two.

The French archasologist Jomard,^ who must

be credited with the discovery of the site of

Heracleopolis and the identification of the city,

considers that the canal described by Strabo is

the same as the western branch of the Nile

mentioned by Ptolemy, consequently he gives

the following boundaries : on the east, the

Nile ; on the west, the Bahr Yusuf ; on the

north and on the south, two transversal canals

cut across the valley. He gives the starting-

point of both of them; for the southern, at a

place called Ilarabchent, and for the northern,

at Zaiueh, near the present railway station of

Wasta.

Jomard's argument seems to me to be based

on an erroneous interpretation of Strabo. It is

impossible to suppose that the canal mentioned

by the Greek geographer skirted and limited

the island on the west, since Strabo says that

it cut through the island, and separated part

of it from the rest. Moreover, for Strabo, an

island is not artificial, not a piece of land en-

'" I consider that the site of Nilopolis is that of the place

now called Aboosir.

TrA?;^ c' TTOv Tis ivTpi^ei vvjcros, wv a^ioXoyiDraTi] rj Tov

HpaKXeiiuTLKOf vopLov TTipil^ovcra (p. 789).

tld o Hpa/<\eojT7JS voyuos Iv i'?/cro) fJnydXy Ka6^ i)v rj Stujpi'^

icTiv IV Sf^ia ei9 T-^iy Aij3i't;i' IttI t6i> 'Ap(Ti.voiTrjv vojxuv, <L(7Tt

Kal Ei<jTop.ov (Lvai T7)P' oiuipvya /xcto^u fiipovs Tivoi t^s vijcrov

jrapifXTriirTOVTO's (p. 809).

Mfra St TOV Ap(nvoi.rqv koX tov 'WpaKXiuiTlKov vojiov 'Hpa-

kAcovs TToAts iv y o i)(ytvno]V Ti/xaraL VTrivavTiw; Tois Apac-

voiVats (p. 812).

' Descr. de VEgypte, Antiquitis, vol. iv,, p. 401, ed.

Panckoucke.
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circled ])y canals ; for him an island must owe

its existence to tlie Nile itself, it must be

natural, and due to a division in the bed of

the river itself. We must therefore admit that,

in the times of Ptolemy and Strabo, the Nile

divided into two branches somewhere between

the present stations of Beni Suef and Feshu.

We cannot consider the description of the two

writers as referring to an island produced by

canals ; it was a more important stream, part

of the river itself, which formed it. The island

was natural and not made by the hand of man.

There are several such islands at the present

day. The island of Heracleopolis was much

larger, but similar to that which is now in front

of the village of Luxor. Traces of a branch

of the Nile are said to exist in the valley

between Beni Suef and the valley ; but we do

not know when water ceased to flow into it.

Variations in the course of the river must

have occurred frequently, as they do to this

day. Branches of the Nile are separated from

the main river, and thus islands are formed

which do not necessarily last for ever. For

instance, the island of Thebes has changed con-

siderably from what it was at the beginning of

this century. The map of the French savants

indicates that in their time by far the most im-

portant branch was the western. Now, on the

contrary, the great mass of water flows in the

eastern branch along the village of Luxor,

whereas after the beginning of March it is

quite easy to wade across the western river.

The island of Heracleopolis was formed by a

division in the river itself, and the city was

built on the western stream. That branch was

not the present Bahr Yusiif. When it reached

the desert of Ssedment, it may have foUowed

what has since become the bed of the Bahr

Yusfif in its lower course ; but it is evident from

Strabo and Ptolemy that, in their time, the

iinportant canal known as the Bahr Yusiif did

not flow as it does now. If, as is pi'obably the

case, its bed is natural and not the work of

man, a great part of it would have been silted

up in the time of these Greek writers, and

according to an Arab tradition it was reopened

by the famous Sultan Saladin, who then gave it

his name of Yusuf. Ptolemy gives us a con-

vincing proof of the truth of this statement.®

Speaking of the nome contiguous to that of

Heracleopolis on the south, the Oxyrynchos

nome, he says that its metropolis was inland,

/xecroyeio?. But the ruins of the city of Oxyryn-

chos, now called Behuesa, are on the bank of the

Bahr Yusiif, exactly like those of Heracleopolis,

which are described by Ptolemy as being on

the western branch of the Nile. Heracleo-

polis was situate on an important stream of

water which did not exist at Oxyrynchos, said

to be /M€crdyeto9. Yet if the Bahr Yusiif had

then followed its present course, the two cities

would have been in absolutely similar situa-

tions, and there would have been no reason for

saying that one was inland, and the other built

on a river. We are thus led to the conclusion

that, according to the Greek writers, the Bahr

Yusuf in its present course cannot be very old.

Ft is probably a work of nature enlarged and

regulated by the hand of man. Possibly the

kings of the Xllth Dynasty may have begun

this system of regulation in connection with

the works of Lake Moeris, which is always

attributed to them. But certainly in the time

of Ptolemy, the Bahr Yusiif was not the large

stream which it is now, or the geographer

would not have described the sites of Hera-

cleopohs and of Oxyrynchos as being so essen-

tially different.

Let us now turn to the hieroglyphic inscrip-

tions, and see what information they afford as

to the geography of the nome. If we consult a

certain monument in the museum of Marseilles,®

dating from the Xlllth Dynasty, we find what

I believe to be one of the oldest names, if not

Ktti ft.ca-oyeio'; /xTjTpoTroXts 'Ofu'pwyx"^ (P- 126).

'' liecueil des Iravaux, vol. i. p. 107 and 11'.
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of the whole noinc, yet at least of the region

around Heracleopolis. The officer for whom

the statuette in Marseilles was sculptured was

loioer of ilie King in. the inner idands of Tesli.

Tesh I consider with Briigsch as meaning the

region of the lake

—

das Seeland} Tlie sign

cnD reads (j "kx < ' find has as variant 1:^:^^, and

this leads us to an inscription of a much later

epoch, in which are related the high deeds of

Horus in his fabled wars against Set. When

going down the river, the god reaches the

neighbourhood of Heracleopolis, we read this:"

<z:s. rv\^ Q © U <n> r^^'^ il i iiJ / i i i i i i i

He shoxoed his bravery at Seab, protecting Osiris of

Anrudef, in Mesen of the rigid and Mesen. of the

left, wluch are the abodes of His Majesty in the

inner islands. We have a detailed description of

several parts of the nome in the texts ^ which

relate the various episodes of the famous war.

We there see that the locality called in the

later text v,"— » Anrudef, was a great sanc-

tuary of Osiris, and that part of the temple

called
J]

"f ^ the eastern abode, or ^\f^ the

good abode, was dedicated to Isis, who was

considered as protecting Osiris by her enchant-

ments. The goddess kept watch over the god

for fear that enemies might come by night

from tlie western desert, called ^ ^ the

desert or the mountain of Mer. The eastern

abode looked towards the south ; it was to the

south-west of the shrine of Osiris, and near to

it. This shrine of Osiris Hershef, Arsaphes,

is frequently mentioned in mythological and

religious inscriptions ; it is called o o A @
Nar, from the name of a tree which Brugsch

• Zeitschr., 1872, p. 89.

2 Duemichen, Temp. Inschr., i., pi. cii. 22.

^ Naville, Mythe d'Horus, pi. xvii.

considers as being a kind of acacia, and M.

Loret as the oleander.

Heracleopolis is mentioned in several texts

as being in the neighbourhood of Lake Moeris.

We read also of a canal or a river, called

\Q; '^^ /iici, from which the great basin

derived its water. In this canal or river there

was an opening ft "vl ';cCiSC^, which mayAAAAAA

have been the lock through which the lake was

filled, or the mouth whereby the canal emptied

itself into the lake. Near this opening was

the ^ the bcqlnninq of the InJce, as we

learn from the inscription of Piankhi.' Com-

paring the hieroglyphic data with what we

read in Ptolemy, I am inclined to think that

the canal or river called fi
'^ '^^ is nothing

but the western arm of the Nile, which, brandl-

ing oft' near Beni Suef, formed the island of

Heracleopolis. From this fi vl ^^, either

at Illahun or at Hawara, issued a canal which

flowed into the lake, and which must have

conducted a considerable volume of water in

order to fill such an extensive basin. The

filling of it could take place only when the

inundation reached a certain height, as we

learn from the Fayoom papyrus."^ Though it

is clad in a mythological garment, we need not

despise the information given by that docu-

ment, which says that when the rising Nile,

called Ra, first showed himself at the column

of Heracleopolis, which was used as a Nilo-

meter, it took the god forty-two days to reach

the lake, where he arrived on the 23rd day of

the month of Thoth. This seems to indicate

that Lake Moeris could only be filled after a

considerable rise of the river.

'' Line 76.

' Crugsch, Reise nach der yrossen Oase, p. 36 and tV.
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DIVINITIES OF HBRACLEOPOLIS.

The tutelary divinity of Ileracleopolis, to whom
the great temple of tlie city was dedicated, was

a peculiar form of Osiris called ^ ^^ Jj

Hershef. The Greeks have transcribed it

'Apaacfjy]';, a name which, according to Plutarch,

means "bravery."" His interpretation is correct,

since one syllable of the word is the root ^
which means coui'age, bravery, gallantry. It

is natural, therefore, that the Greeks, who, as

we may judge from Herodotus, wei-e fond of

giving Greek names to the Egyptian gods, should

have assimilated Hershef to Heracles, and

have called the city of Hershef, Heracleopolis.

Hershef, like the god Khnum, to whom ho has

much similarity, is represented with a ram's

head bearing the head-dress of Osiris. In the

few representations which have been found in

the temple, he takes the form of Osiris, who

usually has a human head ; of Harraakhis, with

a hawk's head bearing the solar disk ; of ITorus

neh ma hlieru, Horus the justified, or rather

the victorious lord, having a hawk's head with

the double diadem ; and also of Turn. All these

forms were known excepting ^^ ^^^

Horus the justified or victorious lord, which,

to my knowledge, is a new form of the

divinity.

A variant of the name of Hershef gives it

quite a different meaning. In a text of the

Xllth dynasty it is written
'^ k^— he

who is on or near liis lakeJ This shows the

connection of the god of Heracleopolis with

Lake Moeris, and it is remarkable that this

spelling should be found in a text belonging to

the dynasty which is said to have first dug the

lake or used it for regulating the inundation.

' 8r;XowTOS TO avSptlov Tov uvofiaTo^, I'lut., De /f. et Os.,

ell. 37.

' Lepsius, Benhn. ii. 136, a.

Another reading IS
a w

01'

he 'ivho /.s on Jeis saiitl. ft is found in

the Book of the Dead.* This leads us to mytho-

logical legends referring to the god. " He who

is on his sand," means the dead Osiris who has

been killed by Het. The god has been mum-

mified, his body is in a coffin, deposited, as usual,

in a sandhill.''' This reading is used in hymns

in which Thoth, or rather the deceased who

speaks like the god, addresses Osiris, and

restores him to life by his great power.' The

Hermopolite nomc, the nome of Thoth, was

only a short distance from Heracleopolis.

One of the most common epithets applied to

the god, and that fi'om which the name of his

shrine is derived, is written in various ways.

It is written thus ^u. "^ I] "^ ()
"^ "^ the

texts of the Xlth Dynasty,^ and —n_ ^ k>=^

in the temple (pi. i. n.). This latter is found

as late as the Saitic epoch.^ Both these

forms must be read anaaref. In the later

texts it is written ^ . * nnrudef. This name of

the god or of the shrine is very often met with

in Egyptian mythology, and the god to whom

it applies is either a man standing, wearing the

yl/e/ head-dress, and holding a sceptre (pi. ii. c),

or, more properly, Osiris in the form of a

mummy, having in his hands the emblems of

judgment.'^ It is in connection with this name

that the Egyptians give us a specimen of the

etymology, or rather of the pun from which

this name was derived : ^^ j^^ 1 'M I^
O

/\A/v^v\ /v^A^A^ 1.
°(5A

none of

his enemies hind him. in his name of Anaaref,

8 141, 7G ; 183, 1. " Tudt., vign. to chap i.

1 Tudt., c. 182, 183. ^ Lepsius, Aelt. Benk., pi. 32

' Pierret, Mon. du Louvre, i., pi. 17.

' Naville, My the d'Honiit, pi. xv. et xvi.

'' Naville, MytJie d'Horus, pi, xvi,

<' Mariette, ALm., pi. 21.
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tlie pun being in the "n^ord ', wliicli

means " to bind,'" or perhaps also " to oppress."

The sanctuary of Ileracleopolis is very often

referred to in the Book of the Dead. It is

spelt in the older texts Tx ._° n
'k

n A

A_D W

only W

, anaaref, or annaarcf, and once

^ crz], wliich is very nearly the

reading of the texts of later date, v^ ^ ^

anrudef.^ Several cosinogonic and mytho-

logical events were supposed to have occurred

at Heracleopolis or in its temple. According

to the Book of the Dead, it was there that the

coronation of Osiris and of his son took place.

It is said ' that the royal crown was given to

Osiris on the day when he was ordained to the

leadership of the gods, which is the day lolicn

the fn-o eartlis loere joined. Horns also was

ordained to succeed his father on the day of

the burial of Osiris, the beneficent sonl which

resides in, Ilnnensiden.^ The expression

—

the

tivo earths were joined, T^ ^^ ^_^

"

, which

is commented upon by this stronger word

^'^ ^^ the tiro earths were united so as to

make a ivhole, seems to me to imply an allu-

sion to an event which many late texts also

locate at Heracleopolis, that raising of the

firmament which caused the earth to become

solid.- This seems to mo the explanation of

another sentence which occurs farther on in

the same chapter of the Book of the Dead,^

' Bnigscli, Did. Suppl., p. 1 1

.

* Brugsch, Did. Geog., p. 346.

5 Chap. xvii. 8.3-8G of my edition. I quite agree with

jr. Maspero that the mention of Hnnensuten in 1. 4 is an

interpohition.

' Throughout tliis passage, the text of the tomb of

Horliotep, which has been used by 'M.v. Le Page Renouf in

his admirable translation, is more corrupt than the pajiyri

of a later date.

- Duemichen, Geogr., p. 213 and ff. ^ Line 97.

r^/^^^^^v, A^^^^^

X p^l~k-II„#
Shii, has beaten tlie two earths in llunensuten.

The word used for beating, <- „ , which
A^^\AV\ AA^/wW ^

has been translated " pulverise, to grind to

powder,"'* seems to me much rather to mean to

beat in order to make more solid, to pound the

earth either with an instrument or with the

feet, so that it may become harder. This

seems quite consistent with what we know of

Shu, the upliftcr of the firmament, who is seen

standing with his feet on the earth, and lifting

the sky with his arms. Although it was at'

Heracleopolis that the .solidification of the

earth took place, the god of the city was not

merely a terrestrial god, he also became one of

the inhabitants of the sky which had been

raised on the spot where he was specially wor-

shipped. In a hymn to Osiris Hershef, it is

said that Tonen iilaces him in the firmament,

in order that he may raise tcater over the moun-

tains, that he may cause to grou^ what comes

forth on the mountains, and. tlie crops wliich grow

in the flain.^

Heracleopolis appears in the famous inscrip-

tion of the destruction of mankind. It was

the starting-point of the goddess Sekhet when

she went out to trample upon the blood of the

'

rebels, after she had destroyed them by the

command of Ra. In a chapter of the Book of

the Dead * which I found in a Leydcn papyrus,

and which is unfortunately in a very bad state

of preservation, there are traces of a narrative

havinof some likeness to that of the destruction

of mankind. We read that there were great

rejoicings in Hnnensuten and Anaaref when

Horus inherited the throne of his father and

became lord of the whole earth. Afterwards

it is said ' that Snti (Set) arrived, his head

drooping, and, he frostraied himself in seeing

what Ba had done . . . falling from his nostril.

4 I'iehl, Did.jtap. Harris, p. 96. ' Chap. 183, line 15.

Chap. 175. Chap. 175, line 31.
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Then Osiris covered irith earth (lit. ploiiglied)

the blood which came aid of Ilunensnioi. The

woi'd iilourjh, is used here intentioiiall}'. Tt

reminds us u'i the great festival which was

celebrated at Ilunensuten, the festival of plough-

ing :
" I tahe ilie hoe, on tlic doj/ of tJie festival

of ploughing " says the deceased. This festival,

in wliich Osiris was placed on his sledge, was

also celebrated at Busiris, and there again

there was a tradition of tlie companions of Set

having been massacred and their blood covered

with earth.*

The raising of the Hrraament was commemo-

rated at Heracleopolis l)y a solemnity called

akh pet. According to Brugsch," it was cele-

brated on the first day of the month of

Phamenoth, which in the Alexandrian calendar

corresponds to the 25th of February.

The Book of the Dead gives us some supple-

mentary information about the city, and about

the divinities considered as inhabiting Hunen-

suten or Anaaref. Besides Osiris, there was

Sht, and Beh or Bala,'- a typhonic god, who is

called the eldest son of Osiris. We read also

that there were two gi'eat ponds in which Ra,

or the deceased, purified himself on the day of

his birth. They are figured in the vignettes of

Chap. xvii. The entrance through which the

deceased went down into the lower world

B.oset
^~^ ^^ was supposed to be the southern

door of Anaaref, the sanctuary where Osiris

was buried. In the middle of Anaaref was a

pond of fire, over which a monster with a dog's

head kept watch. At Hunensu, as at Heliopolis,

there was a sacred phoenix.

An officer of the Sa'itic period, called Hor,-

recounts upon his stele the important repairs

which he had caused to be made to the temple.

He speaks of two vinej^ards wliich he had

established there in order to provide wine for

8 Chap. 18, 2r>. » Mi/th., p. 30G.

> Pleyte, Zeitsclir., 18G5, p. 54.

2 Pierret., Mo7i. du Louvve, i., p. 14.

the god whom he called Hnneh.^ The Ptolemaic

texts of Edfoo and Denderah give us farther

information about the worship which was

celebrated in the city, and as to tiie traditions

connected with the worship.

MONUMENTS DISCOVERED.

Afteu long search and repeated soundings, we
hit upon a capital with palm-leaves, in red

granite, and we dug all round it to a de[)th

varying from fifteen to twenty feet. We thus

cleared what I believe to be all that is still

extant of the great temple of Arsaphes. It is a

rectangular hall, in the forepart of which is a row

of six granite columns (see Frontwpiece). The

greater side had a length of more than sixty feet,

and in the middle there was a door giving access

to the temple itself. The row of columns was

parallel to the longer side ; the short one, where

the colonnade ended, was only twenty-five feet

long. This vestibule had a basement of very

iiard red stone, on which the walls were built

in white limestone. A very few fragments of

them have been preserved, but except those

five or six blocks bearing traces of inscription,

the Avhole of the walls have disappeared.

On both sides of the door, on the basement,

the following inscription was engraved, witli

signs more than two feet high :— -V- *^ "^

(£iM] %-° J^ (HlMi] £ =
S^ r^ "^ 1 "^

'^^
The living Horus, the

mighty hull who loves Ma, the lord of 8edperiods

lilx Jiis father Bhihah Toven, the King of JJfper

and. Lower Egypt, Usermara sotep en Ba, the son.

of Ba, the lord of diadems, Barneses, who loves

Amen, erected these monuments to Jiis father,

Ilershef, the lord of the tivo lands. At the

3 Bi'Ugsch, Diet. Supjil., p. 853.
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end of tlie sliort sides, on the surface produced

by the thickness of the wall, the name of

Rameses II., "loving Hershef," is repeated.

The srod there bears his usual titles,

1
l| |IT!!^> ''^"'

^''''Hl ']f f^'e lii'o Iciiids, IJie lord

of iJie t'lvo territories; of East and West, accord-

ing to M. Maspero.*

On both sides of the door forming the

entrance to the temple, there are two scenes,

and in the middle of each is the cartouche of

Rameses II. (pi. i. a, n). In one it is said of

liim that he loves Anaaref, in the otlier the

coddess Ma, the goddess of Truth and Justice.

Above those cartouches is represented, on one

side, Arsaphes giving the sign of life to the

goose of the group "^i;^ the so7i of Rn. On

the other side, Harmakhis performs the same

task. Below the scene is an inscription

saying that the monuments of Rameses are

well established in the house of Arsaxtheft. These

last words induce mo to think that the building

to which this vestibule gave access was the

chief temple of the city. It is clear that it was

called the house of Arsaphes, n i-Yn^ . Now

if we consult the great Harris papyrus,^ which

recounts the donations made by the king

Rameses III. to the various temples of Egypt,

we iind among them ^ i <=> L J

^^^fl^ll ^^^'ri^e slaves

iohich he r/a,ve to the temple of Ilershef, the

King of the tivo lands, 103. It seems to me
quite evident that the royal grant was made,

not to one of the places ofworship of secondary

importance, but to the chief temple of the city,

to what we should call the cathedral ; and there-

fore, considering that the temple to which this

text refers is called by the same name as that

we discovered, and that both in the papyrus

and in the inscriptions Arsaphes bears the same

^ Fi-oc. of the Soc. of BihI. Arclumloijy, xiii. p. 409.

= P1. 01,1.13.

title. King of the tiro Inmls, we may legiti-

mately infer that the edifice that we had so

much difficulty in discovering was the great

temple of Hunensu.

The colonnade which was on the western side

of the vestibule consisted of six columns in red

granite more than seventeen feet high, with

palm-leaf capitals of very fine workmanship.

Only one of them is perfect ; it is now in the

British Museum (pi. vi.). The shafts of these

columns were covered with engravings of scenes

of ofl'erings to the local divinities. We have

Hershef, the principal of the local gods, with

'

a ram's head and wearing the so-called Atef

crown ; Osiris Anaaref with a human head
;

Horus neb makheru, wliom T believe to be the

son of Osiris, who, according to the tradition

recorded in the seventeenth chapter ofthe Book

of the Dead, came to the throne on the day of

his father's burial. To all these divinities

Rameses II. offers frankincense, milk, wine,

cakes. We have also Harmakhis tlie great god,

and Turn t]i.e lord of the tivo On, a name which

signifies the two parts of Egypt. In the blank

space dividing these scenes of offerings, Meren-

phthah, the son of Rameses, has inscribed

his name (pi. ii. D.).

Together with the columns, we found parts

of the architraves which they supported (pi. v.).

They had been re-used, for they were origin-

ally engraved with the name of Usertesen II.

Part of the standard name of this king is

still preserved (pi. i. p, e). We have already

seen that there are historical records of the

Xllth Dynasty having built at Heracleopolis,

and I suppose that the reason why so little

remains of the constructions of Usertesen is

that he built in limestoue. In several places

we have proofs that tlic Xllth Dynasty built

extensively in limestone, a material fore-

doomed to certain destruction. Granite only

survives. Door-lintels, columns, or archi-

traves, as in this case, have preserved the

names of the original foundei's. It was so at
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Ivhataaneh, wlierc the whole temple has dis-

appeared with the exception of a doorway

bearing the name of Amenemha 111. The

Labyrinth is no more, because it was made of

limestone ; and so it has been with the great

temple of lleracleopolis. Passing through the

door of the vestibule we roach a hall with very

large columns, of which only the bases remain.

They arc made of several pieces of limestone,

and their diameter is over four feet. Exclu-

sive of these few bases, of the vestibide base-

ment, and of the columns—which owe their

preservation to the hardness of their material

—the great temple of Arsaphes has entirely

disappeared.

In the vestibule were a few statues ; some of

them were hopelessly broken, or so much cor-

roded by water that they had completely lost

their original appearances and were altogether

beyond recognition. A granite torso of natural

size, without name, should I think be attributed

to the XXth Dynasty, to one of the later

Rameses (pi. x. c). By far the best monument

which we found, and nearly intact, is a sitting

statue in hard limestone of Rameses II., of

heroic size (pi. x. a, j;). The colour of the

monument was remarkably well j^reserved, and

did not disappear after long exjsosure to the

air. The whole body and the face is painted

red, and the stripes of the head-dress are alter-

nately blue and yellow, as it was in the case of

the Rameses II. now at Geneva, when first I

discovered it at Bubastis. Whether the colour

was not so good in the one case as in the

other, or whether it adhered less strongly to

granite than to limestone, at any rate, it

entirely vanished from the Rameses of Bubastis

after a few days' exposure. On the sides of the

throne are the usual titles of Rameses II. ; in

the inscription below he is said to be the wor-

shipper of Arsaphes (pi. i. c). This statue was

broken in two, but could easily be mended.

Except the beard and a piece of one of the

elbows, there was nothing missing. It is of

good XlXth Dynasty workmanship, and has

been presented to the University of Pensylvania.

THE NECROPOLIS.

On the other side of the Bahr Yusuf, towards

the south-west, there is a sandy and rocky

ridge which separates Almas from the Fayoom,

or from what was anciently Lake Moeris.

This region is called Gebel Ssedment, from a

village situate near the canal, and not far from

which are the ruins of a Coptic convent. I am

inclined to think, with Prof. Duemichen," that

the hieroglyphic name of that region was

Menmcnt, tJie rajioii of mounds
AAA^AA AVsAAA 1^"^^-^

or of mountains, especially as the Fayoom

papyrus^ connects with that region two locali-

ties called
Clo-

°^
_Si '="='

-^ ^> the

2>lact: of sand north of the canal Hun, of the

canal which I consider as being the branch

of the Nile which limited the island of Hera-

J Q r-yn ') w 'WWW

cleopolis on the west, and
j]
^ __fl

^ ^ ^ ^^

9 ^ <^> ^^"^ pl'^'^'^ l/" *'fwirf south if the canal.

The Gebel Ssedment, as its name indicates,

is part of the desert, and absolutely barren,

owing to its height over the valley of the Nile,

which puts it out of reach of the water.

This Gebel Ssedment was the necropolis of

the city, or at least part of it, for the number of

the tombs there is altogether out of proportion

with the population of so large a city, and it

is quite possible that the main part of it is not

yet discovered, and must be looked for farther

west or south in the desert. Near the culti-

vated ground, in the lower part, are the tombs

of the poorer classes. Above, cut in the rock,

ai'e those of the rich, which must have been

luxurious, for even in ancient times they

attracted the cupidity of robbers, were pillaged,

" Geog., p.
' PL i., eJ. Pleytc.

C 2
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unci afterwards re-iiscd for burials nuicli more

recent than the original ones.

The upper tombs generallj' consist of a

vertical pit sunk to a depth which sometimes

reaches twenty feet. Thoy are quite plain,

without any painting or sculpture ; for they

are cut in a calcareous rock so friable that to

attempt any engraving or works of art upon

its surface wouhl have been futile. The pit

opens out on cither side into a cliamber in

which the dead were placed. There are some-

times as many as three chambers, all at the

same height, and opening from three sides of

the pit ; but the usual number is two. The

pits are filled with sand nearl^r to the top, and

from their great number we might have hoped

to find many interesting burials among them.

But after having dug out one or two, we soon

perceived that the whole necropolis had been

re-used. The original owners of the tombs

were gone, and so too were perhaps their first

and second successors. They had been re-

placed by badly mummified bodies, generally

resting on reed mats. As a rule, there were

several bodies in one chamber, and the sand

falling into the pit had heaped all the bones

together into one corner. There were some

few remains indicating what the original

burials had been, and showing that the tombs

were not intended for people of the lower

classes, but for rich men and persons of high

social standing. We found a great many small

fragments of broken tablets of the XVII Ith and

the XlXth Dynasties, some of them of good

workmanship. There were also pieces of cloth

carefully painted with scenes from the Book

of the Dead. A few things had escaped the

plunderers, but they were of no value. No
doubt the robbers had left them because they

did not find them worth the taking. "We

found, for instance, a considerable number of

ushehtis (funerary statuettes) of the coarsest

description, made of wood, paiuted black, with

the names painted on in yellow. Others were

in red terracotta, and others again were merely

pieces of wood to which the form of a mummy
had been rudely given by means of a knife,

while the name of the deceased was written

with ink in hieratic. We found himdreds of

these ugly olijccts, which I believe to be more

ancient than the bodies which were afterwards

placed in the tombs. They had not been worth

stealing, and they fulfilled the same offices for

the later occupants as for the first. We often

found, in small niches on the right sides of

the entrances to the chambers, little baskets

containing tiie fruit of the dora-palm, poppy-

heads, and pieces of bread. Pigeon eggs were

deposited in small holes in the walls. The

baskets often contained also small implements,

such as pins, combs, and kohl-cases. One of the

tombs had been pluudered imperfectly; there

were no coffins, only bones lying on mats. But

in the time of the XVIIIth Dynasty, which was

also tlie time of the original owner, it must

have belonged to a rich man, for in the sand

we found a very fine iialiebtl made of stone,

painted in black with a white enamel inscrip-

tion in front. The name of the deceased was

<==^ -==^ /wvv^s -^ Osiris Ilamenna. On tlic

right of the entrance to one of the chambers

were two baskets, one of which contained two

alabaster pots, a comb, a kohl-case, a pin, a

small pot of black earthenware with a handle,

and a fine perfume spoon, the handle of which

represents a girl among reeds. The other

basket also contained a black pot, a pin, a

kohl-case, and another fine spoon, the handle

of which consists of two Bcs gods standing

back to back. Beside this was a small square

box, in which we found two blue porcelain

rings—one of them bearing the name of

Amenophis III., the other with an ^^, the

sacred eye,—a small blue frog, two small

scarabs, an nt'a ^^, and a little tablet with
o

the name of Menlclieperra, c^ Several of

these little things were stolen, the box in
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which they were packed having been opened,

partially rifled, and closed up again. However,

the two spoons, the most valuable of all these

small objects, have been preserved, and may
bo seen in the Egyptian Museum at University

College, London.

In the lower part of the Necropolis the

pits are much smaller, and contained little

more than an unornamented rectangular box.

Near the box were placed vases of coarse red

pottery and sometimes small wooden figures,

which seem to have belonged to a boat and its

crew ; also plain wooden head-rests, and a hoe

—the wooden instrument called
y^

mer, which

was used for tilling the laud.

The first coffins we discovered were in large

pits where a great many bodies had been

thrown in without any order, and apparently

with a neglect little in accordance with the

feeling of respect which the Egyptians are

supposed to have testified towards their

dead. Some of them were hardly mummified,

wrapped in mats, or in a bundle of palm sticks.

Here and there appeared a cofiin painted in

brilliant colours, and with all the characteristics

of a late epoch. The greatest number we

discovered were on the top of a hill and

quite at the surface. A rudimentary niche had

been cut in the rock, and the coffin was covered

with rubbish. Some of those coffins were typi-

cally very ugly (pi. xi. a.). Most of them con-

tained the bodies of women, and the mummies

wei'e wrapped in much cloth, without any amu-

lets. Some of them had the siugle ornament

of a necklace of small shells and blue beads,

from which hung a porcelain image of Bastit.

There were no inscriptions giving the names

and titles of the deceased. The best mummies

found were in the large pits. Some of them

were in three cases, the inner ones being of

cartonnage, adorned with figures of divinities

and scenes from the Book of the Dead (pis. vii.,

viii.). The two cases enclosing the cartonnage

were painted in red. Several specimens have

been bruught to Europe.au uuiseums. On these

coffins we see the hands of the deceased crossed

on the breast, and wearing as it were gloves

made of net-work (pis. vii., viii.). In two of

them the right hand lay by the side, while the

left was crossed on the breast (pi. xi. c).

Though the name does not appear on these

coffins, there are iuscriptious referring to the

scenes from the Book of the Dead painted upon

them, and also this formula, which is exactly

repeated on several of the wooden sarcophagi

:

u ^ D
^=^
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^^ « '^
!>

n j] ^ A roi/al offcriinj tu Osiris ivlio

resides in tJie Amenf ; lie (jives that thij ghost

may apjjcar and smell tlie Jiowers in the days of

tlie festivals uf Sokaris. ID- (jioes water to thy

ijhost, flowers to thy body, garments to thy

mummy, thoii art justified, Osiris for eternity.

It is evident that the Necropolis Avas used in

later times. A proof of this remains in frag-

ments of Greek tablets which we found in some

of the tombs, and I believe most of the coffins

must be assigned to Ptolemaic or Roman times.

There are a few, however, to which a much

earlier date may be assigned, and which, though

they contained bodies contemporary with the

Christian era, are yet the remains of an earlier,

and perhaps of the original Necropolis. I

should mention a plain rectangular yellow box,

which was found empty and without its lid. It

is exactly of the style of the Xlth Dynasty.

The inscription, written horizontally along the

upper part, reads as follows : i ^
A II „

h y '"^\^'^'^ A royal offering to Annhis on

]ds mountains in the Necropolis, the lord of

Teser [may he give) a good burial in the

Kherneter to the beloved Hunt. Another coffin in
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sycamore wood, with the arms in very low reUef

and crossed on the breast, is of much later

epoch (pi. xi. e). On the side are j)aiiited two

Anubis, a god with a human head, and other

figures. The inscription is nearly destroyed ;

what remains of it reads thus :
( j

.

"""^ M i ^
"^v^' z^'*! A«v^

|[1| Q ill

I ig\ infaconr of I[otcj)l-(i,

the ^on of the yrivsi, the scribe liavies. I

should think that this cofRn is later than the

XXth Dynasty. Near it were tw^o blue porce-

lain scarabs.

Thus it is clear that no definite period or

epoch can be fixed for the Necropolis of

Ssedment. We have here a cemetery which

has been used and re-used during centuries,

and where we may come across fragmentary

remains ranging from the Xlth Dynasty to the

time of the Romans. The majority of those

fragments, especially of the stela?, points to

the XVIIIth and XlXth Dynasties. It is

probable that we must trace the origin of the

greater part of the Necropolis to the time of the

great prosperity and power of Egypt, to the age

of the Thothraes, the Amenophis, and even of

Rameses II. ; how^ever, parts of it must be much

older, as we may conclude from the presence of

the coffin of the woman Hvmt. But even

thougli we ti'ace it as far back as the Xlth

Dynasty, there is nothing whatever which we

can consider as belonging to the Old Empire.

I attribute to the XlXth Dynasty the only

statue which I found at Ssedment (pi. xii. B.).

It is a broken granite group found in the rub-

bish thrown into one of the pits to fill it. It

represented a standing priest and pi'iestess.

The figure of the priestess is nearly broken off.

On the back were two scenes of offerings

(pi. i. F.); the priest stood before Arsaphes of

Huneusu, and the priestess Hnnurl oflered two

sistrums to Hathor, the goddess of the city.

As for the pottery, some specimens of which

have been put together on pi. ix., it is difficult

to date it with exactness, considering that it

comes from a necropolis which has been used at

various epochs. However, it is to be noticed

that with few exceptions the whole of it was

found in the poorest tombs, and even in those

bearing unmistakable indications of a very late

date. Wc also found fragments of terra-cotta

coffins ; the headpiece of one of them is repre-

sented on the same plate as the pottery. All

the vases belong: to the roughest kind of

Egyptian pottery. The bottle-shaped vases,

which are sometimes considered as being the

oldest Egyptian pottery, w^ere found close to

the cultivated land, in that part of the Necro-

polis which I described as being the poorest,

where there are only rectangular boxes and

imperfectly mummified bodies, without any

ornament or amulet. Whoever has seen the

Neci'opolis of Ssedment will have no hesitation

in considering those bottle-shaped vases as the

latest work discovered there, later than the

pieces of Greek inscriptions found close by.

Consequently they must belong to Roman times.
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The Wo mounds situate near the present

station of Simbillaouin, and separated by a

small village, bear the collective name of Tmei

el Amdid. Nevertheless, these two mounds

mark the sites of two different cities. The

southern mound, distinguished by the more

markedly Roman characteristics of appearance,

was called Tend, ^a3, in the Middle Ages, and

is now called Tell Ibn es Sahim. It is the

ruins of the ancient city of Thmds. The

northern mound has a decidedly Pharaonic

character. It was known as El Mondid, jjja*!l,

in the Middle Ages, afterwards as Tell Boha,

and is the site of the ancient Mendcs. Those

two important cities stood close to each other

;

and although they may have co-existed in the

time of Herodotus, Mendes was the first, the

oldest; it was the capital of the nome, and

gave its name to the province. Later on, under

the Romans, we find that Thmuis is pre-

eminent, while Mendes has fallen into the

shade.

In the first place, let us consider the infor-

mation to be derived from classical sources

with regard to these two cities. Herodotus ^

mentions the Mendesian mouth of the Nile as

not originating at the apex of the Delta, but

from the Sebennytic branch. He also speaks

of the Mendesian nome, and of the local cult of

the city, and says that this nome, together

Avith several others in Lower Egypt, was

allotted to those whom he calls the Calasirians,

who constituted a division of the military caste.

1 Lib. ii., 17, 42, 43, ICG.

Among the nomcs belonging to this military

caste, ho also mentions that of Thmuis,

0ju,outTi7s ; but this is evidently a mistake, and

the solitary mention of any such nome. In

his enumeration, Herodotus has given us the

same nome twice over under different names.

Strabo " twice refers to the city and nome of

Mendes as being in the vicinity of the city and

nome of Leontopolis. Ptolemy, the geographer,

gives us the position of the nome of Mendes,

to which he assigns Thmuis as the capital.^

Already in his time this last city had superseded

the ancient capital ; and, judging from the

extent of its ruins, it must have been a city as

largo iis Mendes. Thmuis is mentioned by

Josephus * as one of the places Avhere Titus

encamped on his march against Palestine.

The Roman general used the Mendesian branch

of the Nile for the transport of his troops. Its

navigation would seem to have afforded an easy

access to the sea even for a large fleet, since it

was at this mouth of the river that Nectanebo,

the last native king of Egypt, fought his

desperate battle against the Persian troops of

Pharnabazus, under the command of the

Athenian general Iphicrates. This battle sealed

the fate of Egypt, for from that time onwards

the prophecy of Ezekiel was fulfilled, and no

native ruler evermore reigned in the land.

The prosperity of Thmuis is indicated by

2 p. 802, 812.

^ Mti'Sijo-io? vofj.6'; Kai fD^rpoToXis ®/JLovi<;. Ptol., p. 124.

^ iVvaTrAtt Sta Tov NetAou Kara Tuy Mci'SrJcriOi' vofxoy f^^XP^

TToAcojs &ixov(ijj<;. Bell. Ju(L, 1. iv., chap. 42, ed. Froben.
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Ammianns Mfircelliiiup/ who says that it was

one of the four great cities of Egypt, the other

three being Athribis, Oxyrynchos, and INfem-

phis. According to the Itinerary of Anto-

ninus," it was twenty-two miles distant from

Tanis, and forty-four from Heracleopolis Parva,

the present Kantarah on tlie Suez Canal.

Thniuis became one of the episcopal seats of

Egypt, and the names of two of its liishops have

come down to ns : that of Serapion, who

wrote a biography of St. Macarius, and that of

Phileas, who suffered martyrdom under Diocle-

tian. Under Ai-ab rule both mounds belonged

to the province of Murtahia.

I devoted the greatest part of my time to

the Pharaonic mound of Mendcs. The remains

are so scanty that it is hardly possible, from

the mere sight of them, to form au idea of

what the old city must have been, and of the

buildings which it contained. Rightly to judge

of their size and importance we must go back

to ancient descriptions of the place. An Arab

geographer of the fifteenth century, Abul-

'Abbas Ahmed ben Ali el Galcaschandi, gives

the following account of the ruins :
" The tem-

ple of Tumei, in the province el Murtilhia, on

the north towards the city of Tumei, is in ruins.

The common people call it the Temple of 'Ad.

Remains of its walls and of the roof, made of

very large stones, have been preserved to the

present day. Over the entrance is a piece of

limestone and gypsum. In the interior there

are largo cisterns of hard stone and of a very

extraordinary description." And further

:

" Tumei is a city in ruins, in the province of

Murttlhia, with considerable remains. I saw

there a hall with columns of hard stone made

of one single piece of a height of about ten

cubits, erected on a basement also of hard

stone." ^

5 L. xxii. IG. c ]>_ i53_ cd. Wosseling.

' I am indebted to the kindness of Count d'lTidst for

these curious quotations.

We find that the place had altered consider-

ably by the end of last century, at the time of

the French expedition." The French savants

speak of it as being covered by a confused

mass of broken pottery, granite blocks, and

ruined brick walls. The only monument which

they found complete was the monolithic shrine,

still standing, and to which we shall refer later.

Besides the shrine, there were blocks of black

granite, which have since disappeared, as well

as three falling buildings whose remains

covered the soil. Also, at a short distance

fi'om the monolith, were twenty-eight large

oval-shaped stones, hollowed as for watering

troughs, or coffins ; and Jomard, remembering'

the passage in Herodotus which says that Pan,

called Mendes, was worshipped here under the

form of a he-goat, suggests that these coffins

may have been destined for the embalmed

bodies of those sacred animals. They are

evidently the " cisterns of extraordinary

description " which so astonished the Arab

traveller.

Another Frenchman, who visited the place

about the same time, noticed that the ground

had been dug over for the limestone with

which the walls of the ancient buildings were

made. He also observed that the pavement

of the largest temple was of sandstone, and

was covered with yellow and red fragments

from Gebel Ahmar, the Red mountain near

Cairo. Everywhere he found traces of fire,

thick layers of charcoal and calcined matter,

burnt bricks, and half-vitrified fragments, and

as he had seen the same things on other

mounds, ho concluded that fire had been the

chief agent in the destruction of this city. No

doubt many of the old Egyptian cities owe

their destruction to fire ; but the most de-

structive of all fires is that of the kiln, which in

modern times has reduced to liuie the walls of

" De^n: de TEgypie. Ant., vol. ix. [i. 3G9 and Q'., ed.

Panckoucke.
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a great number of buildings, including the

most valuable Xlltli Dynasty temples of tlie

Delta. The scanty remains which the French

saw at the beginning of this century have for

the most part long since disappeared, and

except the monolithic shrine, some of the

coffins, and a few stray blocks of hard stone

which could not be used, nothing remains

either above or below the soil of the extensive

buildings of the city of Mendes.

When I settled there, at the beginning of

January, 1892, the only things visible were

Drawing found in Lepsius' Papers.

the monolithic shrine (see Vignette), a few

blocks originally forming the basements of

the walls, and the sarcophagi of the sacred

rams within the enclosure wall on the north

side, besides a very large coffin in black granite

with a casing of limestone, which must have

been for a high official or even for a king,

and which had already been discovered and

opened—when, we do not know. It bears no

inscription.

The shrine is an enormous monolith of I'ed

granite ; its height is more than twenty feet,

and its Avidth twelve. There is a low roof

in the form of a pyramidion with a very obtuse

angle. Its granite l)ase rests upon a high

limestone basement, which extended not only

under the monument itself, but also under-

neath the hall which contained the shrine.

The shrine was evidently destined to contain

the sacred emblems, for it had a door, probably

made of precious wood. The limestone base-

ment was quarried out not long ago, and a

quantity of lime has been made out of it for a

pasha's farm; so that at pi'esent the solidity

of the monolith is endangered by the deep

holes around it, into which blocks of the pave-

ment have fallen. This quarrying seems to

have been stopped lately, owing to the energy

of the Museum authorities, otherwise the shrine

would certainly have fallen to pieces, and that

the more easily since deep cracks on the aides

show that the stone is broken.

One of the French explorers, Girard,' says

that in his time there were traces of erased

hieroglyphs on the sides of the shrine. They

are no longer discernible. Burton,^ who visited

the place about the year 1825, and who made

a drawing of the shrine, could decipher a few

signs which were probably on the cornice of

the monument. They form the coronation

cartouche of King Amasis of the XXVIth
Dynasty, who is said in the same inscription to

be the worshipper of ^^ T K V ^ ^'"^ ^^'^'"'.'/

noul of Shio. In the course of the excavations

which I made near the monolith, I found the

same cartouche with the words (worshipper of)

'^^•V-'fei^
J

the living soul of Seh, on a granite

block. I shall revert later to the worship of

Mendes indicated by these words. Whether

the shrine was reconstructed by the Saites,

or whether those kings merely engraved an

inscription upon it, one thing is certain : the

" Descr. de rEgijpte, Ant., vol. ix. p. 375.

1 Excerpta hier., \i\. xli.
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temple itself is older than the XXVIth

Dynasty ; for among the stones which belonged

to the Ijasement, there are several bearing the

name of RamesesII.and of his son Merenphthah.

Two of them have been cut into water-basins,

both have the name of Eameses II., but on one

of them it is written with a variant. I here

ffivo the sentence in full :
^ KSiX^ ^^ uuo f

("^TMlV C^iilfflil -'- lonq

as lasti< the slcy thy datues lad, Usermara wtep

en Ra, f^on of Ba, Barneses, Jieloved of Amen,

the divine chief of On; AAAAAA —l-—-^:^
D ^

fa

&c., with the same cartouches, As long as thou

lastcst Ba lasts in the si-
if. King Barneses, the

divine chief of On. This title of " diviue chief

of On," which Kameses II. assumes here, is

very rarely met with in his cartouche. It was

adopted l)y several of the later Ramcses of

the XXth Dynasty. The second stone, which

is placed symmetrically to this, has the usual

cartouches of Rameses II.

The dynasty which seems to have specially

worked at Mendes is the XXVIth. We have

already seen that the shrine bore the name of

Amasis. That of one of his predecessors,

Psammetichus II., is on a small fragment of

the statue of a priest. To Apries also must

be attributed a monument which we have pub-

lished elsewhere,' and which is now exhibited

in the Museum at Ghizeh. It was found in

one of the trenches which I opened in front of

the monolith, and is a statue representing a

standing king, of natural size, and made from

the red limestone of Gobel Ahmar. It was

broken in two, the head being separated from

the body ; the feet are lost. The statue was
never finished, it is unpolished, and the traces

of the toothed hammer with which the surface

was rounded off may still be seen upon it. I

believe that it was originally intended to be

2 Mariottc, Moii., pi. iv. ^ Arch. Report, p. 2.

the portrait of Apries, one of the kings of the

XXVIth Dynasty. I came to this conclusion

by means of a fragment of the same stone,

coming prol^ably from the same monument,

and which was found close to the torso. This

fragment bears the following inscription : . . .

l^^^?^^^^"^ ••• This inscrip-

lion is on the middle part of the base of a

statue, and as it gives us the standard name

of Apries, it is natural to conclude that the

statue, which according to all probabilities

stood upon that base, was the statue of Apries.

But it has not preserved its original character-

istics. The face has been remodelled ; the

traces of alterations subsequently made in the

features are seen, not only in the way in which

the features are cut, but also in the colour of

the stone. The statue was turned into that of a

Roman emperor, whose likeness was sufficiently

well indicated for it to be still recognizable,

since the sight of the characteristic wrinkles in

the forehead enabled Mr. Murray and Mr.

Grueber at once to identify this portrait as

being that of Caracalla, whose reign was marked

for Egypt by a terrible massacre in Alexandria.

Another monument of Apries, which evidently

comes from the Tell, is to be seen in a mosque

of the neighbouring village of Roba. It is a

piece of limestone with both cartouches of the

king well engraved. I did not succeed in my
repeated attempts to purchase the stone and to

have it taken out of the wall.

Towards the north-east of the monolith are

small mounds which are evidently remains of old

buildings. Digging in one of them, I found a

very fine Hathor capital, which apparently sur-

mounted a monolithic column in black granite,

of which several fragments are left. This

Hathor capital is very different from those I

discovered at Bubastis.* Instead of a diadem

of asps over the hair, it has a small shrine, out

of which an asp projects, and the whole capital

* Buhantis, pi. ix,
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is in the lorni (if a sisLruin, a musical instru-

ment which was one of the emblems of the

goddess Ilathor. The hair is not so heavy as

in the Ptolemaic capital of Bohbcit cl Hagar

;

''

the face has the aqniline type of the Rames-

sides ; I should therefore attribute it to the

XTXth or XXth Dynasty. I should think

that the building to which it belonged was

connected with the cemetery of sacred rams

;

perhaps it was the hall with columns described

by the Arab geographer, where he saw those

" cisterns " of extraordinary shape.

Before my excavations, Brugsch-Bey had

worked at Tmci el Amdid for the Boolak

Museum. The most important result of his

work is a Ptolemaic tablet,'^ which, like all

documents of that kind, is most valuable,

because it gives us a great deal of information

about the names of the nome, its cities, its

temples, and the worshij) which was carried on

there. The nome of Mendes, the XVIth on

the list, was j|, which Brugsch first read

Kha, but which probably has to be read

Eamchi

;

' and its capital was 'y^ ^:3:7t| n

Pa ha neb dad, which Brugsch long ago recog-

nized as being the origin of the name of

Mendes, the JJindidi '^ of the Assyrian inscrip-

tions. It is not to be confounded with another

city of very similar name, n If P(i'

mar neb Dad, which is the capital of the IXth

nome, the present city of Aboosir, near Sama-

nood." Mendes was not exactly on the banks

of that branch of the Nile to which it had given

its name ; the city was joined to the river by a

canal
AAAAAA

Ake^i. Besides the holy ram.

to which we shall presently return, the divini-

' Dcser. de VEgypte, Ant., vol. v. jil. .30.

6 Zeitschr., 1871, p. 81 ; 1875, p. 33.

' J. do Kougo, Gcogr. de la Basse-Egi/jde, p. 114.

•
s Oppcrt, liaiqiorts de V Er/ypte ct de I'Asst/rie, p. 92

Delitzscli, Wo lag das Para/lies ? p. 31G.

' The Mnvnd of the Jew, p. 27.

UlG

ties were : the child ILirpocrates, and a goddess

—a woman wearing on her head the emblem of

the nome. She is called " |00,i) Uamcln,

iJic .sacred' woman wlio realdes in the abode of the

ram. The name of this divinity is preserved

on a monument which I saw in the house of a

Greek in a neighbouring village ; it is the base

of a kneeling statue erected for \ ^ jjTk ^sj^^,

attendant of tlie high ]i)r lest of On (Heliopolis),

Uorut'a, the son of the hi(jh piest of On, Ham?
His mother is called

f"j
,wwv. .=^

^ |^ ^ J^
the i>rics(ess of Ilamehl, Shephoid.

But the chief divinity, whoso animal embodi-

ment was kept and fed in the temple of

Mendes, was the so-called sacred ram. I will

continue to call it a ram in this paper, because

that is the traditional name of the animal,

although to my mind it is decidedly a misnomer.

I believe that the sacred animal of Mendes,whose

conventional form, I admit, is more like that

of a ram than anything else, is meant to repre-

sent not a ram, but a he-goat. It is remarkable

that all the Greek and Roman authoi's who speak

of Mendes and of the animal worshipped there

invariably call it a he-goat, Tpdyos, and not a

vam,Kpi6s. Herodotus, Strabo, Suidas, Nonnus,

Plutarch, are unanimous on that point ; they

say that the Greek god Pan was called Mendes

by the Egyptians, that it had the form of a

he-goat, and that therefore, in the Egyptian

language, that animal is called Mendes." On
the other hand, the same authors repeatedly

mention the ram (/cpids) as being the symbol of

Anion, or as the Greeks call the god Zeus,

Jupiter. " The Egyptians give their statues of

' See Festival Hall of Bubastis, pi. i. 4, the ^. [jTh

preceding the high-priest of On. Probably the son began

with being the attendant of his father before himself attain-

ing to the dignity of liigh-priest.

- Bocliart, Ilierozoicun, 1. ii. p. 642 ; Jablonski, Panth.

Acg., 1. ii. cap. vii.
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Jupiter the face of a ram," says Herodotus,^

and his statement is confirmed by several

other authors and even by some of the Fathers.

Lepsius * has very clearly pointed out the

distinction to be established between the ram-

headed Amon and the other divinities, also

called ram-headed, Khnum and Arsaphes. He

has shown that Amon has horns going round

the car, and turning downwards, the regular

ammonites or horns of Amon, while Khnum
has always two horizontal horns diverging in a

spiral line from a knot -which projects out of

the top of the head. Frequently also Khnum,

like the sacred animal of Mendes, has four

horns, those of Amon round the ear, and the

upper horizontal ones. It is quite possible that

this slight difference is meant to show in a

conventional way that the animals were

different ; the horizontal, spiral horns pointing

to the he-goat, while the horns of Amon indi-

cate a ram. Let us remember that we are not

to look for zoological accuracy in religious

representations. There arc certain laws,

certain religious prescriptions which regulate

the conventional forms of the sacred animals,

and which absolutely prohibit others. Neither

picture nor sculpture of a he-goat has ever been

found in an Egyptian temple ; we find only the

so-called ram. Yet in spite of their never

being represented, the testimony of classic

writers is so clear and so positive, that it is

quite impossible not to lielieve that there were

sacred he-goats in Egypt as well as sacred

rams, bulls, crocodiles, and cats. In the same

way we never see swine, but always a hippo-

potamus, though we know that swine Avere

sacrificed at certain festivals. It is quite

possible that, by a similar conventionalism, the

horned ram may be the religious form of two

different animals, the two-horned one being the

ram, and the four-horned the he-goat. An-

other proof, which seems to be very convincing,

3 Lib. ii. 42. * Zeitscltr., 1877, p. 8.

is afforded by the study of the coins.^ The

coins of Thebes, or of Diospolis Parva in the

Delta, all bear a ram drawn in the most distinct

way, and not to be mistaken for any other

animal ; while the coins of Mendes bear a he-

goat just as clearly and distinctly drawn as the

ram of Thebes.

I cannot enter here into a full and exhaustive

discussion of this subject, which requires atten-

tive consideration. For the present I shall

keep to the old name, given, as I believe, merely

on account of the animal's appearance in the

sculptures, and based on a wrong interpretation

of a conventional form. I shall therefore con-

tinue to speak of the sacred ram of Mendes.

I only wish to point out that the usual opinion

as to the real nature of the animal does not seem

to me to be based on conclusive arguments, and

that the evidence points rather to the he-goat

than to the ram as the chosen embodiment of

the local deity.

The question would be settled immediately had

we found the original contents of the coffins, of

which several are still to be seen, and are known

to have been there since the Middle Ages. But

neither Brugsch's excavations nor mine have

given us an uuriHed specimen. The coffins are of

black granite, and with one exception, they are

uninscribod. That exception is represented by

a lid, which was discovered by Brugsch, and is

now exhibited in the Museum at Ghizeh.^ The

lid was originally five feet two and a half inches

long, and two feet seven inches wide ; thei'e

are only fragments of it left. It did not belong

to one of the largest sarcophagi, for some of

them were as much as six feet long. The

animal which the lid had covered is called in

the inscription ^|j\
-?- Ba anlh, the living soul

or the living spirit. The bird with a human head

^K\ ha, is here a variant of the ram ^^ to be

= Tochon, Medailles d'Erpjpfe, pp. G3, 1G7 ; J. de Rouge,

Mommies des No7nes de I'Egypte, pp. 11, 4G.

« Mariettc, Mon., pi. 42-46.
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found on the Ptoloniaic tablet. I think, tlicrc-

foro, that tlic expression ^3i^ T of ^1^^) tablet

must be trauslated /Ac llcimj soul or the tiving

s])irit, rather than the living ram. The cofBn

is ornaraeuted like sarcophagi for human

beings, with representations of the sky, of the

gods of the elements, of night and day, and of

the different hours, and with the name of each

of them. The words sjjoken to the Jla aiikh.

are quite similar to the foruud;e addressed

to men. The sacred ram is supposed to sym-

bolise the productive and generative power of

nature, and he unites in his own person four

different rams, who are sometimes represented

in an abridged form as one single body Avith

four heads. On the Ptolemaic tablet he is

called : the King of Upper and Lower EgijjA,

the liuing spirit of lia, the living spirit of Sim,

the living spirit of Seh, Hie living spirit of Osiris,

the spirit of sjnrits, the lord of lords, the heir in

the city of Tonen (Mendes). In another part of

the same text it is said of him : aiypearing on

the horizon with four heads, illnminating heaven

and eartli, coming as Nile, causing the earth, to

live, and {giolng) the air to manl'ind. From

these two texts it is clear that he is supposed

to unite in himself the four elements, light or

fire, water, earth, and air ; these are the four

heads with which he is often represented, or

the four different rams of the composite deity,

which are sometimes attributed to four different

cities of Egypt.

But whether the sacred animal of Mendes

was a ram or a he-goat, it was, at any rate,

treated as a god, and divine honours were

granted to it. The ram lived in the temple,

and had his priests and his priestesses, who

took care of him. As with the bull AjdIs, there

was only one sacred ram at a time, one having

certain characteristic marks in proof of his

divinity. Like Apis also, he appeared some-

where quite unexpectedly. In the Ptolemaic

tablet it is said that in a year of Ptolemy

Philadelphus, which was probably the twenty-

second, people came to say to His Majesty that

a ram had appeared in a certain locality west of

Mendes, near the pylons, and they asked that

the king himself should enthrone the god, and

establish him in the temple, the repairs of which

had just then been completed. Five experts

were called in to examiuc the animal from cities

where it was worshipped ; and when they had

duly inspected the young ram, and certified that

his marks were correct, according to the divine

regulations, his fourfold title was given him,

the king himself enthroned him, and caused

him to be led in procession into the temple.

A great festival took jjlace ; and the king

availed himself of the occasion to dedicate a

statue of his deceased sister and wife Arsinoc,

which was to be placed near the sacred ram.

As I said before, the city of Thmuis super-

seded Mendes when Egy])t was under Roman

rule. The name of Mendes does not occur in

the list of bishoprics, but only that of Thmuis.

0ja.OYlC'i'R<\Kl©JuiOYl are the names we find in

the Oxford list." The great quantity of Roman

ruins, aqueducts, remains of barracks and of

what I consider to be the palace of the governor,

which had a portico with granite columns, all

show the importance to which the city rose

under the Romans, I dug in several of the

houses without finding anything valuable. I

have elsewhere described the chambers filled

with burnt papyri, which I called the library

of Mendes, but which should more correctly

have been described as the library of Thmuis.

Whether it was a library, or merely held the

archives of the city, it certainly contained a

considerable number of documents. A few

fragments in possession of Daninos Pacha have

been read by Prof. Sayce, who found them to

be accounts. But it is probable that in a

building of such a large extent there must

have been books of another kind. They were

all written in Greek.

' J. Jc Koiigc, I.e., p. loG.
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On the same side as the inoumls of Tmei el

Amdid, but nearer to Mansoorali, the traveller

passes another mound close to the present

station of Baklieh. A few years ago he might

there have seen a number of fellaheen actively

engaged in excavations, under cover of getting

"sebakh" manui'e for their fields, but really

looking for antiquities, Now the mine is

exhausted, the mound has been partly levelled

to the ground, and, even for a fellah, there is

no further use in working there.

In traversing the short distance which sepa-

rates the station from the mounds, wo first

reach a space covered with enormous blocks of

black granite (pi. xii. a.) and red limestone.

Among them are two capitals in form of a

lotus flower, only roughly hewn and not yet

polished. One of them has been split in two,

for, as usual, this heap of big stones has served

as a quarry. Evidently a king of Egypt

—

whose name we do not know, but who, judo-inr/'

from this building material, which is very like

that of Behbeit, might be a king of the XXXth
Dynasty, or even a Ptolemy—intended building

a temple here. To that end, he brought hither

stones from Upper Egypt, but was afterwards

obliged to give up his project, owing to

circumstances also unknown to us.

This heap of stones stands near the opening

of an enclosure-wall built round an area of

a few acres, containing the remains of the old

city, which could not have been very large. It

probably possessed but a small sanctuary.

which was to bo renewed or enlarofed. At a

short distance from the large mound is a

smaller one, whore the fellaheen have been

digging for yeai's, until parts of the mound

have completely disappeared. It was a necro-

polis of sacred ibises, and the spot has long

supplied the shops of antiquity dealers in Cairo

with bronze heads and figures of the sacred

bird. All over the tell lay heaps of bones of

the bird of Thoth, and the figures were thrown

among them exactly as in the case of the cats

of Bubastis. Some mummified ibises were

found in cases made out of a kind of cement.

Along with the remains of these birds were

found one or two sarcophagi of white limestone,

which were immediately broken up, and also a

few statuettes, one of which is dedicated to

Thoth, and is now in the British Museum.

The presence of so many ibis relics naturally

led to the idea that this was the site, if not of

the capital, at least of one of the cities of a

nome dedicated to Thoth, Hermes, and which

might have been called Hermopolitan by the

Greeks. In the hope of discovering the name of

the place, I cut extensive trenches all through

the mound, but notwithstanding their number

and their depth, I did not come upon the trace

of any important buildings whatever. Evi-

dently, if there had been a temple, it was a

small building which soon disappeared, and

which was to be replaced by a larger one for

which the necessary material had been brought

from Upper Egypt. Besides, in the heart of
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the Delta the people are far from any quarry.

It is not easy to get limestone there, and the

smallest piece found on the tell would speedily

have been carried away. That seems to be the

reason why there are hardly any remains to be

seen there, excepting big blocks of granite, for

which there is no ordinary use.

Such fragments of inscriptions as I found

were discovered in the village of Baklieh ; they

are four in number. The first is a piece of lime-

stone, the lower part of a door-post, on which

are the following signs : ^^ "^::^ ^5= ©
[] Q

. . . uiorshipper of the great, tlic hml of Bah.

The second is a fragment of hard stone used as

the threshold to the tomb of a sheikh of a neigh-

bouring village (pi. iii. B.). The inscription is

of the time of Nectanebo II., and states that

the king was a worshipper of Thoth. Pro-

bably the name of the city in which Thoth is

said to reside immediately follows upon the

name of the god, and this supposition might

easily have been verified had the Arabs allowed

me to remove a brick of the door-post covering

a few inches of the stone. But after having re-

mained there a long time, after having tried all

kinds of argument, even that which is to them

the most persuasive of all arguments—the

sight of gold, I failed to overcome their

obstinacy. They feared to irritate the deceased

saint, who would deeply resent any damage

done to the door of his tomb, and who

would cause his wrath to be felt. So I was

obliged to go away without the sight of those

few signs. A third fragment is a large piece

of a basalt coffin Avhicli I had taken out of a

mill. The name of the deceased was *

Aahmes. He had several titles, the most impor-

tant of them being
ttl j^ 'it. the h<dd-

headed, the title of one of the high-jDriests of

the XVth nome of Lower Egypt, the nome of

^"^ of the ibis, or of Thoth. The names

which I found on these inscriptions all point to

that nome in which the ibis was worshipped,

and this is in good accord with the fact of the

sacred birds' having had their necropolis at

Baklioh.

The name of the nome of the ibis (^$;^ would

lead us to think that this was the Hcrmopolitan

nome of the Greeks, and that its capital was

Hormopolis Parva, known to have l)een in the

Delta. But it is not so ; we do not know of

any Bcrmopolitan nome having existed in the

Delta, whereas the city of Hermopolis Parva

in Lower Egypt is spoken of several times.

The name occurs three times in Strabo, and it

is probable that the Greek geographer meant

two different cities.^ Of the first, he says that

it was on the river near Lake Mareotis, and

also that it was on an island near Buto.

Evidently this was the city which Ptolemy had

in view, when he says that Hermopolis was

the metropolis of the nonie of the Alexan-

drians." That city was on the site of the

present town of Damanhoor,^ and by far the

most important city of the name in Lower

Egypt, probably much more important than its

Greek namesake in the eastern part of the

Delta. I believe that the eastern Hermopolis,

which would be far more correctly entitled to

the name of " city of Hermes " than the western

one, is also mentioned by Strabo, who says

that it was situate in the country above the

Sebennytic and the Phatnitic mouths, along

witli Lycopolis and Mendes. It is quoted also

by Stephanus Byzantinus, who speaks of a city

of Hermopolis Kara, ©/xouti/,' near Thmuis, and

lastly by the geographer of Ravenua, who also

' Tp. 803, 803.

^
'K\(^avZpiu)v i^ojpas I'O/io? Kat fiijTpuwuXi^ EpfJLOV ttoAis

fiLKptl. p. 123, cJ. Bert.

^ D'Anville, Mem. sur VEnypte, p. 70. It is difficult to

unJcrstand why tlio Greeks called Hermopolis a city

dedicated to Horus and not to Thoth.

• The only edition I have now at hand (15GS) reads Kara

'Pu/iowi', an evident mistake. The article in Pauly, Real.

Enri/el. reads Karu 0/xoDii'.
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quotes an Ermopolis immediately following

Theomis/ which is evidently Thmuis.

The Egyptian cities had each so many names

that there is notliing extraordinary in onr find-

ing various localities with the same name when

it was translated into Greek or Latin. There are

several places called Iseum, Serapenm, Diospolis,

because the}' worshipped the same divinity.

The reverse may also occur in other instances,

considering that the Greeks followed no definite

principle in their rendering of Egyptian names.

For some reason unknown to us, and apparently

quite arbitrary, although two places had the

same god, they might be differently named by

the Greeks,—perhaps in order to avoid confu-

sion. I believe this to have been the case here.

Although the norae of Tlioth is not given by

Ptolemy as Hermopolitan, it was known to

him and its position is indicated in his work. I

quite agree with ]\r. J. do Rouge," that wo must

recognize it as the nome called Neovr, NeoufJ

whose capital was Panephysis, or PanithuAos as

it is called in Ilicrocles.*

This nome of NeouV, Neout (NCCYT on the

coins), must, according to Ptolemy, have been

in the immediate vicinity of the nome of

Mendes." The origin of the name Neour is not

known, but as for that of the capital, if we
adopt the reading of Hierocles, Panithusos, we
may find in it a corruption of the name of

Thoth, ™«« {'^ Pa en Dhntl, ihe house of

Thoih. The Coptic has preserved the tradition

of the worship of Hermes in the name

'

rtlJUi«s.rfecxJOYT, the places of Thoih, which is

said to belong to the diocese of Thmuis.

Let us now turn to the hieroglyphic inscrip-

tions and see what information they aiford as

5 Ed. Finder et Parthcy, p. 120, Nos. 11 & 12.

^ Geogr. de la Basse Egypte, p. 105.

' NeoiiT vo/io's, Koi fir^TpoiroXK Ilai'tt^iio-is (p. 121, cd. Bert.).

8 P. 727, ed. Wcsscling.

» D'Anvillo, I.e., p. 92.

' Champollion, L'Efjypta sous les Pharaons, ii. p. 120.

Zoega, Cat. man., p. 18.

to the nome of Thoth. The lists give us three

names which may refer either to the capital, or

to the more important cities of the province :

^7^^ 5 8 P«' Dhvil ail Pchnh, the house

of Thoth the jiKlije nf Ihe Rehvh ; ^O the citij

of Thnfh ; ^' © w-ith many graphic variants.

Ball, which we found at Baklieh. I believe

that we must add to these tliree a fourth,

zz S/imioi, which has alw'ays been inter-

preted as referring to Hermopolis ]\Iagna, in

Upper Egypt, but whichi in my opinion must

also be applied to the Hermopolis near Mendes.

Certain monuments evidently coming from

Lower Egypt bear the name of Thoth of

Shmi;n, as for instance a cynocephalus in black

granite, about one foot high, which I saw in a

farm not far from Baklieh, and which was

doubtless dug out of one of the mounds of the

nome of Thotli. On its base are these words :

^'^.^^^g^'^r^zz© Praise gifcn to Thoth

the lord of Shmnn. It would be extraordinary

if this Shraun applied to the city of Hermopolis

Magna, so far away from the spot. Besides,

we see that Thoth -hzz© vho resides at

Shmnn, occurs among the gods of Lower

Egypt ^ who assembled at the great festival

celebrated by Osorkon II. at Bubastis. Hence

it seems to me probable that the capital of the

nome of Thoth in Lower Egypt was also called

Shmun - z , like Hermopolis Magna, the— ©
capital of the XVth nome of Upper Egypt.

I consider that another name of the capital of

the nome of Ntovr is ^^ © the citij of Thoth,

find '^
5^^ 1^1^^ ^^^"''' ^^i^

'rehxLh. Ap

relmh, the judge or the guide of the Behuh, is

also one of the usual titles of the Egyptian

Hermes. We find him called by that name in

the sculptures of the hall of Nectanebo I. at

Bubastis, where are represented many divinities

" The Festival Hall, pi. viii., p. 21.
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is shown as staiidiuirof Egypt, and wlicrc he

next to Jla.mcld, the goddess of Mendes.^

On the othei- hand, I consider that Bali,

^s= © was not the cajiital, but some other city

of the same province, and I have no hesitation

in assigning to it the site of BakHch, from the

temple of which came the fragment bearing

that name, and also the sarcophagus with the

characteristic priestly title.

If Bah is at Baklieh, T believe that the

capital of the iiome, tJio citij of Thoili', the hon^c

of Thoth Aprelb'uh or Shmuii as it was called,

is to be looked for in the mounds of Tannah, a

place often referred to by the natives of Tmei

el Aindid. It is abont seven miles north of

Mendes, and ten miles cast of Mansoorah. The

fellaheen say that monuments have been found

there, and at a short distance from it is the

village called Axhmun er llummdn, which, as

Champollion rightly observes,'* must not be trans-

lated Shmun of the Romans, but Shmun of the

Pomegranates. According to the same ;iuthor,

this place was called also Affltmtt'it, ThannahJ'

It is probable that the cities built on the sites

of Baklieh and Tannah were separated from

Mendes by the Mendesian branch of the Nile,

which bounded the nome of Thoth on the

south-east.

I have already mentioned that close to the

tell, near the opening in the enclosure wall,

there is a large heap of unworked blocks

intended for the building of a temple to be

erected on that spot, and that these blocks

seem to be of the kind of material which would

have been employed by the XXXth Dynasty.

It is I'emarkable that we should have a record

which may i-efer to this very temple. In the

quarries of Toora, south of Cairo, Brugsch

"

discovei'cd an inscription stating that Necta-

uebo II. " opened a good quarry at Toora, in

3 Biihastis, pi. xlv. d.

• lEijijjjte sous les Pliaraous, ii. p. 124.

* Champollion, I.e., ii. p. 152, 351. '' Zeiischr., 18G7, p. 91

.

order to build in good stone a sacred abode to

Thotli Apreliuh, the great god of Bah, and to the

gods of Bah." From Toora he could only got

limestone, and none of the black granite which

comes from Hamamat in Upper Egypt. But we

may conclude from this inscription, tliat since

he intended to build a temple, he would also,

when sending the limestone from Toora, order

the granite blocks and capitals which were to

adorn the halls and the gateways of the build-

ings to be brought from the upper country.

But the gi'ave events of his i-eign, and the

abrupt termination of his rule, prevented

Nectancbo from cariying out his plans.

A monument, Avhich would be interesting if

complete, is the basalt sarcophagus of which we

have only a fragment. The sculpture is clearly

of the Saite style; moreover, the dead man's

name of Aahmes is another indication of the

same period. Aahmes, or as the Greeks would

have called him, Amasis, had different titles.

lie was first ^^ . Whether the second sign is

to be read ^^ via, the river-side, the i^hure,

or ® V tej), the field, it seems that he had in

either case the superintendence of land. The

same office appears to be implied in the predi-

cate added to his priestly title ^ ^ the

fell', the liald-lieaded nn the earth,, or on the laud.

As for the title of
'iJ;^^,

we know from the

lists that it belonged to the priests of the nome

of Thotli ; but the word ^ generally means ow

the earth, Uvin//, in opposition to the buried.

Here, however, it is clear that it has another

sense. These words must also refer to land, and

probably mean that the fek Ainasis was speci-

ally entrusted with the supervision of the land

belonging to the temple. A third title, which is

very vague, is ^=iii^ snyerhitendent of the temples.

We do not know what this title really meant,

and whether it gave any authority to the

bearer ; it may have been merely honorary, and
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only iiidicativt! of ii corkiiii rank in the hier-

archy. I am inclined to think that if it refers

to a real employment or office, it denotes a

man who has to look after the building itself,

its walls, and everything connected with con-

struction and repairs.

On the upper register of the sarcophagus were

figures of the protecting genii of the deceased

during the hours of night and day. The lower

register gives the names of the hours. On the

side which has been preserved we have the

names of the second, third, fourth, and fifth

hours of the day. The hours of the night were

probably given on the other side. It is to be

observed that these few names completely differ

from those of the lists known up to the present

time,' even from those in the list given by a

Sa'ite coffin of the Leyden Museum. On the

Baklieh sarcophagus, the names seem to have

been engraved with tlie greatest carelessness,

andby an artistwho evidently did not understand

what he was inscribing. He had to engrave on

a given space an inscription consisting of the

following parts : the number of the hour of

the day, its name, and these words : protecting

thcc Osiris, etc., with name and title. As the

space was very limited, he nearly sacrificed the

' Brugsch, Thes., [>. 843.

second part, shaping the name of the hour

according to the room which was left, omitting

many signs and jiutting in others which had no

sense. The second hour is called
'^

^^3~^
l^arheh, seeing millions. This name is cor-

rectly written, but it generally applies to the

third hour. The third, ^, seems to me

to have no meaning at all. Perhaps the last

signs ic are taken from the usual name of

the second hour, which ends with the word the

tiighf,
<::r:^^ and are only inserted to

fill up the space. As for the name of the

fourth, II believe that the engraver mistook

for the name of the hour what is nothing but

an unusual way of writing " fourth," 1
'^, found

on the coffin of the sacred I'am from Mendes.*

A good style of sculpture and beautifully

engraved characters are not always the

guarantees of a correct text, especially in later

times. As at Mendes, so too the Saite sove-

reigns built at Baklieh. The only cartouche

which I discovered there is of Psammetichus II.

It is on a piece of limestone (pi. iii. o), which

was also built into the walls of the mill-pond

from which I took the fragment of the coffin.

* Mariette, Mon., pi. xlvi.
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One of the most beautiful parts of the Delta

is the region south of the city of Mit Ghamr

on the right side of the Daznietta branch of the

Nile. There, the lofty date-palms, the mag-

nificent sycamore trees overshadowing the

villages, the splendid gardens where peach and

almond- trees are in full blossom in the month

of March—all these natural beauties attract

the eye of the traveller and bear witness to

the rich fertility of the soil of Egypt. In the

midst of this fine country, about six miles from

Mit Ghamr, rise extensive mounds known as

Tell Mokdam, and covering an area of several

hundred aci'es. In spite of the constant

digging for sebakh, they have not yet been

reduced as much as many others. Patches

which have never been touched tower to a

height of more than sixty feet, and the whole

mound is a labyrinth of hills and valleys

through which it is diificult to find one's way.

Tell Mokdam has been known for many

years. Excavations were made there in Ma-

rietta's time, and the fellaheen digging for

sebakh had come across an old cemetery among

the houses. Two inscribed coffins of late

epoch were found. One of them, a very large

one in black granite, is still on the spot. The

natives also discovered the base of a statue in

black granite, which is now in the Ghizeh

Museum, where it was brought last year by

Count d'Hulst, at the expense of the Fund.

The coffin gives several geographical names,^

but we are uncertain as to the Egyptian nome

' Maiiette, Moii.. pi. Ixiii.

to which they belonged. The place seems to

have been called u\® Aahhennu, and to

have had as divinities Osiris under the form of

a lion, called AriheR, and Amon. The fact of

the lion's being worshipped there gives proba-

bility to the view expressed by several writers

to the effect that we must consider it as being

the site of the Leontopolis of Strabo, the more

so since the Oxford list of bishoprics gives

Saharagt as the Arabic equivalent of the Coptic

names ?\eor(TJort, ts^^luJiiTixJti.^ The present

village of Saharagt el Koubra, on the Damietta

branch of the Nile, about twelve miles from

Benha, is close to Tell Mokdam. It is from

Saharagt that the Tell is best reached, coming

from the south. We do not know with

certainty to which nome this city must be

attributed. It does not seem to have been the

capital of an Egyptian province, though it was

certainly a provincial capital in the time of the

Antonines, since there are nome coins with the

name of Leontopolis.' They bear either a lion

or a man holding a lion in his hand. I agree

with M. J, de Kouge that Leontopolis probably

formed part of the nome of Athribis, now

Benha.

It is to this city that avc must apply the

information found in Aelianus, as to the worship

of lions in Egypt. He says that " in Egypt

lions are worshipped, and there is a city which

derives its name from that animal . . . the lions

have temples and numerous habitations . . .

2 J. de Rouge, Gi'offr., p. 155.

' Toclion, /.'•., p. 1G9; .1. de Rougi', Monnaii'if, 47.

T.'
'^b -J
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every clay meat of oxen is offered to tliem, and

while tliey cat people sing to them in Egyptian."

Tf there were sacred lions at Leontopolis, it is

to be expected that some day, in parts of the

Tell which have not yet been excavated, or at

least somewhere in the neighbonrhood, a

necropolis of those animals will be fonnd.

The attention of Mariette and other Egyp-

tologists was directed to Tell Mokdam chiefly

owing to the discovery made there by the

fellaheen of the base of a statno in black

granite, bearing near the feet the cartouches

of a king who was supposed to be a Ilyksos,

because it was thought that his name began

with the sign of the god Set, the divinity wor-

shipped by the foreign invaders. D(';veria,

Ebers, and others have considered him as being

the Shepherd king called Salatis by the chrono-

graphcrs. This name is not the original one
;

it is not the first engraved upon the statue, it is

that of an usurper. The monument, judging

from the style of the sculpture, must be attri-

buted to the Xllth or the XTIIth Dynasty. It

was left on the spot where it was discovered until

last year, when it was removed to the Museum
at Ghizeh at the same time as two other bases

were sent to Europe. But the cartouches

which were engraved on each side of the feet

have been published by Dcveria ' and by

Mariette.'^ In comparing these two publica-

tions with mine (pi. iv. v,.i B.2), it would seem,

if they are correct, that the monument

had suffered mutilation since it was first

found. All inscription on the left side has

dis.appeared from tlie group ^5^ which pre-

ceded the cartouche ; even the goose ^^ is

gone. We have lost a cartouche which was

quite illegible, and the words ^^37 I c^J J
'^ V (](]

trim 7ro7-.s7/v'2).s fjir lord of Arariii. I am rather

* Rei\ Arch., Noiiv. purie, vol. iv., 259.

5 Man. divert, pi. G3. The .sides are inverted in lint!

jniblications.

inclined to think that there may be a mistake in

these publications, and that these words which

were thought to be the end of the left line belong

to the back of ilie statue, where the son of

Ramescs IT., Mercnphthah, engraved a dedica-

tion to Set of Avaris. The monument bears

no traces of recent mutilations. On the

occasions of my two visits to Tell Mokdam, in

1885 when I came to see the place, and in

1892 when I settled there to excavate, the

monument was almost entirely buried in heaps

of potsherds, and I suppose this has been the

case ever since it was discovered. Besides, it

would be extraordinary to find the city of

Avaris, the capital of the Ilyksos, mentioned

in an inscription which is older than the

Shepherd Kings. And after having made

several paper casts of the monument, and

stiidicd it attentively, I found out that the

reading of the name is quite different from

what it was supposed to be. Tlie name reads

thus : "^1 P
\\1 Nehasi, the Negro. The mis-

take arose partly from the ' which is behind

the bird ^v\ and which, as the characters are

not veiy distinct, was taken for the tail of Set,

and partly from the two crests on the head

of the bird, which are not unlike the two ears

of the typhonic animal.

The name Nehasi has been found in other

places. In the list of the Turin papyrus it is

borne by a king who belongs to the XlVth

Dynasty, and it was also found at San by Prof.

F. Petrie® as that of a rnijal .sow, tJie firfit-

horn, flui worshipper of Set the lord of Roahtu

\l\[\' It is natural to think that the three

names refer to the same man,^ that the royal

son of San, the negro who raised buildings

'' Tunis, i., pi. iii.

' It i.s remarkable that in the Turin papyrus, and on the

stone at San, we find the unusual .spelling noticed here,
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to Set, was afterwards the kiug of Tell

Mokdara who worshipped the same god ; and

as he was the first-born of the royal faraily, it

is clear that he came to the throne by inherit-

ance as legitimate king, and not by right of

conquest. I have dwelt elsewhere** on the

conclusions which may be deduced from this

fact. If we consider what was the history of

the Xllth Dynasty, and also tliat of the Xllltli,

as far as we know anything of tke reigns of

the Sebekhoteps and Nefcrhoteps, there is no

doubt that most of their campaigns were

directed against the Nubians and the Ethio-

pians. The negroes and the peoples of the

Upper Nile must have been more formidable

enemies than we supposed, otherwise it would

not have been necessary to make war so con-

stantly against them, and to erect those

fortifications which may be seen to the

present day, in places like Semneh. There

would be nothing strange if in those troubled,

times, the history of w^hich is so obscure, Egypt

had been for a time under the rule of Ethiopian

negroes. This view would asxrce with the

tradition recorded by Herodotus," who says

that between Menes and Mocris, who dug the

lake bearing his name, there reigned three

himdred and thirty monarchs, whose names the

priests read to him from a papyrus, and that

among them thei'e were eighteen Ethiopians.

However unreliable we may think the figures of

Herodotus, it is curious that the number of

Ethiopian kings should have been so large ; and

it is quite possible that there may have been

negro kings like Nehasi, of whose existence we

were ignorant, especially as they are not likely

to have raised many monuments, or to have left

extensive and faithful records of their reigns.

It would be extraordinary that a king of the

XlVth Dynasty should call himself a negro, if

he did not belong to the Ethiopian race.

' Transactions of the IXth Cong, of Orientalists. Hecueil

de travaux, vol. xv., p. 97.

9 Lib. ii., cap. 100.

The site of the temple atTellMokdam is clearly

discernible on the eastern side of the tell. It is

now a cornfield. I dug several trenches there,

but they yielded no results beyond a few frag-

ments of limestone, showing that the temple

ruins had shared the fate of those at Baklieh,

and of most of the sites of ancient cities in the

Delta. There could not have been much
granite in the building, as that woidd have

been at least partially pi'cscrved.

On the north side, at the end of the mound,

towards M\t Ghamr, in dio-o-ino: for sebakh,

the fellaheen had discovered, shortly before I

arrived, the base of a statue in i-ed limestone,

which they immediately broke in two. I dug

in the same place, and found remains of

statues of Rameses II. and Osorkon IT. in red

granite, and another base, also in hard red

limestone. The two monuments in limestone

have been brought to England ; one of them is

now in the British Museum. They both consist

of the lower parts of sitting statues of Usei'teseu

ITT., one of the greatest kings of the Xllth

Dynasty. Their workmanship is remarkably

good, the hieroglyphs are beautifully cut, and

the little that remains of the female figures

represented as standing ou each side of the

throne, against the legs of the king, shows

that both statues must have been of groat

beauty. This only increases our regret that

such fine works of art should have suffered

most wanton mutilation. One of the seated

figures is of natural, and the other of heroic size

(pi. xii. c). The smaller one has been usurped

by an oiEcer of Osorkon IT., while the larger

one bears the name of Usertesen III. only.

An examination of these statues indicates

that they were made for the temple which

stood at Tell Mokdam. The king is said to be

a worshipper of Osiris, who, as we know from

the inscription on the sarcophagus, was the

local deity of the place, and there assumed the

form of a lion. Moreover, in front of the feet

of one of the bases stood the name of a srod
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wliieli lias been destroyed, but whicli liad for

determinative a lion-headed figure. The name

of Osiris is on the lielt of tlie larger statne,

followed by a geographical name which J could

not make out (pi. iv. a). It is remarkable how

many statues and monuments of the Xllth

Dynasty have been discovered in the course of

excavations in the Delta, especially on the eastern

border. Tanis, Nebesheh, Bubastis, and other

places of minor importance were settlements of

the Amenemhas and the Userteseus. Some of

them may have l)cen bulwarks against the

Asiatics.

On the large statue we see the nine liows

on which the feet are resting. On both sides

of it the titles of the queen have been fairly

preserved, but not her name (pi. iv. a.). Almost

the identical titles are found on a stele at the

Louvre,^ and there they evidently apply to a

person raised to royal rank by her marriage

with a member of the royal family. The name

itself is no longer legible, so that the wife of

TJsertesen III. is still unknown to us. On both

sides of the two statues are the Nile gods of

Upper and Lower Egypt holding a rope tied

around the sign Y which means to join ; they

are here emblems of the land of the North and

the land of the South, and are supposed to

promise to the king eternal life and happiness.

The belt buckle of the statue bears the name
of Usertesen, and states that he is the wor-

shipper of Osiris.

The smaller statue is more interesting because

it was usurped in the name of Osorkon II. by

an officer of the name of Hormes (pi. iv. c. 1—5).

The usurpation has been made with great care-

lessness. On the sides, the cartouches of Osor-

kon IT. have been cut over those of Usertesen,

without the engraver doing anything to erase

the older ones ; hence the two cartouches are

confused. On the back two columns of text

give us the name and titles of Osorkon II.

' Lieblein, Dief., No. 349.

These titles are here given even more fully

than at Bubastis. The words T f^^-^^

V V 6 ']
n'^ irhn joina the tiro lialvrs,

w o
///,r fjif son of fsiff, meaning both parts of

Egypt, which are determined by the two

diadems, I also found on a fragment of a

statue in red granite, which may have been

made for Osorkon II.

The titles of the officer who usurped the

statue for his master are interesting. AVe see

that he was Jiohj fatlicr of Avionrasontcr, wdiich

pei'haps shows that there was also a sanctuary

of Amon at Leontopolis. He held another

office, which I do not understand, and which

also referred to " the lord of the gods of

Egypt." It may have been that of chief of the

officers who had to superintend the ornamen-

tation of the temples. Besides, he was head

of the sanctuaries, and had it in his charge to

repair the temples of Egypt. This last title is

very general, it may have referred to a merely

nominal employment. Another of his offices

was connected with the temple of the city ; he

was governor of the house of millions (of years)

of Osorlcon II. Here we have the name of the

temple where the statues were erected. I

should think that it was built by Osorkon, who
brought thither some older statues. Whether

there was a library in the temple or not, Hormes

was head insjyeefor of the liool-vriters of the

king.

In the temple called the millions {of years)

of Osorkon II. there was a hall or sanctuary

specially dedicated to his queen. It was called

the liouse of the royal ivife Karoamam. We
liave repeatedly seen this queen accompanying

Osorkon II. in the inscriptions of Bubastis,

especially among those of the festival. She

certainly was his legitimate wife, and although

at Thebes Osorkon had Theban wives, con-

nected with the priesthood and the worship

of Amon, in the Delta we find mention of no

other than Karoama. It is not impossible
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that she was dead when he built the sanc-

tuary at Tell Mokdam, and that he deified

her, even as later on Ptolemy rhiladel])hus

deified his sister-wife Arsinoe. It is to be

noticed that here we find her name written

fl flu Karoamam, whereas in the in-

scriptions at Bubastis, where her name occurs

so often, we never find the final /
.

Again, at Tell Mokdam, though on a smaller

scale, wo find further proof of a fact which was

so strikingly brought into evidence by the

excavations at Bubastis. The two Osorkons,

who until a few years ago were thought to

have been obscure kings governing a weak and

impoverished country, and having great diffi-

culty in defending their throne against invaders

from east and west, now stand out as wealthy

raonarchs, fond of erecting temples and great

buildings, and who made magnificent gifts to

the gods of the hind. This eouUl not have

been so unless the kingdom had been at peace

and prosperous. It was not under the Osor-

kons that the great decadence took place which

is so marked under the XXIIlrd and XXlVth

Dynasties. If it began at all under the

Bubastites, it was only under the later ones.

In the sanctuary which he built to Osiris

and to his queen, Osurkon collected other

statues than those of the Xllth Dynasty.

There was the base of a standing statue of

Rameses II., in red granite, with his cartouches

and titles repeated several times, even on his

belt. Everywhere among them we find this

epithet, <=!;=> y 9, hvluocdllhc FhthaJb. It would
' o III § c>A

have been strange if, amid the ruins of a sanc-

tuary containing statues, there had not been

found at least one monument bearing the

name of Rameses II.



APPENDIX,

BYZANTINE SCULPTUEES EOUND AT AHNAS.

TiiK accompanying illustrations arc copies of

some beautiful photographs (taken by tlie

Rev. William MacGrcgor) of various sculptures

found in Egypt amongst the Mounds at Ahnas

by M. Naville, Avho was conducting excavations

there for the Egypt Exploratiou Fund.

Ahnas is about seventy-three miles south of

Cairo, and occupies, no doubt, the site of

Heracleopolis Magna.

A description of it was given by the late

Miss Amelia B. Edwards in the special report

of the Fund, 1890-1891, and it is further

described by M. Naville in a letter which he

has been kind enough to send to me, of Avhich

1 subjoin extracts, so far as it relates to

the sculptures. He says :
" The site of

Ahnas consists of several mounds, between

which are depressions, in which generally stood

the stone buildings. In one of these were two

lai'ge bases of columns in red granite, which

evidently appeared to be of late Roman or

Byzantine times. In digging at the foot of

these bases, I found a large architrave and pieces

of tlie columns which stood on these bases, but,

as there were only two, it must have been a

gateway leading into the church. I was quite

certain that the building was a church when

I saw thu heap of stones found lower down at

a deptli of eight or nine feet. I say a /jcajj

of stones, for, from the state of the ruins, it

would have been impossible to reconstruct the

plan of the building, except that the apse

seemed to have been raised on a platform of

burnt bricks, to whicli access was given by a

flight of steps. The stones consisted of a

great number of lintels, friezes and cornices in

white limestone, with sculptured ornaments, the

motives of which are flowers, leaves, and heads

of animals, chiefly sheep and hogs. . . . Be-

sides these were bases of columns in grey

marble, shafts of tlie same material, and

capitals, noticeable from the fact that the

central flower in the abacus is replaced l)y a

Coptic cross. . . .

" There are the remains of two other churches,

which consist merely of shafts of columns of

red granite. On some of tbese the Coptic cross

has been engraved, and these columns look

exactly like those at Medinet Haboo and in

other well-known Coptic churches. They are

all of the same kind of work. As for the

standing columns and Corinthian capitals, called

Kaneseh, the church, I believe they were origin-

ally parts of a Roman temple. The style of

the capitals seems to me to have less of the

Byzantine character which is so strongly marked

on the others, especially in the flat capitals

which are at the top of the square pillars to

the church."

I am informed that these sculptm'cs, thus

described by M. Naville, are now the chief

objects in one of the Coptic rooms at Ghizeh.

I was thei'e last in 1890, but I cannot recall

them to mind. I have, however, now before
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me the elaborate work in folio by Mens. Gayet,

publislied in 1889,' describing sucli sculptures

as were then in the Museum, and classed by

M. Maspero as Coptic. A glance at them will

show not only that they are deplorably deficient

in merit as compared with those from Ahnas,

but are from an entirely different school. But

in classing them all together as Coptic, the

Museum authorities would probably include all

Christian sculptures in Egypt, from whatever

school they might have come.

A few of M. Gayet's engravings show, indeed,

some fair Byzantine work, and in some few of

the others, viz., in the scroll-work, thei-e is

some approach to elegance of form ; but the

greater part, where any attempt at composition

has been made, are the rudest imitation of

Roman work.

The attempts at sculpturing the figures of

birds, beasts, &c., and the human form, are often

quite ludicrous, and so are many of the imita-

tions of Corinthian capitals and other details.

But now, thanks to our energetic explorer,

M. Naville, and to the excellent photographs of

Mr. MacGregor, we find that the sculptures of

the Egyptian Christians may take rank with

some of the best of the Byzantine period.

I can, in fact, scarcely call to mind any

Byzantine carving which is superior to that

at Ahnas. The curves in the scroll-work are

very graceful, and the foliage, although rather

tame in design, is as clearly and boldly cut

as in the beautiful works at Constantinople,

Ravenna, or Torcello ; whilst the representa-

tions of animal life, as shown in the birds

(pi. xiv.), and the boar and kid (pi. xv.), are

very well carved, and are introduced in the

most artistic manner.

The large Corinthian capital (pi. xvii.),

although in the debased Roman style, is fairly

well copied from the antique. This being so,

it is somewhat vexatious to find that there are

scarcely any portions of the Ahnas sculptures

(except the capitals to the columns and

and pilasters) to which one can assign any

definite position in the building. They were, I

understand, put together as shown in the illus-

trations, so as to be most easily photographed.

M. Naville has no doubt that they formed

portions of the ornamental work to a church ;

l)ut the plan of the building, so far as one can

judge of it, appears to be very different from

that of the usual Coptic church.

The rough sketch which I here give has

been worked out with the kind assistance of

Mr. MacGregor, the parts shaded being those

which exist.

' Memoires de la Mission ArchMoijique Franqaise au

Caire. Tome tioisicmc. 3° Fascicule. Paris, 1889.

The apse was not placed in the usual easterly

position, but was slightly east of due north,

the entrance columns being slightly west of due

.south. The apse had also its circular form

showing externally, contrary to the ordinary

rule.

Further, it will be noted that only one apse,

or position of the altar, is described by

M. Naville, whereas three eastern altars are

required by the Coptic I'itual, and I am assured

by Mr. MacGregor that there is no trace of

the two side altars having existed.

On the whole, I think that it is fair to

conclude that this interesting building was not

originally designed for the Coptic service, and

that Mr. MacGregor's suggestion is a very

probable one, viz., that it was a small chapel

like that, to the White Monastery, of which a
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small plan is given by Mr. A. J. Butler,^

reduced from that given by Donon, and wliicli

faces north and south, with an apse to the

north, resemhhng in both these features the

little church of Ahnas.

This White Monastery is said to have been

founded by St. Helena ; and from the glowing

descriptions which Mr. Butlor quotes from

Mr. Curzon and M. Denon, we may, T think,

fairly conclude that much of the substantial

fabric of the monastery chapel now remains as

ste left it.

The feature in the photographs which will

attract most attention is the headless figure

with lion, shown in pi. i., and, as I felt the;

importance of this, \ consulted with Mr. A. S.

Murray on the subject, and he has been kind

enough to send to me his conclusions, viz.,

" That this sculptured group must have repre-

sented Orpheus, whose appearance is not un-

common, apparently, in the early Christian art

of Italy. The photograph shows a draped

figure seated to the front, and holding at his

left side a lyre, whicli his right hand has been

stretched across to play. On the right is a

lion springing towards the lyre in a Mycenian

attitude. Very probably there -was another

• Ancient Coptic Churches in Egijpt, vol. i. p. 352.

animal similarly posed on the left. It would,

probably, be nearly correct to go back to the

fifth century as the date of the chapel at

Ahnas."

The carved work over the lion, and the very

peculiar way in which the lower ]iart of the

drapery of Orpheus ends, serve to identify the

figure with the style of the other portions of

carving, and wo may, I think, class them all

as being of a date at least as early as the fifth

century, the date which Mr. Murray gives for

the Orpheus.

The carving has the peculiarly sharp cutting

of the Byzantine sculptors, and much of it has

the well-known character of that style, so that

T should not hesitate to class the whole as

Byzantine ; but much of the scroll-work is

bolder and more graceful in outline than I am
accustomed to meet with in examples in other

countries, and certainly conveys to my mind

the impression that possibly Byzantium owes

its decorative carving, as Mr. Butler suggests

that it owes its domical designs, to Egypt, and

that M. Naville has thus brought to light the

earliest example of Byzantine art yet known.

T. HAYTER LEWIS.

November, 1893.
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THE

TOMB OF PAHEEI AT EL KAB.





PEEFAGE.

The Committee of the Egypt Exploration Fund, taking advantage of the

Hberal offer of Mr. J. J. Tylor to phice at tlieir disposal a selection of his

drawings from the tombs of El Kab, decided to provide the subscribers with

a complete delineation of that of Tahcri, one of the most representative

examples existing of its period (the middle of the XVlIIth Dynasty). Not-

withstanding that numerous details from the tomb have already appeared

in the "-reat works on Egyptian monuments, there has never been any

approach to a complete publication of the scenes and inscriptions.

Mr. Tyler's materials lent to the Society for this purpose were

—

(1) An admirable collection of photographs, the negatives of which were

taken for him by Mr. Harold Roller in 1892. They are as follows, all except

the first four being to the scale of one-sixth actual size :

—

VicAV of the interior of the tomb, from the entrance.

Two views of the fac-ade, and one of the side wall, scale 1
:
16.

Two photographs of the fragment that remains of the front wall.

A series of fourteen photographs of the left side of the main chamber.

A similar series of the right side.

A series of seven, of the inscriptions on the back wall.

(2) Tracings of the scenes on the sides of the niche, Avhich could not be

photographed.

(3) Annotated copies of the above photographs.

(4) Drawings based on enlargements (to nearly double the scale) of most

of the photographs of the scenes. These enlargements were made in order to

serve as a basis for Mr. Tyler's owii edition do luxe.

The plates in the present volume Avere prepared as follows :—

Pis. vi., vii., and the inscription on the back wall in pi. ix., were first

traced from the original photographs by a draughtsman, and then carefully

corrected and completed. The drawing of the statues on pi. ix. is derived

from that in Lepsius' Denkmdler.
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Pis. i.-v, and viii. Avcrc traced from the enlarged drawings: this method was

calculated to give more satisfiictory results, owing to the abundance of detail

in the scenes. The services of Mr. Anderson, a skilful draughtsman, especially

practised in the delineation of classical sidijects, Avere engaged for this work.

PI. X. is from a drawing founded upon Mr. Tylor's tracing. It has been

compared with the copies published in Lepsius' Denhndkr, but docs not

pretend to absolute accuracy of detail.

All the above have been subjected to careful revision, by close examination

of the photographs and comparison of numerous published and unpublished

copies. The method adopted has been to draw the reliefs in outline, and to fill

in the incised work in full black. Restorations have been inserted only so f^ir

as they arc authorized by the direct evidence of the earlier copies ; and in all

cases the outlines of the more recent fractures have been clearly marked

within the restorations, so as to indicate their extent at the time that the

photographs were taken.

No plans of the tomb could be found, excepting a very small and inaccurate

one published in the I)e.<icn'pfion do VEiiijpfe. Fortunately, ]\Ir. Somers Clarke,

F.S.A., Avho was in Egypt Avith Mr. Tylor in 1892, had taken some measure-

ments, which lie was good enough to communicate to the authors, together

with some remarks upon the architecture. From these, Avith the help of the

photographs, a useful sketch has been possible, and is shown upon pi. i.

The present memoir does not represent the final outcome of Mr. Tylor's

work upon the tomb of Paheri. He is now engaged upon a limited edition

de luxe, in Avhich the scenes Avill be reproduced to a larger scale by a collotype

process. His drawings for this Avork are based upon the photographs, and

are intended to render the effect of the reliefs in a more natural Avay than

has ever before been attempted.

In conclusion, the Committee of the Egypt Exploration Fund desire to

express their extreme obligation to Mr. Tylor for the generous manner in

Avhich he has placed his materials at their disposal and for the share Avhich

he has taken in the preparation of this memoir.
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THE

TOMB OF PAHEEI AT EL KAB

I. INTEODUCTION.

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
TOMB OF PAHERI.

The ruins of the ancient city of Nekheb, now

El Kab, lie on the edge of the Eastern desert,

and form a square of about half a mile in each

direction, clearly defined by an immense forti-

fied enclosure of crude brick. It was an

important city, worthy of its position as capital

of the Ilird nomo of Upper Egypt. At some

distance to the north-east of the enclosure is

a rocky mass of sandstone honeycombed witli

tombs, and separated from the cliffs behind it

by a narrow gulley : this was the main ueci'opolis

of the place, and on its southern slope are some

interesting tombs, chiefly of the period of the

New Kingdom. The first and the most striking

of these is the tunnel-like sepulchre of Paheri,

dating from the middle of the XVIlIth Dynasty.

The dimensions of this tomb, however, are

but moderate, the main chamber being only

25-26 feet long and 11^ feet broad. The

original excavation comprised^ a levelled plat-

form before the entrance, in which the mummy
pit was sunk ; a sculptured facade ; an oblong

main chamber with arched roof, decorated

throughout with sculpture and painting ; and

finally, a niche or shrine at the inner end of

the last, containing three statues.

' See PlauSj &c., on pi. i.

At a later period a neat doorway was cut

through the sculptures of the East wall, and

two rough-hewn chambers, with a mummy pit,

were added. The floor of the main chamber

appears also to have been quarried away to

some depth, leaving irregular masses in the

corners; while the facade in its ruinous con-

dition now affords a wide entrance, which

lights up the whole of the interior.

The fariade of the tomb ^ was cut back in the

slope of the hill, leaving a level platform with

an almost vertical face of rock on either flank :

on the left this rock-face was insignificant, and

was perhaps dressed away to free the approach

from that quarter, but on the right the wall

was broad and high, and displays a figure of

Paheri, carved in cavo relievo, kneeling and

looking outward, while he pronounces an

adoration to the local goddess Nekhebt—

a

solar deity, and mistress of the South. The

facade itself is about 14 feet wide, with the

slight "batter" or slope from base to summit

that was usual during the New Kingdom. The

doorway in the centre of it is now entirely

destroyed ; it was flanked by columnar inscrip-

tions in large hieroglyphs, with prayers for the

lea (ghost) of Paheri, and above it were scenes

of adoration.

See pi. i.

BB
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Inside, the main chamber is of very simple

form, tunnel-like, with straiglit sides and

arched ceiling ; its dimensions are nearly

2G feet in length, 12 in breadth, and 10^ in

height down the middle ; the side walls are

adorned with scenes in coloured sculpture,

representing on the East wall ' banquets and

worship of the gods, indoors, and on the West

wall^—first, the out-of-door occupations of

Paheri and his serfs, such as harvesting,

fishing, loading ships and the like, and at the

inner end the funeraiy rites of the time. Tlie

roof being arched, the front and back walls

are rounded at the top ; the former ^ shows on

the right of the doorway a large figure of

Paheri with staff in hand, as if about to walk

out of the chamber, and in the ai-ched portion

above the level of the door a ship, the whole

being surmounted by remains of an emblematic

representation ; but the central part over the

door and the whole of the left side is destroyed.

The back wall,' in which the niche is cut, may
bo compared to an enormous round-topped

tablet or stela, and is almost entirely covered

\)y a very long incised inscription in small

hieroglyphs ; the upper part of the curved

portion is injured, but showed, perhaps, a

repetition of the design at the other end, con-

sisting of the two jackals of the North and

South facing each other, and other emblems

such as are commonly represented on steins of

this age.

All of these scenes and inscriptions are

raised about 18 inches above the ancient floor

(which is now much quarried away), and are

bordered below by bands of colour. On each

of the side walls above the scenes is a line of

large hieroglyphs running the whole length of

the chamber,^ and over this, at the rounded

spring of the arched ceiling, there is a con-

tinuous cornice ornament of hliehers A , followed

' PI. vi.-viii.

' PI. ix.

PI. iii.-v.

Shown in iil. iii.-viii.

PI. ii.

by another line of large hieroglyphs. Down
the middle of the ceiling runs a similar line of

inscription, and the whole of the roof-spaces

between the central lino and each of the side

lines is painted in a somewhat intricate fashion,

with rows of diamonds oooo formed ])y

zigzag lines of different colours running from

end to end of the tomb.®

The niche or shrine is raised above the floor

to the same level as the scenes ; it is rectan-

gular, 5^ feet deep by 4| broad at the ceiling,

and 5-i- feet high, and is without any archi-

tectural features. It contains three life-size

statues" of Paheri with his wife and mother,

seated together upon a bench against the inner

wall, and looking dowu the tomb to the en-

trance : they are cut out of the solid rock in

very high relief, with their names above them

on the wall : as a deceased person Paheri, in

the centre, with his arms on his breast, is

represented as if mummified, but, like the god

Osiris, retaining the flexibility of his joints

and a partial use of his limbs ; on the loft his

wife Henut-er-neheh, and on the right his

mother Kem or Kam, place respectively their

left and right arras at his back, as though

supporting him : the features of all these are

defaced. On each of the side walls * is sculp-

tured a scene of offering, and above is the

Ichclcer ornament. The ceiling is patterned

differently from that of the main chamber, but

is similarly divided down the middle by an

inscribed band, perhaps representing a beam

which supports a mat-work roof.^

The added chambers need not detain us,

being of later date than the tomb of Paheri.

The execution of the tomb is probably to

be dated to the beginning of the reign of

Thothmes III., within a few decades of

1500 B.C. The work of it is very neat and

regular, but the sandstone did not offer by

° Visible in tlie pliotograpli of the tomli, hut not copied.

' PI. ix. " PI. X. " Not copied.
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any uieaiis so line a .surface i'or delicate

sculpture aud paititiug as tlie liniestoue of

the necropolis of Thebes. The largest of the

human figures in the tomb are of about the

natural size. Inside, the figures, the hiero-

glyphs and the details are all sculptured in

low relief, as well as painted, excepting that

the small hieroglyphs attached to the figures

in the scenes, and those on the back wall, are

merely incised and filled with blue paint ;
^

outside, the work is in cavo relievo, the better

to resist injury.

2. PREVIOUS WORK AT THE TOMB.

This is by no means the first time that the

tomb of Paheri has been copied or described.

Ever since its first discovery on the 20th Sep-

tember, 1799, during Napoleon's expedition,

the necropolis of El Kab, and especially this

tomb, have attracted the curiosity of travellers

and Egyptologists. Cortaz gives a lively de-

scription of the excitement which the discovery

produced amongst the members of the French

Commission, and even recounts with evident

gratification the strategy which the Arabs

employed to obtain inordinate bakshish from

the expectant and delighted savants.^

While his companions made drawings of the

scenes which so clearly depicted the civil life

of Ancient Egypt, Cortaz was occupied in

desci'ibing them. In his own words the tomb

was "comme un livre que les anciens Egyptiens

nous ont laissc pour nous instruire d'une grande

partie des habitudes et des travaux qui compo-

' In the plates the detailed sculpture is drawn in outline,

but the small incised hieroglyphs are represented in solid

black.

' Groites iVElethyia, nu'moire sur plusieurs arts et sur

plusieurs usages civils et relir/icux des anciens Egyptiens, par

M. Cortaz, Membrc de I'lnstitut de I'Egypte (in Description

de VJigypte, 2""^ edition. Text, tome vi., pp. 97-15G), and of.

Saint-Genis, I.e. tome i., pp. 341 11'.

saient chcz eux roconouiie de la vie civile."

Here for the first time were displayed the

subjects of tlie Pharaohs as llolncj persons, in

that light which further discovery has made so

familiar to us.

Cortaz's description is not ill done, though

the decipherment of the inscriptions and the

comparison of similar representations has put

tlic task, which he undertook for the first

time, on quite a different basis. The drawings

by Laucret, Chabrol, Jollois, Devilliers, and

Jomard might even now be of some service if

other copies were not available, but they are

quite as bad as most of the antiquarian

drawings contained in that great pioneer

work on Egypt,^ and. are only better than the

wondrous sketches of monuments which diver-

sify the pages of Norden and other travellers

of the last century. Irby and Mangles, and

Belzoni, who were there on August 15th,

1817, have inscribed their names between the

sculptures, amongst a crowd of barbarous and

ignoble signatures ; but James Burton, in or

about 1825, carefully copied the scenes upon

the two side walls of the main chamber.*

In 1828 CnAMPOLLiON and Rosellini made

a stay at El Kab. The former drew up a

desci'iption of the tomb of Paheri,^ and caused

^ " On s'cst attache a copier les hicroglyphes avcc la plus

parfaito exactitude "
! I.e., tome x., p. 72. The drawings of

I'aheri's tomb (" grottu principale ") are publi.shcd in Anti-

quitcs, tome i., pi. G7, 2 ; 68 (West wall corresponding to our

PI, iii.-iv.) ; G9, 1 (a funerary ceremony in our pi. v., arrival

at Kher-netor), 3 (servants, our pi. vi., bottom row on left)

;

70, 1 (Paheri and wife with monkey, our pi. vi., on left),

2 (musicians, our pi. vii., bottom row), 3 (ship sailing, in

our pi. iii.) ; &c.

* British Museum, Additional MS., 25,647. The copy is

excellent, but the scale (J) is too small to show much detail

in a pencil drawing. ¥o. G-9, East side; 10-13, West side;

14 contains the end (south) of tlie East wall and the beginning

of the West; 15, many inscriptions from both sides; IG,

musicians in pi. vii. ou a larger scale; 17, inscription over

table of offerings on pi. vi., and the long lines of inscription

below the frieze.

^ Tomb 1, ChampoUion, Notices Descriptifs, i., 206-9 and

650-3.
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many of the scenes to be copied;' the latter

has published numerous scones in his Monu-

mentl dell' Egitto e dclla Nubia.-

About the same time Roeert Hay of Linplum

made a complete copy of the scenes on a larger

scale than Burton.'

Wilkinson did but little work at El Kalj.

For his Ajicicnt Egyptians ho took only one

illustration from the tomb of Paheri.* His

description of the antiquities is to be found

in the older editions of Murray's Guide.

In 1843 came the grand expedition of

Lepsius, whose draughtsmen, E. Weidenbach

and Eirund, have given us masterly, though

conventionalized, representations of some of

the most important scenes and inscriptions.^

' Cliampollion, Monuments, ii., pi. cxli., 1 (winnowing and

storing grain, our pi. ill., top row), 2 (ships and weighing

gold, our pi. iii., bottom row) ; cxlii., 1 (Pa-behet offering

wine to Her-ari, in our pi. vii.) ; cxliii., 1 (procession of

coffin, in our pi. v., top row), 2 (carr3'ing corn to threshing-

floor, in our pi. iii., top row) ; cxliv., 1 (chariot, in our

pi. iii.), 2 (stands, with jars, coloured, in our pi. iii., right-

hand end of second row); cxlv., 1 (offering wine to Amensat,

in our pi. vii., third row) ; 2 (ditto to Mej', in our pi. vii.,

top row), 3 (musicians, in our pi. vii., bottom row).

• Text, Momimenti Civili, i., p. 127 fF. Plates, Mon. Cir.

XXX., -3 (swine, in our pi. iii., bottom row) ; xxxiii., 2

—

xxxiv., 1 (threshing and storing grain, our pi. iii., top row)
;

xxxix., 1 (stands with jars, in our pi. iii., second row, on

right) ; ixxviii., 1 (serving Her-ari, in our pi. vii., top row),

2 (serving Aahmes, in our pi. vii., second row) ; xcv., 7

(musicians, and serving Amensat, in our pi. vii., bottom

row); ex., 1, 2 (ships, and receiving gold, in our pi. iii.,

lower rows) ; cxvi., 5 (the chariot, in our pi. iii., third row);

exxvii., 2 (procession of the coffin, in our pi. v., top row);

cxxxiii., 3 (nur.sing Prince Uazmes, in our pi. iv., top row);

cxxxv., 1 (funerary scenes, our pi. v., four lower rows).

= British Museum, Additional MS., 29,832, fo. 107, fa9ade;

110-121, East wall ; 122-33, West wall ; scale of the scenes i.

It is a careful first sketch by the camera lucida, but was

never revised or completed in detail, so that all remains

vague. Hay seems to have previously begun a copy on too

small a scale (about |), now in MS. 29,843, fo. 125-7 (East

wall only).

* Third ecUtion, by Birch, vol. ii., fig. 479 on p. 428 (flax

harvest, in otir pi. iii., left end of second row).

' Tomb I., Lepsius, Denkmider, Abth. iii., Bl. 10, « (plough-

ing, receiving gold, ships, &c., in our pi. iii., lower half on

right), a'"' (the chariot, in our pi. iii., third row), h (nursing

In 1891 Heinkicii Buugscii published many

inscriptions from the totnb in his Thesaurus

Inscriptionmn Aegyptlacaruin.'^ Mr. Villiers

Stuart devotes a chapter of his JV(7e Gleanings''

to the tombs of El Kab, and gives a coloured

plate of the musicians on the East wall of the

tomb of Paheri. Professor Petrie copied all

the personal names in the tombs in 1887, and

doubtless every Egyptologist has added to

his note-book here. The useful notice in

Baedeker's JJiqicr Egypt (1890) ought also to

be mentioned.

Of all the copies, the first places for scholarly •

treatment are of course taken by the publications

of Lepsius and Brugsch ; while none show the

subjects with great accuracy, most of them are

useful for some one point or other. It is clear

that little change has taken place in the

condition of the sculptured walls since the

French discovered the tomb, and none at all,

excepting the carving of additional names, till

after Lepsius' visit. Before that time many

details of the sculpture had been injured, e.g.,

almost all the faces had been mutilated, pro-

bably by the Copts, and cracks in the rock

disfigured the scenes on each wall of the main

chamber : probably these had been found by

the original makers of the tomb, and they had

patched them up with cement, and continued

Uazmes, in our pi. iv., middle top), c (threshing, in our

pi. iii., top row), e (stripping the flax-heads, in our pi. iii.,

second row to left) ; Bl. \\,a,l) (scenes on the walls of the

shrine, our pi. x.), c (group from the family of Paheri's wife,

in our pi. iv.), d (the vintage, in our pi. iv., top right)

;

13a (inscription on the back wall, and statues in the shrine,

our pi. ix.).

'^ Band vi., pp. 1528-1534, inscriptions accompanying the

scenes of agriculture, &c., on our pi. iii.; pp. 1534-5, inscrip-

tion from the banqueting scene on our pi. vii.
; pp. 153G-7,

part of the inscription on back wall, our pi. ix., 1. 3G to end

;

pp. 1539-40, genealogical inscriptions from sides of niche

(our pi. X.)
; pp. 1540-2, ditto from East wall (our pi. vii.-

viii.)
; p. 1542, ditto from West wall, wife's family (in our

pi. iv., middle); pp. 1543-4, titles of Paheri, from .south end

of East wall (in our pi. iii., left).

' Ch. xxv. and pi. xix. (our pi. vii., bottom row, middle).
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the scenes over them. Instances of sncli a

practice are frequently observable ; and tbe

decay of tbe cemcuit bas too often destroyed

tbe sculpture upon it. Tbe only important

differences now perceptible in tbe tomb ai*c

tbat tbe old damage bas been wantonly ex-

tended by chipping fragments from tbe sides

of tbe fissures/ and three attempts have been

made to cut out figures or groups.^ For the

restoration of these the numerous early copies

have been of great service, so tbat practically

nothing has been lost to this publication

through the recent disfigurements.^

3. THE NOMARCH PAHERI.

The principal value of the tomb of Paberi to

arcbaBologists lies in the scenes with their

short explanatory inscriptions ; but we can

gather from this tomb and from tbat of Paberi's

ancestor, Aahmes, "son of Abana,"* so much
concerning the family and functions of this

wealthy nome-prince, tbat we must devote a

few paragraphs to their consideration.^

Tbe genealogical tables given below, nearly

all of which arc derived from the evidence

contained in the plates of this memoir, show

that there are records of no less than seven

generations of Paberi's family, reaching up

to bis great-great-grandmother and down to

bis grandchildren. He was nobly descended

:

' See pi. iv., vii. and viii.

'" See pi. iv. and v.

^ Eestoratious have been inserted only .so far as they are

authorized by the direct evidence of the early copies ; and

in all these cases the outlines of the more recent fractures

are clearly marked within the restorations, so as to indicate

their extent at the time the photographs were taken.

* Tomb v., L., D. iii., pi. 12 ; Cii., Not. Desc. I, pp. 27-2

and 654-058 (p. 658 wrongly printed at the back of p. 661).

Unfortunately, tbe sculptures in it were never finished.

^ The mythological allusions in the inscriptions are

numerous and important ; it has, however, been deemed

advisable to leave their explanation to .specialists in tliis

class of Egyptian literature.

bis nuiternal graiuU'ather was the celebrated

Aahmes, son of Aljana, whose biographical

inscription is one of the most precious his-

torical records of the country. Aahmes fought

under each successive king of the XVIIIth

Dynasty down to Thothmes I., and was a

witness of tbat splendid groAvth which first

cast off the foreign Hyksos yoke, and, spread-

ing rapidly, formed tbe foundation of a powerful

Empire in the south and east.

By bis wife Apu, Aahmes bad a daughter

named Kem or Kam, who probably, in accord-

ance with custom, inherited the family honours

in preference to her two brothers ; she married

tbe scribe" Atefrura, no doubt a grandee of

the Theban court, holding tbe office of tutor

or foster-father to the prince Uazmes.' As

yet we have no other account of Atefrura than

that which is given incidentally in the tombs

of his father Aahmes and bis son Paheri : he

had a numerous family. Our Paheri himself,

or perhaps bis brother of the same name,**

constructed bis grandfather's tomb. In it we

read :
" It was his daughter's son who luider-

took the works iti this tomb-chamber, in

making the name of his mother's father to

live, tbe scribe (artist) of designs of the

god Amen, Paheri;" and again (a prayer)

" for Aahmes, son of Abana, by bis daughter's

son, making bis name to live, tbe scribe Paberi,

deceased (?).""

It is remarkable that Paheri bears none

of tbe ordinary list of titles

—

crpci ka, semer

iiati, &c. : this may indicate that he was not

a courtier. There is an air of simplicity and

° Ch., Not. Desc. I, G58.

' PI. ix., 1. 36, &c.

" In his own tomb, Paheri is always called the /(a-princc,

but he was also a " skilful scribe" (pi. ix., 1. 45), and at his

grandfather's decease he may have borne only the title of

" scribe of designs of Amen." His hrother, Paheri, was

likewise a "skilful scribe;" the occurrence of two brothers

with the same name and similar titles is embarrassing. For

Paheri II., see the footnote 3 on p. 8.

" Lepsius, Benkmdlcr, Abth. iii., 111. 12, d and a.
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straightforwardness about liis titles : lie was

no lawyer and no courtier, but a ricli and

business-like countryman, a noniarcli. en-

trusted with some important functions by

the king. The abbreviated titles commonly

attached to Paheri's name are " the Aa-princc

and scribe," and in ordinary language, as we

learn from the conversational inscriptions in

the tomb, he was spoken of as j>n ha, "the

/(a-princc," or j)ct scr, "the noble." ^ He is

frequently called /m-prince of Nekhcb and ha-

prince of Anyt. JSTckheb (Eileithy iapolis, El Kab,

on the east bank) and Anyt (Latopolis, Esneh,

on the west bank) were the principal cities

in the third nome of Upper Egypt, called [^

Ten (?), and known to the classical reader

as the Latopolite.^ Probably the nome was

halved, forming territories on the east and

west banks attached to each of these cities,

and Paheri was made prince of both, and so

of the whole nome. Esneh is about twenty-

two miles distant from El Kab, and their

territories probably extended north and south

beyond these cities. It is not certain that any

of his ancestors were Ar<-princes ; so far as we
can tell, therefore, this honour Avas specially

conferred by the king upon Paheri.

Such was Paheri's princedom. As a scribe,

however, he was an official with influence

beyond his own nome : he is called " scribe

of the accounts of corn," and once, more

definitely, " scribe of the accounts of corn

from Ant (Tentyra, Denderah) as far as

Nekheb (El Kab)' ;" he " acted and inspected

in the corn-land of the south district," was
" superintendent of corn-land of the south

district, excellent satisfier of the desire of his

master from Pei'-Hathor as far as Nekheb."*

' In PI. iii. and vi.

- In the temple-lists the capital of the nome is Nekheb,

but in the accounts of the Komau geogi'aphors it is Latopolis.

^ PI. ix., 1. 10.

PI. iii., lower left-hand corner.

Pcr-Hathor, "the house of Hathor," is a rare

geographical name, and might apply to several

cities in which the goddess Hathor was wor-

shipped. Fortunately, the difficulty is at once

removed by the parallelism in two of the

above titles, " from Ant (Tentyra) as far as

Nekheb" evidently being synonymous with

" Per-Hathor as far as Nekheb." Per-Hathor

is therefore a name for the famous Hathor-

city of Tentyra, capital of the sixth nome of

Upper Egypt ; so that Paheri was scribe of

the corn for a very largo district, including

Thebes and extending 150 miles down the

river to its s:reat western bend at Denderah.

The south district
w may )e a more

general designation for the same region.

Paheri's father had been " the tutor or

foster-father of the king's son Uazmes," and

Paheri is figured once with the same title ;^

but since the scene represents the prince as a

nude baliy, while the children and even the

grandchildren of Paheri are present, the prince

Uazmes in this scene can hardly be the same

as the prince Uazmes who, accompanied by his

brother Amenmes, is seated opposite Atefrura

and Kema in the sculptures of the shrine.*

A son of Thothmes I. was named Amenmes,

and in the fourth year of the king was heir

apparent to the throne;^ since Thothmes I.

was the last king served by Atefrura's father,

there can be little doubt that the first Uazmes

in Paheri's tomb, with his brother Amenmes,

Avas a son of Thothmes I. : both of these

princes seem to have died young, the suc-

cession falling to Thothmes 11. Unless the

scene referred to at the beginning of this

paragraph be a jumble of events not contem-

poraneous, there still remains to be identified

a second prince Uazmes, who was taken in

hand by Paheri himself, about the beginning

' PI. iv., middle top.

' PI. X., East wall.

' Recueil de travaux, vii., p. 142.
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of tlie reign of Thothmes III. ; such is the

date to which the genealogies lead us to assign

the old age of Paheri.

Paheri bore also a sacerdotal title : like

most 7/.a-princes, he was chief priest of the

deity in his capital, and is therefore called

" superintendent of the priests of Nekhebt

"

in one passage, or simply " superintendent of

pi^iests." Nekhebt, the goddess of Nekheb,

is evidently named after the city : she was a

solar deity, mistress of the south, figured as

a vulture, often wearing the white crown of

Upper Egypt Q , and was considered to be a

form of Hathor. Her divine titles are men-

tioned several times in the inscriptions.

4. GENEALOGICAL TABLES OF THE
FAMILY OF PAHERI.

Twenty years ago Prof. Lieblein' for the first

time tabulated the genealogy of Paheri (pai'tly

from the copies of Prof. Eisenlohr), but the

materials are now much more complete.

In the following tables there is very little

that is at all doubtful; it is, however, con-

ceivable that some of those who are called

"brothers" and "sisters" of Paheri in the

texts may bo //(///-brothers and sisters, i.e.

issue not of the marriage of Atefrura atul

Kema, as given in the table, but of some

other union of his father or of Lis mother; and

it is believed that sometimes honorary or

adoptive titles of relationship were given in

Ancient Egypt to companions and friends.

These reservations, indeed, will not seriously

affect the value of the genealogy.

As elsewhere, the great importance attached

to the maternal side of the descent is evident.

Amongst the ancestors, the great Aahmes is

surnamed "son of Abana" (his mother), Baba

likewise "son of Rcant" (his mother), and

Paheri's maternal ancestors and cousins are

fully represented in the scenes, while the

paternal side is almost entirely neglected.-'

I. Genealogy of Aahmes, son of Abana : from his tomb.

= *Re-ant

" BaLa, son of Ro-aut
"

military oiKcer under Seqeneii-ra

(XVIIth Dynasty)

*Abaiia

"Aahmes, son of Aisana "

military and naval ofHcer under
Aahmes I., Amenhotep I., Thothmes I.

died as " chief of sailors."

*Apu

' Didionnaire des noms proprrs hit^roghjpldques, No. 558. ^ Cf. Petrie, Season in Ei/ypt, p. 9, § 11.

In these tables the asterisk (*) before a name denotes a female.
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II. Sisters of Ann, wife of Aaliraes, son of Abaiin, with tlioir cliililren ;
from the East

wall of the tomb of Pahori, pi. vii.

*Apu

Tela

(son of a sister

of Apu)
"attenilaiit of

his majesty
"

*Amensat =

Mezay-sc
(son of a

sister of

Apu)

Kcm
(son of a

sister of

Apu)

•Tetuta =

*Niibmcliy

((laughter of a

sister of

Apu)

*Zalj *Ty *Nub.Miineheht

III. Children and grandchildren of Aahmes, son of Abana ; from the East wall of the

tomb of Paheri, pi. vii., and the east side of the shrine, pi. x.

Aahmes, son of Abana = *Apn

Atefrura

'

Intnr of Prince

Ua/mes

= *Kem i\rey Meshau

Aahmes Tlmpu Panian Senmesu Teliuliemliat *Nuheuihel) *Amensat 7Jrt-prince Amcnliotep Herari^ Palierill.^

'attendant "guanlian

of his of Amen"
majesty"

Paiieri

married

Ilenut-er-nelieh

'scribe" "scribe"

IV. Family of Honut-cr-ncheh, wife of Paheri ; from the West wall of his tomb, pi. iv.,

centre.

Rnni = *Ta-amey
" chief of transport

"

Paheri = HENUT-ER-NEnEn Tela Se

officer of

Ins majesty

Kcm (?)

(pi. iv., bottom row, left, bearing flower-.stems)

*Usert *Hemit-ta-mehu *Henut-urt

(son) (dauf;hter)

1 Called " tutor of the king's son of his body, and scribe, Atefrura " by liis son Ilerari, in the tomb of Aahmes, son

of Abana, Ch., Not. Desc, i., 658.

- Hcrari does not occur in the shrine, but is the first of Paheri's brothers on the East wall (pi. 7, top row). Like

Paheri, he appears conspicuously in the tomb of Aahmes son of Abana, dedicating a scene to his father Atefrura, and his

mother (?) ; his wife Amensat is with them, and lie himself is called "their son who makes their name to live,

the designer of the god Amen Hcrari," Ch., Not. Desc, I.e.

3 This Pahori is nowhere figured amongst the family of Atefrura and Kema, but is acting as scribe in pi. iii. and v.,

and is called "his beloved brother of the place of his heart, excellent scribe of accounts, Paheri." Probably he was an

adoptive brother in reality.
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V. Children of Paliuri ; from tlif west side of the .sliriue, [A. x., uud the East wall of his

tomb, pi. vii., viii. ; with his lineal ancestors, paternal or maternal.

CoNTEMPORAItY KeiGNS
AND Dates.

XVIltli Dynasty.

Seqencn-ra

IGOO B.C.

XVIIIth Dynasty.

Aalimos I., AmenhoLup I.,

Thothmes I.

[Tbotbmcsl., Thothmes II.]

[Thothmes II., Ilatshepset,

Thothmes III.]

1500 B.C.

[Thotlimes III.,

Amenhotop II.]

= *Ke-ant

Baba, "sou of Rc-ant"
military officer under

Seqcucn-ra

^Abai

Aabmcs, " .sun of Al)ana "

military and naval oilicer

under Aahmes I., Amen-
hotep I., Tbotbnu^s I.; died

as " ehief of sailors
"

Atefrura z^ *Kcm
tutor of

PrinceUazmos I.'

= *Apn

Paheri
tutor of Prince

Uazmos II.' and /la-

prince of Nekhen,
&a., &c.

= *Heuut-er-uehel:

*Takhenemsct Kbaemuast *Tatete.s Amonmes Rabotep *Nebt-taui

"deceased" "chief "or "eldest "chief " or "eldest

(in the shrino) daughter" son"
(on the East wall)

Grandchildren of Paheri are referred to in the tomb, and one is figured in pi. iv., top

row, centre ; but their names are not recorded.

' For Uazmcs I. and II., sec above, p. 6.

CO



II. EXPLANATION OF THE SCENES AND
INSCBIPTIONS.

Perhaps tlic most instructive programme for

the tour of the tomb would be, on entering it,

first to visit the shrine with its statues,^ and

there make acquaintance with some of the

family and ancestors of the noraarch;" next

to inspect the festive gathering of his kin,

upon the East wall;' then, having offered a

sacrifice,* to " go out upon the earth " with

the princelj'^ scribe as he is pictured at the

entrance,^ and be spectators of the occu-

pations of an ofiicial and landowner as they

are depicted upon the West wall ;
^ after

which we should follow Paheri's corpse in its

funerary procession, and wonder at the strange

ceremonies/ On the back wall we might

read his lengthy and impressive epitaph;* and

before leaving the tomb of the great man we
should endeavour to repeat the prayers for his

soul, while admiring the ceiling upon which

they are written.

Some such arrangement may have been in

the mind of the artist who designed the tomb,

and that artist may have been Paheri himself.

But our duty in this book is clear—it is to

explain the plates, and to this end we had

bettei" take them as they come.

1. FACADE, &c. Pl. I.

On the Eastern wall of the entrance-platform

or outer court Palieri is represented in a very

simple dress, kneeling, with his arms raised

towards the south. The inscription over his

head is somewhat injured, but can be re-

1
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The ffi^ade lias suffered severely, the whole

of the doorway being destroyed ; at either

end are inscriptions, originally about 9 feet in

height, containing prayers to various deities

—

pn ka en ha rn NcMeb Pahrri maii- k/irru

" for the ghost of the prince of Nekheb (El

Kab) Paheri, deceased." Of these the two

columns on the left are a prayer to " Amen-ra,

king of the gods, that he may give his pleasant

breeze coming [from the North] " and other

blessings, now difficult to understand, in the

mutilated text. On the right, in two lines,

were prayers to two goddesses, and in the

third line a prayer to Osiris (?) and the god of

Hieraconpolis, a city opposite El Kab, on the

other side of the Nile. The texts are

—

(1) [/c adcn ketep Nekhebt hezt Nelihen '] nebt pet

henut taui, t-cs perert nebt her uteh-es em khert

hcru cut ra neb

prayer to " [Nekhebt, the white one of

Nekhen] (?), lady of heaven, mistress of the

two lands, that she may give everything that

is offered upon her altar from day to day."

(2) [tft selen hetep He/her nebt set] uscrt db, henut

neteru, t-es perert nebt her Ichat-es em khert hern

ent ra neb

" [Prayer to Hathor, mistress of the naountain],

mighty of heart, mistress of the gods, that

she may give everything that is offered upon

her table from day to day."

(3) Prayer to '[Usdr (?) ?ie6] pet Kemhes [?} her db

Nekhen te sen Met nebt hrulcet nebt nebt

shesep senu en ra neb

" [Osiris (?), lord of] heaven and Kemhes (?)

in Nekhen, that they may give all things, all

offerings and the receiving of daily

food" to the ka (or ghost) of Paheri."

The mummied hawk wearing the crown of

Upper Egypt is read by some Kemhes. This

deity gave one name to the city of Nekhen,

now Kum el Ahmar, opposite El Kab, on the

1 For the restoration of this and tho following line,

compare pi. ix., 1. 1-3.

other side of the river, it being known to the

Greeks as Hieraconpolis, " the city of hawks."

There were probably shorter inscriptions on

the jambs of the doorway, which are now quite

gone. Above arc tho remains of inscriptions

and scenes of Paheri in adoration ; these

formed two rows, but they are too much

destroyed for any restoration to bo made of

them. On the right we can ascertain that

the deities adored were " [Anubis of] Ut and

[Osiris of] Abydos {Ahhi) "—

an mi'h ah nienkh en ne.h'\_-ef u.ii\ Paheri maa-khcru

" by the excellent satisfier of the heart of his

lord, the scribe Paheri, deceased," who is now

dressed in a long tunic.

The doorway probably reached to the level of

the feet of the figure of Paheri.

In the passage-way, or, technically, " in the

thickness of the wall," there must have existed

other inscriptions ; but all this is destroyed.

We can now proceed to the interior of the

tomb.

2. FRONT WALL. Pl. II.

On the East half of the front wall, within a

border of coloured rectangles, Paheri is repre-

sented wearing a loin cloth, a thin tunic, a

broad collar and armlets, holding in his right

hand a napkin or handkerchief, and in his left

a staff. He is proceeding towards the door

—

I. 2'cci em la er ma dten 2. an ua res

tep her 3. khert neb-ef, ert-en 4. ar-ef rekhiit-ef

5. ha, an, 6. Paheri maa kheru

" eoinsr out on to the earth to see the sun's disk

by the uniquely watchful over his

master's interests, one whose pen brought

(him) his knowledge,^ the prince, the scribe,

Paheri justified."

The wall on the left of the door is destroyed.

We may suppose that for the sake of symmetry

there once had been a figure of Paheri corre-

2 Or ''brought him fame (!)," cf. pl. ix., 1. 27.

CC
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sponding to that on the other half, but turned

in the opposite direction ; in that case one

figure would represent Paheri about to visit

the indoor banquet and scene of offering upon

the East wall, while the other would represent

him "coming out upon the earth," as if cross-

ing over to the out-of-door occupations upon

the West wall.

Above the level of the lintel was an important

scene with a boat, but only a fragment of it

is preserved over the figm'e of Paheri, already

described : possibly it indicated that Paheri

or his ghost was prepared for a voyage on the

river. Of a symbolical representation at the

top of all, there remains only one sign, pro-

bably meaning ab, " the East." '

3. WEST WALL. Pl. IIT.-V.

Upon the West wall of the main chaml^er

are three series of scenes. The first of these

(pl. iii.) occupies nearly one-half of the total

length, and represents Paheri in his public

capacity as scribe and nomarch, pushing

forward the operations of agriculture within

his district, superintending the yearly stock-

taking of the herds, and receiving the tribute

of gold for the king. In the second series

(pl. iv.) he is in his private domain, receiving

game and fish, the produce of his vineyard and

gardens, and of the looms &c. in his own
house. The last section (pl. v.) is occu2:)ied

with ceremonial scenes from the funeral ritual.

It will be observed that all the scenes on this

wall are enacted out of doors.

The Official Life of Paheri. Pl. iii.

(1) Inspection of Agriculture and Corn.

The greater part of the plate (more than two-

thirds) is occupied with agricultural scenes, in

three registers, dominated by a largo standing

figure of Paheri. The figure has been altered,

' Cf, the top of pl. ix.

the sculptor having made grievous mistakes

about the head. Paheri was probably to be

represented exactly as on the front wall, but

the aristocratic wig, beard, and profile were

forgotten until the stone had already been

cut away irretrievably. The plebeian features

are still the mosi^ prominent, in spite of the

efforts made to rectify the mistake. Probably

a coating of cement was laid on the surface

and the head recut, partly in the stone, partly

in the cement ; but the latter having crumbled

off, leaves the sorry sight of two profiles, two

eyes, two ears and two wigs, neither face being

now complete.

The inscription reads

—

ma dfrn .'^eriui dtru "pert, hcnut ncht drerf em se/c/ief

an hu en Neh/icJi, ha en Aiujt, drer man cm did nu

a resi, an hcseh at Paheri maa /c/ieru

" Seeing the seasons of summer, the seasons of

winter, and all the occupations performed in

the fields, by the prince of Nekheb, the prince

of Anyt, who acts and inspects in the corn-

lands of the south district, the scribe of the

accounts of corn, Paheri, justified."

Accompanying Paheri on his tour of in-

spection are three attendants bearing bags,

napkins, sandals and a stool, as on the East

wall;- one of them is the "attendant of the

ha-Tprinee en (?).^

In front waits a chariot with its pair of

horses of different colours; the groom Khnemem
(Jcazana Khnemem) stands by holding the reins

and his master's bow in one hand, and the

whip in the other. The empty bow-case is

seen attached to the side of the chariot. The

groom endeavours to soothe and steady the

impatient steeds

—

aha cm dr nezeh* fa hetcr dqer, hit (?) mery neh-ef,

aba en pa ha um-cf en hu neh

" Pl. vi., bottom row to left.

' The first sign in the name seems to be incorrectly formed

in the original,

* —n—''

—

\ !=»-=(?) seems to be for ""^'^—
>

J
0A, which

is found in pl. vii., speech of the servant to Sen-senbet.
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" Stand siill, bo not disobedient, excellent

horse, ha-Tprmcc (?), beloved by liis master, and

of whom the /ui-prince boasts to everyI)ody !"'

The construction of the chariot is very primi-

tive, the wheel having only four spokes.

Horses were no doubt still scarce in Egypt

;

they are found, perhaps for the first time,

amongst the hieroglyphs in the toml) of

Paheri's grandfather, Aahmes, son of Abana,

during: the reigfu of Thothmes T."

Ploughing and sowing are shown in the

lowest of the three rows, reaping in the second,

threshing, &c., in the first, and finally loading

the corn-ships in a lower corner at the right-

hand end of the fourth row. A second figure

of Paheri is here introduced : as he goes down

to the river to the corn-ships, he passes the

ploughmen and bids them be quick.

^

Two ploughs are drawn by oxen in pairs

;

with each is a driver, and a man sowing broad-

cast. They are singing

—

Iiru ni'fcr, tutu qelni,va ru li/ni her dlh, in 'pci her art

en idi-oi, hak-en en pa ser

" A fine day, one is cool, the oxen are drawing,

the heaven is doing according to our hearts,

let us work for the noble !"

One of the ploughmen calls to the other in

front of him

—

a$-tu, 2>n hati, k/icrii va en dhu, melc ^in hU uhu her

peter

" Hasten, leader, forward with the oxen ! behold

the /i«-prince is standing and looking on."

Four men are breaking up the clods with

hoes. One exclaims

—

khenems as-iu cm Jialni, fe-cJc uhli-en cr nu nefer

" Friend, hasten at the work, let us finish in

good time."

' Translations by Maspero of many of these inscriptions

are to be found iu the Zeitschrift fur Aegyptisclie Sprache,

xvii., pp. 58 ir. Others by Erman, in his Aegypten, and by

Bnigsch in his Thesaurus, vol. vi., pp. 1528 ff.

' L.,D.,m., 12, G.

' His speech is translated below.

To which the reply is

—

dii-(( er dri hnu her liakn en pa .'<er Item,

" I shall do more thau the work (due) to the

noble : be silent (?)."

A plough of the usual form is being drawn

in the opposite direction by four men with

ropes, an old ploughman guiding it with both

hands, and a boy sowing. Probably this is for

a different crop, e.g. flax. Behind them is

Paheri, who, coming down to the river to see

the barges laden with corn, passes by the

labourers

—

uza an ha Paheri mau kheru cr dtep na cii. nsc/c/m em
fa sek/iet: zet-cf en na en dhiiliu, as-ten, ta aht

petet-td, k/ier pa Map aa urt

" The /ifl.-prince Paheri, deceased, proceeds to

load the barges in the (river-) meadow : he says

to the farm-labourers, ' Hasten ye, the corn-

fields are broken up (?) : the Nile was very

great.' "^

The drawers of the plough, replying

—

zet-sen dry-en, mek-cn. ; em dr sen/ her ta aht, si

nefertd urt

" say, ' We are doing (so), behold us ; fear not

for the corn-fields, they are very good.'
"

And the old driver, taking up the last Avord,

exclaims

—

neferui ijeru en rc-ch 2]ay\-d^ sherd; rcnpct nefertshut

em setehu, senbet semu neh ; k/icr na en behesu nefer

er khet neht

" Twice excellent is your exclamation, my son !

the year is good, free of ills ; healthy in all

herbs ; and the calves are excellent beyond

anything."

In the next row above is the harvest. On
the left we see the flax pulled up by men and

women, the earth cleaned from the roots, and

the stems tied in sheaves, after which the seed-

heads are torn off with a comb. The old man

* This must be the meaning of the passage, since no

ploughing is done just be/are the inundation.
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afc the comb calls out to the youth who brings

him a sheaf

—

dr (in-ck na 11009 nuh sc-khcm-d sei

"If you bring me 11009, 1 am the man to strip

them all." The youth answers

—

ai^-iu cm c'lr a-^m-re, jia aa «s en nhntlu

" QuicJi, do not chatter, you old fjuach of a

labourer!'"

Beyond the flax is the corn. The reapers

are at work, holding the corn in their left

hands, while they cut it high up with the

right. The sickles are red, of wood, the teeth

white, of flint (?). One of the reapers puts his

sickle under his arm, and refreshes himself

with a draught of water. They are singing

—

A'Aen en usheb, zrf-scn ' hru jien nefer /)er em fa' ' ta

mehyi pertn ' ' ta pet her art en db-en ' ' hak-en

mert dh-en.'

" In answering chant they say, ' This is a good

day, come out on to the land,' ' the north wind

has come out,' ' the sky is doing according to

our heart,' ' let us work and bind firm (?) our

heart.'

"

There are two kinds of corn—one tall with

beards (barley?), the second shorter and not

bearded ; and the stalks of the reaped portion

seem to be shown also.

A woman and a cliild are gleaning behind

the reapers, the former with a heavy load on

her back ; another is cleverly carrying a basket

and two vessels with provisions. One of them

exclaims

—

(iviem nduat let,mclc d-en cm mestheru ; em drnn en

kehesu en nef, her cm jia he.ru

" Give me a hand (or a handful ?) ; behold we

shall come in the evening, do not repeat the

meanness (?) of yesterday, cease it (?) to-day."

The comfort of the reapers is not forgotten :

a light and artistically constructed shelter is

' Literally, " you old follow, refuse of labourers," but

tbore is a play upon the words as "hasten," and as "refuse."

seen on the right, beneath which are placed

jars of wine or water; these have rounded

bases, and some are supported on ring-stands

of pottery, others on wooden frames. Several

jars are outside, and an attendant holding a

napkin and a large palm-leaf fan stands by,

endeavouring to cool them with a current of

air, ready for the nomarch's arrival.

In the top row we see the short-stalked

ears of corn taken in immense baskets to the

threshing-floor. The baskets consist of net-

work stretched on a frame, and are borne

on a pole between two men. An overseer

holding a twig in his hand calls out to the

carriers

—

ds-ten, meh retui-ten, pa inu du, peh-ef na en qendu

" Hasten ye, quicken your feet : the water is

coming, and (will soon) reach the baskets."

The inundation is coming before the harvest

operations are complete.

The carriers say

—

du pa Shu .ihermi, fe-tu en pa Shu sunt at em remu

" The sun is hot, may the sun be given fish in

payment for the corn." (The inundation would

bring the fish.)

A man carrying back the pole of an empty

basket, exclaims

—

en ursh pa nehd her remen-d, retui? su db-d

" Haven't I stuck to the pole all day like a

man? That is what I like!" (Lit. "Does

not the pole stay-all-day on my shoulder very

firmly ? That is my wish.")

The corn on the threshing-floor forms a

circular heap, high at the circumference and

with a depression in the middle, in which the

oxen are treading it out ; a boy with a branch

of a tree or broom of twigs sweeps in the

strayed stalks. The oxen are five in number,

not muzzled,^ and are driven by a man with a

whip, singing

—

- Cf. Deuteronomy, ch. xxv., v. 4.
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he-lcn cii-lcii (^'ey .stwh), h/iii, lie-li:ii oi-teii, hc-lvn

en-ten; h'ka rr am, at en. nalia-tcn ; cut. riic mi en

dh-te.n : tutii qeb

" Thresh for yourselves, thresh for yourselves,

oxen : thresh for yourselves, thresh for your-

selves : straw to eat, corn for your masters :

let not your hearts be still : it is cool."

The next process to which the corn is sub-

jected is the winnowing, which is accomplished

by tossing the threshed grain into the air with

pairs of shovels shaped something like the sole

of a foot. The operators wear cloths over their

hair to protect it from the chaff ; one of them

is sweeping the grain together for the others to

scoop up.

After this the results of the crops are

measured :
" the scribe of the accounts of

corn, Tehuti-nefer " is registering, seated on a

heap of corn, from which two labourers fill

their measures, afterwards to empty them upon

a second heap. Another labourer stands by,

holding a shovel ;
probably he is noting the

numbers upon his shovel, as a second scribe

is generally figured in these scenes.

Finally sacks are filled at the second heap,

conveyed to the walled granary, and there

emptied. Of the granary we are shown the

plan of the square enclosure and an elevation

of the doorway at one corner, and the crenel-

lated ornament at the top of the wall is

indicated. It contains a tree (sycamore?)

and four heaps of grain. The material com-

posing one of them is quite unlike the grain in

the other three, and possibly represents the

flax-seed.

When the granary is full, the shipment of

the supply due to the government granaries is

next attended to, in the fourth row. Three

boats are here seen just starting on their

northward voyage, with the masts shipped and

resting on the rudder-post, the pilots in the

bows holding their sounding-poles, and a man

drawing water ; the grain-compartments ai'e

doubtless full. The rudder in all the boats

is a broad oar turned in a rope l)eariug by

means of a short lever. Close by are four

other boats taking in cargo : the stepped (?)

gangways are put to shore, and the labourers

are emptying their sacks of corn into the

barges. The inscription above reads :

—

atep usek/m em at heleti : ze/sen ' en du ursh-en her

fat at henli heleti liezt : shenut meJi, her ncmesmes

uhuu en. re-se}i, nan line /fMl aieji tens, at her set er

hem : k/ier tvtu her as-en em shevit, as hutl-en en

k/iemt

'

" Loading barges with wheat and barley : they

say, ' Are we to spend the whole day carrying

wheat and white barley ? The granaries are

full, and heaps are pouring over their edges,

the barges are heavy laden, and corn is jutting

out : but the master is hastening us in going,

behold our breasts are of bronze ! (i.e. never

fear, we are made of iron !).'
"

Above, on the right, is Paheri " proceeding

to load the barges." His words, translated

above,' might pei'haps be interpreted to apply

only to the field-labourers who are putting in

the cargo.

It will be observed that an abundant crop

is hinted at throughout this scene ; the cheerful

idea of wealth and abundance is naturally

implied in all the pictures.

(2) Registration of Cattle.

On the lower i^art of the wall, at the left

end, is a scene much smaller than the last.

Paheri is seated on a stool, writing; before

him is a box, and above it on a tray the

palette, a roll of papyrus, and a water-skin.

heseh tenut menment an ha en Anyt, vier aht nu a

resi, meh db men.M en neb-ef sthaa em Per-Hether

neferyt er Ne/fheb an Paheri

" Counting the numbers of the cattle by the

/ta-prince of Anyt, the superintendent of the

corn-fields of the southern disti-ict, the excel-

lent satisfier of the heart of his lord, beginning

' P. 13.
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from Per-Hathoi' ' and reacliing to Nekheb, the

scribe Paheri."

The animals arc driven towards him l}y their

herds in four rows—oxen and cows with their

calves in the upper two, and below asses, goats

with kids, and swine. The asses are driven by

a man with a whip, carrying a staff and a foot-

hobble over his shoulder. The oxen lying

bound upon the ground in the upper register

are waiting to be branded ; unfortunately the

scene is imperfect, but one man appears to be

heating the branding instrument at the fire,

and another to be operating on an animal,

The representation of swine is very rare.

Paheri's assistant in counting the animals

is

—

sen-ef mery-cf an dqer tn uu maa, se-ketn nes, dqcr

nezu [-re ?] Paheri maa kheru

"his brother, whom he loves, an excellent

scribe of very truth, perfect in tongue, excel-

lent in conversation, Paheri, deceased."^ He
receives the asses in the two lower rows, and

a similar individual is seen in the two upper

rows, in one case with traces of the same name,

which has here been almost entirely erased.

(3) Receipt of Gold.

This scene is of the same extent as the last,

except that the corn-ships have been intruded

into one corner. Paheri is seated, holding

staff and baton : he wears a peculiar head-

covering, that falls down the back almost to

the waist, and a collar {iiseM) is on his breast.

It is unfortunate that the inscription is muti-

lated in an important passage, leaving the

sense doubtful

—

shesep neb en heru qem en shesep shayt em
a kherpu nu temd pen, an res tep shu em beki, fern

meh[a Aer] tetet em her{iyef ha Paheri

" Receiving the gold of the chief miners

' Denderali, see above, p. C.

' For this Paheri II., see p. 8.

receiving what has been ordained from

the superintendents of this town, by the prince

Paheri, watchful without tiring, not failing in

what has been entrusted to him."

His brother Paheri again assists, recording

the amounts. In the upper row four contri-

butors are looking on in a respectful attitude,

while the gold rings are weighed in the scales

against an ox-shaped weight ; another man,

kneeling, watches the tongue of the balance,

and perhaps the plummet;^ above are the rings

in four heaps. In the lower row three bags

of ore or dust are seen, beside rings; a box and

a tray are in front of Paheri's brother, the

scribe Paheri II., and apparently one of the four

men above is having a taste of the stick, his

contribution not being sufBcieut. The names

of two of the others are given, viz., her inert

Menu (?) and her mert Hern, the chiefs of serfs

Menu (?) and Heru.

The inscriptions in the temple of Hedesiyeh

show that there were certain gold workings in

the Eastern desert the produce of which would

reach the Nile valley not far from El Kab.

On the river are two ships passing each

other ; one is going south, with sail up, the

other, with mast shipped, is being rowed

northward down the stream. The latter is

probably bound for Thebes, while the former

is just arriving thence for a cargo of bullion.

The two ships are exactly alike, each having

a deck-house with two windows and look-out

platform at bow and stern. A chariot is on

the top of the deck-house, and the horses are

in the bows behind the pilot ; all this, with the

painted decoration fore and aft, shows that

they are not mere vessels of burthen, but are

fitted up for the nomarch's voyages. At the

bows of the vessel sailing southward is a pilot

with a sounding-pole to try the depth and avoid

the shallows ; over him is written

—

^ For the action, see Petrie, Season in Egypt, pi. xx.,

and p. 42.
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fini-oi mil mriiii r.r Pcv iirh, (oinv iic::ciii .'<hiit

" Lt'fc US give the signal (or sing the chorus ?),

come and moor at Per-nu)) (the house of gold),

a city pleasant of aJiuf (glitter or shadow?)."

The steersman replies

—

eiH shu cm ^cru-fk, pa oUi cm tii /nit

"Do not 67(;f (waste) thy voice (or, do not fail

to speak), thou who art in tlie Ijows!"

The alliteration of ,s/t;(. witli ^h.al. is evidently

the comic feature of this reply.

PAHEra's Unofficial Life and Amusements.

PI. iv.

On this section of the wall ' wc have a series

of representations from the private and domestic

life and affairs of Paheri. They may for con-

venience be grouped round the three large

figures of the nomarch— (1) Paheri watching

the fishermen and fowlers
; (2) Paheri with his

wife seated under an awning, receiving fruits
;

(3) Paheri, with the little prince Uazmes upon

his lap, receiving linen and ointments.

(1) Watching the Fishermen and Fowlers.

This scene occupies the lower third of the

plates: Paheri leans on his staff, and watches

—

ma sek/iel apiu, ham remu, se-za her em liat neht

drert em sekhet, dn ha Paheri maa kfierv,

" seeing the netting of wild fowl, the capture

of fish, rejoicing the countenance with all the

works performed in the river-meadows, by the

/ta-prince Paheri, deceased."

In the lower row a clap-net has been laid

in a pool between clumps of papyrus, and the

wild fowl have settled over it.^ An old man

' On the left side of the plate is seen the fissui-e in the

rock. There has been no fresh injury to its right-hand

edge, hut on the left there have been two unsuccessful

attempts to cut out groups, deep grooves having been

chiselled out all round them.

The water crowded with birds is faintly indicated in

the original, but is not clear enough to reproduce.

on the watch behind tiie rocils gives tlie signal,

and no less than nine men pull the rope whicli

closes the net ; the end of the rope has l:iecn

secured round a post in the ground. We next

see the captives plucked, trimmed Avith a knife

on a slojDing board, and put into jars for

keeping. A crane is brought straight to

Paheri.

In the upper row a large net with its floats

is drawn ashore, full of fish ; the catch is

carried up to an old man, who splits each fish

and lays it out to dry in tlie sun. We see

also a veteran with a sjiiudle making twine,

with whicli the same or another manufactures

the net. The attitudes of these two figures

are characteristic of the processes. The one

gives the spindle a twist on his thigh, the

other grasps the end of the net between his

toes.

(2) Paheri and his Wife seated under an Awning,

receiving Fruits, &,c.-

This occupies the middle of the wall, and

may be held to include a vintage scene

and a group of the relatives of Paheri'

s

wife.

At the top is a representation of the vintage.

The vines are trellised, and the stems banked

round at the roots with earth, which is cupped

to hold the water and keep the ground moist.

The grapes are gathered by men and women,

put into baskets, and conveyed to the wine-

press. At each end of the wine-press is

fixed an upright forked pole, to support a bar

laid across ; the men treading the grapes in

the trough steady themselves by grasping the

ropes wliich hang from the middle of the cross-

bar. Rows of amphorae are seen above, and

a man who is no doubt filling them with a jar

from the wine-press.

The products of the vineyard and gardens,

as well as the fish and fowl from the nets, are

offered to Paheri and his wife. They are seated

together, with her arm round his neck, in an
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arbour. This arbour lias a root' of rushes

(coloured green), and a mat of the same is on

the ground beneath their feet. Hcnut-er-

neheh holds a lotus flower, and vegetables

resemblincf the seed-vessels of the lotus as

figured on the monuments. The inscription

reads

—

.fr/t-/i(")n/i// (ih mil hn nij'cr, &c.

" Diverting the heart and seeing good fortune

by the /ar-princc of Nckheb, Pahcri, deceased,

and the mistress of a house, Hcnut-er-ncheh."

Strings of pomegranates, grapes, and the

flowers, buds and leaves of the lotus, cucumbers

in baskets, and a bottle, presumably full of fresli

grape juice (as it figures in the vintage scene),

are being brought to them by tliree men in one

row. The bottle is of a very remarkable shape,

and is evidently identical with a vessel found

by Mr. Petrie at Gurob, which was formed of

the GgQ of an ostrich furnished with a long

wooden spent. In the second row we note

especially the ducks, lotuses, and papyrus

flowers from the marshes.

The relatives of Paheri's wife ai'e looking

on as guests, and sit facing the arbour. The

principal figures are " his wife's father, the

chief superintendent of gold miners, Rurn,"

"his wife's mother Ta-amey," and "her son,

the officer of his majesty, Teta." These are

seated side by side on chairs, and arc attended

by two women with vases of unguents and

wine (?) ; one of the attendants, named

Khuemt, is so good a musician that she is

entitled " the musician of the goddess Ne-

khebt" (qemdyt ent Nekheht) ; between them

is a large jar wreathed with a lotus, over the

mouth a round platter (?). Behind the first

three were probably eight more members of

the family in two rows ; several have been

destroyed by the fracture of the rock, but

we can trace or restore in the upper row

—

(1) " her son Se," (2) , (3) (son),

(4) " her daughter Usert "; in the lower row

—

(1) " her daughter Henut-ta-mehu," (2) ,

(3)

ITenut-urt." '

(daughter), (4) " her daughter

(3) Palieri Dandling Prince Uazmes.

In the top register Paheri is seated, wearing

a thin vest, loin cloth and tunic, with the royal

child upon his lap. The latter is nude, with

an amulet y I'onnd his neck, and the princely

lock of hair on the right side of the head.

.s-r/V/rm/V/ lib cm khi'i nvlil , I'ni. lira nrfi'V, sha^ip iii':d

Iter, hint Nrhrh-lcau, lin iiuniil en Ka-sritni JJamnas

hli Pa/n'r! mad klmru

"Rejoicing the heart witli everything, making-

holiday, receiving gifts, worshipping Nehcbkau,

by the tutor of prince Uazmes, the /«i-prince

Paheri, deceased."

The figm'es and inscriptions beyond are now

grievously mutilated, but a good deal can be

learnt from the copies of Hay and Burton.^

There were figures of adults and children

bringing offerings in two rows, and the in-

scription indicates that some of them were

Paheri's children. In the shrine (pi. x.) three

sons and three daughters are represented, and

as there is room for six adult figures in the

two rows here, it might be thought that these

exactly represented the children of Paheri ; but

there arc four, if not five, women amongst

them, so this is impossible. In the upper row

we can recognize the names of Ta-khonemset,

Ta-tetetes, and Nebt-taui, the three daughters

of Paheri; the figures in the lower row must

have been of friends or servants. The inscrip-

tion over the upper row runs—
mesch nez-[ficr an mesju-ef, viesu mesu-ef, tuat (?)...

" Bringing oflerings by his children and grand-

children, adoring (?)
" The figure of one

little granddaughter remains ; but her name,

if it was written at all, is now lost.

' The restoration in the Defcriptioii de VEt/ypfe, A7it. i.,

pi. 68, is evidently imaginary and incorrect.

• The complete restoration in the Descri]jtimi de I'Eijijpte

is again quite wrong.
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The inscription over tlu^ lower row (in wliicli

we can sec that there was one man offering

between two women) reads

—

mcTli
[ ] Iienhet ri'tipct iirht, hint (?) ujd rcnpct

"Bringing aiid offerings and all kinds

of flowers, adoring (? or ' on the morning

of?) the New Year.'"

FUNICRAIIY SCENHS. PI. V.

At the inner end of the West wall is

a representation of the ceremonies, real or

imaginary, which might take place at the

funeral of Paheri. Scenes of the same cha-

racter are found in several contemporary

tombs at Thebes; but those hitherto published,

while they throw a great deal of light on the

subject, are insufHcient to enable one to con-

struct a clear statement of the order of events,

or to explain many of the strange objects and

figures that are met with in them. The cere-

monies are represented with great elaboration

in the magnificent tomb of Rekhmara at

Thebes, dating from the end of the long reign

of Thothmes III. and the beginning of that

of Araenhotep II., and we have referred con-

stantly to the valuable plates of M. Virey's

memoir on that tomb^ in drawing up the

following description ; but the variation ni

detail and arrangement is very great. The

ceremonies provided an immense series of

subjects to select from, so that probably no

two tombs would show all the same. The

artist of Paheri's tomb was compelled by want

of space to restrict his selection within very

moderate bounds. Professor Maspero has

' It was customary on New Year's Day for an estate or

household to otfer gifts to the master.

Mhnoires publies par la Missiaii ArcUeologique Frangaise

au Caire, tome v., 1" fascicule, Le tomheau de Relihmara, par

Ph. Virey. The grouping of the funeral scenes is shown on

pi. xix., and the details on the succeeding plates.

pointed out in a similar case that an inscrip-

tion explaining a scene which the artist has

thought good to omit has been wrongly

retained, and does duty for a totally different

subject. This is possibly the explanation of

some apparently inappropriate legends which

the reader may observe in the present instance.

It may be that all the scenes refer to one

long-drawn ceremony, namely, the presentation

of the mummy to various divinities and

temples, accompanied by symbolical acts and

offerings.

The hawk in the middle of the scene has

been cut out recently, a large circular patch

being defaced in the process. The restoration

in the plate is from the copies of Burton, Hay

and Rosellini.

a. In the top row we see the funeral sledge

drawn in procession by men and oxen.^ The

rope is attached to a bar fixed upon the horns

of the cattle, which are urged on with whip and

gesture by the driver. Four men are hauling

at the rope, three ai-e chanting (?) with raised

arras, one is burning incense ; and there is one

group erased. In the parallel scenes of the

tomb of Rekhmara these men are styled reth,

2jdt, rekhyt ncht, which means, perhaps, " people

in general—both the present and past genera-

tions," all of whom do honour to the deceased.

The erasure of a group is noticeable there

also.

The sledge is covered by a canopy, beneath

which the mummy rests upon an ornamented

bier, which itself is placed upon a box or coffin.

At the head is the female tert shcrt, "younger

mourner," representing Nephthys, and at the

foot the iert uat, " elder mourner," for Isis.

The inscription over the procession reads

—

art qrest nefert en ha Paheri, s-art ha Paheri mak

k/ieru, er ds-f en Kher-neter, em hetcp, em hetep kher

iieter aa. Uza em hetep er dakfiet, er Sekhet Aaru,

er (uat j er scvit er hu enti ha Paheri pen dm

' Compare liekhmara, pi. xxi., bottom row.
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" Making a good burial for the prince Pahcri,

conveying- the Prince Palieri jnstifieil to liis

chanil)er of the Klicrneter, in peace, in peace

before the great god. Proceeding in peace to

the horizon, to the Field of Reeds, to the Tuat

;

to lead to (any) place where this prince Paheri

(may be)."

/). Behind the " cliief mourner " in klier //ch

her lep, " the chief lector," holding a scroll.'

The vertical line of inscription reads—

met I'oi /cZ/rr hch her tep, " rm hi^trp, cm Jirfrp khpr

nctpf ««"

" Said by the chief lector, ' In peace, in peace,

before the great god.' " Two other persons

with larger wigs and long staves close the

procession ; they are evidently people of some

distinction. In order to pi-eserve the clear

representation in profile, and avoid a back

view, the artist has chosen to put their staves

in the advanced left hands, instead of in the

right. The inscription runs

—

met (in .s/icsM " uza. cm hctcp, em /let.ep, c.r as-f en

fc/icr-neter ; -ijicscp fu emem uru {aan?) em shes cv-

iictcr (la
"

" Said by the followers (of the procession),

' Proceed in peace, in peace to his (nic)

chamber of Kher-neter (the necropolis) ; re-

ceive banquets among the nobles (or the

aged ones ?) as a follower of the great god.'
"

c. In the second row the priest (the

"officiating priest" in Rekhmara^), with a

tall censer {ar sender " censing "), precedes

four persons (who are the semern " friends
"

in Rekhmara) bearing a chest supported by

poles on their shoulders ; between the bearers

are visible the two mourners, with their arms

in a characteristic attitude.

d. A group of two men dancing, Micht inuu

"dancing of the buffoons;' four shrines—one

between two palm trees, over two rectangular

' Cf. ReTchmara, pi. xxiii., midJle row, for this scone,

- L.C., .same row as last.

^ i/.c, pi. XX., xxi., top row,

spaces, the first enclosing two pools (P),

the second lieing a doorway (?). In Rekh-

mara this seems to represent the arrival at

the temple at Pe (Buto). An officiating priest

holdino- an enormous scroll afreets a boat on its

arrival

—

zrf (in k/icrhch rm hctcp cm hctcp khi'r nctcr na

" Said by the officiating priest, ' In peace, in

peace before the great god.' " The boat is

towed by a .^eiiier " friend," .^^n-priest, and an

am Ment : it contains a tall chest, against

which the two mourners, l/rt dat and fert

sJicrt, have seated themselves, closely wra])ped.

Tlie same or another officiating priest, holding

a scroll and raising his arm in declamation,

appears behind the boat, by the side of an

upright structure, crowned with Ichehcr orna-

ment u . Over the boat is the inscription

—

Sc})t hii Pdhcri cm fn hccjt lih aplu cm aht usekht.

Met (in k/icr-hch lid-npf temd, em neter en

Anpu em. aht usek/it an hli Pahcri niaa k/ieru

"Entertaining (?) the prince Paheri with bread,

beer, flesh and fowl in (?) the Hall. Said by

the officiating priest, ' The prince Paheri, de-

ceased, has made for himself a mansion in the

temple of Anubis and in (?) the Hall.'
"

e. Two men holding long papyrus stalks

precede a sledge drawn by three others. Upon

the sledge is a somewhat shapeless mass, of

which more below. The inscription, preserved

by Hay and Rosellini, reads

—

er Amentet, cr Amentct, pa ta netem unk/[, er hu en

unen-ek dm-ef yh tin me-ki du (The last lines are

identical in the two copies.)

" To the West, to the West, the land pleasant

for life, to the place in which thou art (?) : lo

!

come, behold I (?) come."

The object upon the sledge is of consider-

able interest, for it seems to be the victim for

a human sacrifice, enclosed in the skin of an

ox. A very similar object laid upon a table,

and with a human head and hand projecting

from it, is figured in the corresponding scenes
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of tlie tomb of Rckliinara at Thebes,' and is

there called Teknu ; but the connection with

human sacrifice is derived from the scenes of

the tomb of Meiituherkhepeshcf, oxcclleutly

interpreted by Professor Maspero.^ In this the

Teknu is on the sledge, as in our tomb, crouch-

ing, while the hide is carried in front of the

sledge :^ and he is afterwards'' included in the

contents of a pit, apparently a fire-pit, in which

a number of objects were consumed. A real,

or perhaps fictitious, human sacrifice is pretty

clearly indicated in another of the paintings in

the same tomb:^ the Theban necropolis requires

diligent searching for further evidence of the

practice. Professor Maspero states that a

statue of the deceased is sometimes repre-

sented in the sledge-scene in place of the

Teknu : if this is certainly a statue of the

deceased, and not a figure substituted for the

living Teknu, it follows that the Tekuu may

have been a victim to represent the owner of

the tomb in some ceremony of consecrating the

tomb before the final interment.

The statement of Plutarch," that human burnt

sacrifices were otFered at Eileithyia (Nekheb),

is perhaps no more than a very remarkable

coincidence.

/. The tall chest is in a boat upon the

water, with a large censer burning upon a

stand in front of it.' One of the female

mourners is kneeling in the prow, and in the

stern a man stands holding a paddle. The

boat appears to be already alongside the bank,

for another figure is kneeling outside the boat,

holding the same paddle ; the artist has,

however, represented the last as if he were

' Cf. Reklimara, pi. xxvi.

" Memoires de la Miss. Arch. Fraii^., tomo v., fasc. 3,

p. 435 ff.

^ L.C., ]>. 439.

L.c, p. 457.

* L.c, p. 452. Two nou-Egyptian.s arc being strangled.

" De Iside et Osiride, cap. 73.

" Cf. Rekhmara, pi. xxvi., top row.

kneeling in the water. The prow of the boat

touches the symbol of the Kher-neter, repre-

sented by a mount, in which is fixed a lofty

perch with a hawk on the top, while the sign

/I\ is at the foot.

(J.
A figure, apparently Pahcri himself, is

kneelintr before the shrine and image of Anubis,

represented as a jackal upon a pylon." Paheri's

sarcophagus is in a boat behind him, placed

upon a bier, with the mourners at the head

and foot, while three men ai'e about to remove;

the lid (?), or to carry the sarcophagus in their

arms. The latter action is perhaps indicated

in the tomb of Pi,ekhmai-a. The inscription is

—

aper cr Aiijiu /c/^riif nctrr, Ic cr tit vr Ahfu. an

hu I'a/irri

" Approaching to Anubis in the shrine, landing

at Abydos by the prince Paheri." The first

part of this inscription relates to the above

scene, but the second is applicable only to the

ceremonies in the next row.

//. The lower row is closed by a largo

seated figure of Osiris in a shrine, holding the

crook and flail :
^ the god is mummified, and

wears the crown of Upper Egypt. He is

entitled

—

Asdr khenl Amcniiu, neter mi, heqa zet

" Osiris khent-Amenti, great god, ruler of

eternity."

Before him are two stands with lotus

flowers and two trays piled with offerings,

which consist of joints of meat, a goose, a

cucumber, calces, &c. This offering is made

by Paheri, who, having removed his wig and

tunic, kneels in the simplest costume, and raises

his arms to the deity

—

/la en Nck^eb Pahcri ma.a kherii. zet-ef :
' dncz Jicr-clc

neter pen RJiepsi, neb ta, nr Ahez (?) aa cm Ab/u ;

iu-nd Mer-e/c iieb-d cm hetep, hetcp-eh nd : du nek

hetepu, setem-elc nds-d dr-ek zetet-d, nuk ua cm

tuauu tu'

"* L.c, pi. xxiv., middle row.

' L.c, pi. xxvii,
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" The prince of Nekheb Palieri, deceased, lie

says, ' Hail to thee, (this) nol)le god, lord of

earth, great of the nome of This, mighty in

Abydos : I have come to thee, my lord, in

peace, give me peace : there are for thee peace-

offerings, hear thou my call, do thou my words

:

I am one of those that adore thee.'

"

Behind this the scenes are again on the

smaller scale, in two half-rows.

i. In the upper half-row is a sledge, closely

resembling that in the top row, and containing

a tall chest or coffin upon a bier, and covered

with a canopy. Two men, preceded by an

oflBciating priest holding a scroll, draw it

towards

—

j. Three palms and two bushy trees over a

tank of water, with a small rectangular garden

plot (?) above, divided into eight squares for

irrigation
;

' on the edge of the plot are placed

six ring-stands (?) for jars of water. This

figure is puzzling : Mr. Tylor would explain it

as a draught-board with the pieces for play on

the edge.

I: The remainder of the half-row is occupied

by ten shrines : three of them are open, dis-

closing the deities, one of whom is jackal-

headed, the other two human-headed. In the

tomb of Rekbmara ^ the shrines arc fourteen in

number, and the inscriptions show that they

belonged to very various deities, mostly obscure,

but including the four sons of Horus—Amset,

Hapi, Tuametef, and Qebli-senuf— who are

well known in funerary scenes.

In the lower half-row is, first

—

/. A structure resembling a gateway, with

what may be the rectangular plan of the build-

ing to which it gave entrance laid out flat above.

In the gateway are two buffoons wearing tall

caps formed of reeds tied in a bunch at the top.

These buffoons are named rmiu in the tomb of

Rekhmara.^

' Cf. RclcJnnara, pi. xxvii.

• L.C., pi. xxvi., top row, and pi. xxviii.

' L.C., pi. xxvi., top row.

TO. The two mourners, the elder fcrt dat

and behind her the younger fert shfrt, are

offering bowls of liquid before four libation-

tables (?) or pools of water (?). The scene in

the tomb of Rekhraara ' represents these like

pools full of water, and the mourners are there

designated by other titles, zemfet and kenut, the

last possibly meaning " gardener."

n. Behind the mourners is a second shrine

of Osiris facing the first (A). The figure,

Asar neter da, " Osiris, the great god," is

represented in the same way as in the larger

shrine, but standing: instead of sittinj;.

0. Behind the shrine is a rectangular en-

closure, ornamented or hedged in with the

klieher 6 usually found on the tops of high

outer walls or as an ornament for the

cornice of roofed chambers ; within it stand

four human figures without visible arms. In

the tomb of Rekhmara^ the legend with these

figures seems to read, netern, arin dan. urn,

" Gods, keepers of the great gates."

4. EAST WALL. Pl. VI.- VIII.

The scenes here are only two in number,

and seem from their subject to complete the

domestic scenes of the central part of the West

wall. They are on a large scale, and are pro-

bably enacted within doors, as opposed to the

out-door scenes on the opposite wall. The

first is a great banquet, of which numerous

ancestors, relatives, and friends partake, and

to which a formal and probably a funereal

character is given by the presence of a robed

priest to perform an opening ceremony ; the

second is an act of worship to the gods, accom-

panied by an inscription which, as summarizing

the scenes in the tomb, may be taken for the

starting-point or the finishing-point of all the

* L.C., pl. xxvii. L.c, pl. xxiv., top row.
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sculptures. The portions recently damaged

liavc been restored in the plates from the

copies of Hay and Burton.

The Banquet. PL vi., vii.

The principal personages arc (1) Pahcri and

his wife, whose figures are fully life-size ; they

are seated at a separate table, and their son

Amenmes performs before them a ceremony of

offering that is probably confined to banquets

to the dead. (2) Paheri's father Atefrura, and

his wife Kera, and Paheri's maternal grand-

father, Aahmes son of Abana, and his wife

Apu ; these are seated at two tables and are

on a medium scale. The rest of the figui^es

are smaller, in four rows, the men in the

upper rows separate from the women in the

lower; these subordinate personages, maternal

relatives and friends, ranging from the great-

aunt of Paheri to his brothers and sisters, are

seated on mats and are waited on by male

and female sei'vants, while a band of musicians

entertains tbe party. Excepting the principal

personages, the guests all wear on their

heads the peculiar conical objects usually

associated with such representations. The

name is written over each, and in the case of

the women some imaginary conversations are

recorded, which, like those on the opposite wall,

are instructive if not amusing. Lotus buds or

flowers are in the hands of nearly all ; the

women invariably have one tied round the head-

dress.

To proceed to the details. The decorated

border on the left is composed of oblong panels

of blue, red, yellow, and gi-een alternately,

separated from each other by a bar of white

between two of black; the whole enclosed

between two green lines which run from top to

bottom of the scene.

The large figure of Paheri * wears a full-

bottomed wig, a broad collar, and bracelets.

' PI. vi.

The botly is nude to the waist, his dress

consisting of the loin-cloth and long trans-

parent skirt, and he holds a napkin in his

right hand while the left is stretched out to

the offerings. Henut-er-neheh has tiie usual

tight-fitting dress suspended from the left

shoulder ; the chest and arms arc bare except-

ing that she wears a broad collar and bracelets

:

anklets are also visible below the dress ; on

her head is the usual covering, which falls over

the shoulders : it is tied round with a fillet of

rosettes, having a lotus flower between two

buds on the forehead. A tame baboon, coloured

grey, is tied to the back leg of the chair on which

these two are seated ; the animal is helping

himself from a basket of fruit, perhaps syca-

more figs. The inscription abo^'e is

—

hit iwr ficiiu )u:t.c.r eii Ni:k/H_i>t, inch ah mian/ih i;n

iich-('f, all Pahcri, mail khcrn : hcmt-cf iiicrt-cf ciil

est (di-cf iicht per J/cuut-cr-nchch maid klieru

" The ha-prince, superintendent of the priests

of the goddess Nekhebt, excellent satisfier of

the heart of his lord, the scribe Paheri deceased

:

his wife whom he loves of the jjlace of his heart,

the lady of a house Henut-er-neheh deceased."

In front of the figures was a table of offerings,

which has been neatly cut out by the excava-

tors of the later chambers ; the lotus flowers

which lay on the top of the offerings alone

remain. Above are the names of the offerings

in a rectangle spaced for twenty-two in two

rows ; amongst them are nm, " water," «rp,

" wine," bed, " honey," with cakes of various

soi'ts, flesh and fowl. The "determinatives"

indicating the nature of each named offering

are below the names, and numerals for the

quantities (whether one or two of each) are put

in separate Imes. Amenmes, a favourite son of

Paheri, who appears also in the scene of wor-

ship,^ officiates, wearing the leopard skin, as

was the custom in important ceremonies of

offering. The skin is fastened on the shoulder

3 PJ. viii.
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in a peculiar way ; besides the skin, Amcnnies

wears only a loin-cloth, bracelets, and a broad

collar. His inscription, partly cut away in

front below, can bo restored

—

[<irt (e svtcii Jirtrp an s'i-i^f'\ mrr-cf Amrn-mcs, zvl-vf

' en Jca-tcn, per Mcru cm /c^et mid, du uah
'

" Performance of the (ceremony) (e .sdcu ketcp

by his son whom he loves, Amenmes ; he says,

' For your leas, a funereal offering of every

kind of thing : it is pure.' " This formula is

generally supposed to have been used only in

offerings to the dead, but conceivably it may
be a kind of " grace before meals," to be

repeated at any banquet. In front of the

sitting figures are the words ^ma er Met neht

nefert ndbt, "partaking of all good and pure

things."

Below this was a row of serfs brinofine:

animals, etc., for the banquet. The cutting of

the door has removed most of them, but two

remain, with a goat, a gazelle, and a hare.

Beyond the door they are received by the scribe

Paheri II., who notes tbeir contributions upon

a tablet or papyrus. His inscription must be

restored somewhat thus

—

itiesep [nezt her] an sen-ef mcry-ef en est ah-ef tui,

dqer en tep-heseh Paheri maa kheru kher neter aa

" Receiving ofierings by his brother whom he

loves, of the place of his heart, the excellent

scribe of accounts, Paheri, justified before the

great god."

This brother of Pahein reappears on the

West wall ' with the same name and epithets.

Four small figures hold the baggage for the

scribe.^ The shesu Ar-hdt-scn " attendant Ar-
hat-sen " carries a roll of papyrus in his hand,

and strapped to his back a large object, which
may be a water-skin in a frame, with long flexi-

ble neck ; the attendant Teta carries the sandals

and a bag(?) over his shoulder; the "attendant
whom he loves of the place of his heart" (shesu

PI. Cf. pi. iii., left-hand end.

mer-cf eii est ah-ef) named Kha, carries the staff

and stool, while the seh (?) mer-ef en est ah-ef,

" neighbour (?) whom he loves of the place of his

heart Aputa," bears two bags and brings up

the rear.

As Paheri and his wife look down the tomb,

the rest of the participators in the banquet

are seated facing them.^ First wo have the

ancestors at their two tables. The upper

group is the famous " chief of sailors, Aahmes,

son of Abana," with " his wife, the lady of a

house, Apu "

—

(her Meinjt ^lu/iine^ «rt A-haitn, hemf-efncht per A-pii)

An animal resembling a greyhound is tied to

their chair; it has been much defaced. The

lower gi'oup is Atefrura, tutor of the king's

son Uazmes, and his wife Kem. We know

from his own tomb that Aahmes, son of Abana,

was Paheri's maternal grandfather, and from

this tomb that Atefrura was his father.

The lesser personages are dressed much like

the ancestors, but liave no anklets or armlets.

The relationships indicated by the inscriptions

are generally with Paheri himself, "his brother,"

"his grandmother's sister's son," &c. ; but in

the two lower rows "her sou," '^her daughter,"

&c., refer to the son or daughter of Kem, who,

as we have said already, was Paheri's mother.

In the top row Paheri's brother Herari

" receives all good things and makes holiday
"

(shesef Met neht nefert, art hru nefer an, &c.)

;

he is smelling a lotus flower, and a servant,

nha en pa /id Pa-hehet, " the butler of the ha-

prince, Pa-behet," offers him a bowl of liquid,

while ho holds two tiny jug-like vases in his

left hand. The bowl is evidently of embossed

metal, from the character of the ornament

upon it.

Behind Herari sits Paheri's second cousin

Teta (sa en sent ent met ent met-ef, lit. " son of

the sister of the mother of his mother"), who

3 PI. vii.
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\v;is nil " iitteiuLmL of His Majesty." Next is

his cousin Mezay-se, of tlie same degree, and

then " liis mother's brother" Mey : the last

appears to refuse the proQ'ered bowl, and the

servant, who holds a deep jar, empty, in his left

hand, says, ul-na nckt, ua/i-a ta, " Command

me something, and T will let thee alone." The

servants of Paheri arc evidently very impor-

tunate in their attentions to tlie visitors, as

they should be in the house of so generous a

host.

The next name is much erased; wo can,

however, discern khtibums-ij' 't'lla, "his

friend A-hotep, son of (?) Teta;" next "his

friend the kltcr-Jwb Tehuti-mes," and, last in

the row, "his mother's brother Mesliau."

The second row shows us Paheri's brothers

—

(1) Aahmcs
; (2) Panuiu, "an attendant of his

majesty"; (3) Sen-mes, a " guardian of Amen";

(4) Tehuti-em-hat; (5) Amen-hotep, an " officer

of his majesty"; also, a "friend" with the in-

scription erased, and his second cousin Kcm.

The servant who offers a jar to Tehuti-em-hat

is " the butler Teta."

We next come to the female relatives.

In the third row are three daughters of Kem,

viz. [Tliujpu, Nub-era-heb, and Amen-sat; also

Paheri's second cousin Nub-mehy, and his three

nurses,' Hepu {mcndt-ef llepu), Senseubet, and

Thupu. Amensat refuses the bowl, and the

servant says, jestingly

—

u ka-ct s-urd cr iakht, ar hru iirfcr, a tsclcni «« cct

tayt art, cm dr kcht cm lizmi, (?)

" For thy ha, drink to drunkenness, make

holiday ; listen to what thy companion is

saying, do not weary of taking (?)."

Her companion and distant cousin Nub-mehy

is saying to the servant, " Give me eighteen

cups of wine, behold I should love (to drink)

to drunkenness, my inside is as dry as

straw !

"—

' Khenefiis "honoured friem!," and mejidt "nurse," would

almost suum to bo used as parallel lionoriGu terms for male

and female acquaintances, respectively.

ic)iii;-)ii-ii((, XVlU ('II ijiini iH iirji, iiu-];. iiivi-rv-ii cr Irk/il

,

cft iiiii,-ii rit, hha (lit. " the place ii) me is ol'

straw ").

Another servant addresses Senseubet. " lie

says, ' Drink, tlo not refuse (?) ; behold \ am

not going to leave you '
"

—

cc/-cf sui'ii, CHI, lir tu'::cli ; iiie-t ncii nn-a cr iiiih-cl

And Tliupu seconds his efforts: "Drink, do

not spoil the entertainment : and let the cup

come to me : Ijehold it is due to the ha to

drink"—

surd cm irr /iiiii. HiciiJ] (c-ct jic/i-ua La ac.ilii : iiic-t

ncni pa. Ijli cii, .sard,

The tone of conversation at these parties

is not higher than one would expect from

the; representations of convivial scenes which

Wilkinson copied at Thebes.

In the bottom row are the musicians. The

harpist wears an ostrich feather in her hair,

which is dressed like that of a man ; in front

of her is a young girl with clappers, dancing;

a woman playing on the double pipe ; and

three women seated, clapping their hands to

mark time.

Behind the musicians are Amen-Sat and

Tetuta, great-aunts of Paheri; the latter is

accompanied by her daughters Zab, Ty, and

Nub-em-nehebt.

Paueri WoBSHiPi'iNG. PI. viii.

Paheri, represented on a large scale, upholds

in each hand a censer with five wicks ; behind

him stands his wife and three of their children,

the latter on a small scale : they are sat-ef uri

mert-ef Ta-fef-es, " his eldest daughter, whom

he loves, Tatetes " ; .sa-c/ nter-cf Amenmea,

" his son, whom he loves, Ameumes " ; and

" his son Ra-hotep." The first two appear to

have been the eldest surviving children ; the

order of the names in the shrine^ indicates

that they were born after Takhenemset and

Kha-em-uast.

PI. X.

E£
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The inscripLioii in lai'go cluiractors before

Palieri reads

—

hclip I'vi srt iniwilti't, prrl nil tii rr ina aicn ; im

umtl I'u ilahh uqcv i'{iti khi-r-Hvlvr; r/ct-iu-f shcint-

rf, uq j)rrt cm. ha auMij, rfct lickcnu cii Am tuat,

ii/cn klid iii:hl iifj'fft vuht i"n, Jla Jfru-(i<lMti en

Ni'Mfht. vcht pet, en Iht-hcr hvri /rpl .set, m. Usar

nrli'r (III., en Avjni. lU'h la. 'Mscr ; /c-.srn ne-sod ncf

iifccni en mchijt, ; tin., &c.

" Repose in the Western mountain, coming

fortli upon the land to see the sun's disk,

opening of the roads to the perfect spirit who

is in Khcr-neter; may he be allowed to walk

out, to enter and go fortli as a, living soul ; to

give offerings to Him who is in the other world

(Osiris), and to present all good and pure things

to Ea-Horus of the two horizons, to Nekhebt

lady of heaven, to Hathor princess of the

mountain, to Osiris the great god, and to

Anubis lord of the sacred land ; that they may

give the breathing of the pleasant breeze of the

north wind ; by " the ha-prince Paheri and his

wife.

This is apparently a summing-up of all the

scenes in the tomb : Paheri' s desire for future

life was to have access both to the world of the

dead and the world of the living, and in the

latter he would wish to enjoy again the times

of prosperity which he had passed through on

earth : it was for this reason that he caused

them to be represented in the paintings.

Beyond the hieroglyphs are four piles of

offerings on reed mats. The top row consists

evidently of jars containing the seven sacred

oils, so often represented ; in the next is a gor-

geously coloured goose, with the haunch of an

animal, a wooden stand with offerings, &c.

In the third heap is a bunch of onions, and

three jars of liquids, placed on ring-stands,

are wreathed with lotuses.

Behind the offerings fonr female musicians

are standing, holding up in their i-iglit hands

the sacred rattle i called by the classical

writers sidrum; another instrument, the menut,

formed partly of a string of beads of various

luxes, hangs down in their left hands. In the

third row is a male figure, much injured,

holding: a branch of lotuses in the ricfht hand

and a vase (?) in the left. Tlie signs over his

head seem to indicate tliat he is the " [priest

of] the goddess Nekhebt, Sen "

Beneath this scene four men are Ijringing

offerings to the banquet, or to the sacrifice

above.* The leader of these has a very large

bunch of flower-stems {sa eit, sod cut met cut

hemt-ef Kem (?) " Kem (?) the

son of the sister of the mother of his wife,"

in other words Paheri's uncle by marriage)

;

next, bearing a jar of wine (?) and a live

goose is kail ft Sen-nefer, " the gardener

Sen-nefer"; and after him " tlie gardener

Uhemu," with white cakes (coloured white)

and lotus flowers. Behind these are butchers

cutting up two oxen and conveying the joints

to the same destination as the others. The

fiden (?) (" butcher ") Then-na is endeavouring,

with the help of an assistant, to separate the

foreleg from the carcase of one of the animals
;

one man is taking some ribs, another a fore-

leg.

At the south end of the wall is a border of

coloured rectangles, similar to that at the

northern end, described on p. 23.

5. LONGITUDINAL INSCRIPTIONS
(FRIEZE AND CEILING).

The line of large hieroglyphs over the scenes

on the West wall, from end to end of the main

chamber,^ reads

—

te hctep siiten Usdr khunt Amentiu, nuteru dmu Khcr-

neter, te-sen se-sent nef nezem en meht, drt k/ieperu

em ha ankh, en ha en Usdr ha Faheri mna /c/ieru.

TJn-eli pequ em ithert Jcemt, fe-tu nek me/ em Ta-

nent, dm-eh fihens, surd-elc mehd her Mat ent neter

aa,fut-eh em peru k/ientui: du hetept-eh em Ankh-

' Compare pi. vi. - PI. iii.-v., top.
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limi : srMrm-rk (7«, mii cr /irlcji nh-rl:, sp-srn-ck

vrf I'll, iin/il, iiiaii /iV/i/ A//cr jtnim Usur ]i!i I'dlnri

malt khvru

" A royal offering (?) give Osiris Khent-

Amentiu, and the gods who are in Kher-neter,

may they give the smelling of the sweet breeze

of the north wind, and the making of trans-

formations as a living soul, to the ghost of the

Osiris, the //rt-princc Pahcri, deceased. Mayest

thou bite the cakes of black barley (?), may

there be given to thee a staff in Tanent,

mayest thou eat a loaf, and drink a cup of

milk on the altar of the great god, and mayest

thou receive gifts in the inner houses : may
there be offerings for thee in Ankh-taui,

mayest thou have water at command to thy

heart's desire: mayest thou breathe the breeze

of the north wind, trusty before Anubis,

Osiris, //fl-prince Pahcri, deceased !

"

Similarly on the opposite side '

—

^flnt Inirp (p. A'rMrht hrd Nf/i/icli, J'i(f-(i(l) lirht,

i'Yi/r" (?); llrt-hrr Iivrt li'jit set; (Jm'tr liaq zet

;

Airjiii khcnl ndw lim ut, Nob Td-zosor, Srt

Amontct, daht kh^l, Anqol qcsv, KC-mcnt suh cr e.it-

('/'; fc-scn j?c;'-/'/<t'/'it la hcqt I'llin iijihi Iicb^ (?)

xn-ncter mor/ict. Iiclepl zejd k/ict, nchl. iirfcrt uahl,

lienlcct dm en voter, hnu [1ier'i''''\ k/ict cm lop tn'tu,

percit her vlh rn rli neh ; cii led, on hit rii. Nek/ioh

all Pii/irri mall k/wru ; zot-ef ' a triyu ta heqt on

hnu nionkMi oin jior Undr, fc-ton ta, hoqt or torui

on lia honu-ion, dmak/i>i k/icr Uxai lia on. Nok/ioh

Pa fieri, mall khcru '

" A royal offering give Nekhebt, the white

one of Nekhcn, wide-stretching (with wings),

mistress of Fak ; and Hathor, princess of the

desert : and Osiris, king of eternity : and

Anubis in the shrine, who is in the Oasis (?),

lord of Ta-zescr : and the Western desert

which offers (?) the corpse, embraces the

bones, and lays the noble mummy in its place

;

that they may give funerary meals, bread,

' I'l. viii.-vi.

- The copies agree witli the photograph in indicating

incorrectly for ffl-

•> There is perhaps space for Y in the break.

beer, oxen, wild-fowl, linen, incense, wax,

offerings, foods, .'ind all good and pure things

of which offerings ni'e made to a deity, beyond

the oiferings at the beginnings of the seasons,

and what appears upon the altar daily ; to the

lea of the /ift-prince of Nekheb, the scribe

Pahcri, deceased ; he says, ' O ye who give

bread and beer to the excellent souls in the

house of Osiris, give ye bread and beer twice

daily (?) to the soul who is with you, the devout

before Osiris, the //rt-princo of Nekheb, Paheri,

deceased."

The middle line on the ceiling and the two

side lines above the khaker ornament are too

much mutilated to be readily copied.

G. THE BACK WALL AND NTCHB.
Pl. IX.-X.

The ]3ack Wall. PI. ix.

Tun inscription on the Back wall is remark-

able for its length ; the themes arc the usual

ones—the virtues of the deceased, the prayers

for a happy future, and the desire that visitors

should repeat fornuda; to ensure ample food for

the ghost. The ha-prince of Nekheb was a cai-e-

ful man, who knew the value of detail ; he was

an " excellent scribe of accounts," and his

accuracy in business was, no doubt, the cause

of his wealth and prosperity. Paheri not

oidy filled every available space in his tomb

with elaborate scenes neatly planned upon the

walls, but when this important inscription,

which was to provide for the future of Jiis

ka and carry down his name and virtues to

posterity, had to be composed, he developed

it to an unusual extent. It is unfortunate that

it contains no scraj^ of biography, but this is a

rare thing to find, and perhaps would have

been considered in bad taste, excepting for a

warrior.

Li this inscription, as in most, there are ex-

pressions that are still obscure, and words that

HE 2
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are quite unexplained. It would require much

study and a long commentary to fully elucidate

it, even where the meaning is certain. For the

present wo are satisfied to give the bare trans-

lation, since it displays many quaint ideas, and

cannot fail to be interesting. The vignettes of

the Book of the Dead would illustrate many
passages in the first half of the inscription.

LI. 1-21. Prayers to the gods for tlio soul of Palieri, changing to benedictory addresses to

Paheri himself in 1. 4. LI. 22-05. Paheri speaking, reviews his own virtues. LI. 30 to end.

Paheri's address to posterity, inviting them to recite prayers for him, and to read and imitate

his virtues, and assuring them of the genuineness of the record.

1. May tlio \dnrr propitiate (?) 1. /'• sr/r?i hciep

Amen, lord of the thrones of tlic two lands, icinij of Ami-n vrh ncxnl tan'i, t^rlrn nchcli, vrh ::ft, utij nrh

eternity, lord of everlasting", the prince posscssini:;' tlie sjiutl nrti, am \liah?\ iir, sfnisn

great double plume, sole one in the presence, licir rrfji, nrtum, teka un/di jirr mh Nu, shcscjt? 2. tni

men and gods, living flame issuing from Nn hiitiu'mt

(the watery firmament), light (?) 2. of mortals

Neiiiiei!T, tlie white one of Ncklien, lady of heaven, Nek/n:\ii hcv.l Nck/ivn, luhf jid, hcnul tanl

mistress of the two lands

Osiris, chiefof the dwellers in the West, (the Amentiu), Ifaar khvnl Aminitin, vch In, nr /ihrz (?), <ia cm Ah/u

lord of earth, the great one of the nome of This, mighty

in Abydos

IIatiior, lady of the mountain, strong of heart Jhf.-hrr ncht si't iincii. uh cincin vrlcni

amongst the gods

Ptaii-Sokaris, lord of the secret (tomi)-) chamber rtrJi Sr.l-cyl iirh shrtaijf

Anubis, lord of the Month of the Passage An/m nrh lir-sfiUt

[that they may give ghostly banquets: (the enjoy- [fe-scn per khvru ] kha nn hctrpt zcf, khn cm

ment of) offerings of provisions by the thousand; of hcnlcct rr.npct .'i. rc/cf ncJit. her xn In; kJia cm. k/ict

gifts of flowers 3. and everything that grows upon nclit ncfcrt vt'thl mnuf cm. hnh nch nchch ; shescp senu

the face (lit. " back ") of the earth by the thousand ; and p,;r cm hah, I'trtet pert her nhh; xnrn vin hc.'^i/n cm Aim;
of everything good and pure oilcred before the lord of mchi/

eternity, by the thousand ; the receiving of food tliat

has appeared in the Presence and milk that has appeared

upon the altar ; the drinking of waters that have been

brought (?) from Elephantine; (and the breathing of)

the north wind

[in the feast of the feast of the first cm dhfef, ...ent, ...ent, pert aat^fcrt

day of the month], the feast of the month (2nd day), aopici, reM un, rrJifi nezes, mctprr (?) tc.pi, mast cset,

the feast of the Gth day, the feast of the half-month, pert Menu, pert, ttcm, khel khaui, shcuept. <itr\i. 4. hehn

the feast of the great appearing, the feast of the appear- nn pet c.r i^n-sen cm k/icrt hcru cut ru nch

ing of Sothis the greater and lesser heats,

the first mcsper (?) (3rd day) the birth of Isis, the

appearing of Menu ' (30th day of the month), the

appearing of the sMji-priest (4th day), the feast of

service in the evening (5th day) and the feast of the

inundation 4. the feasts of heaven in their times,

and in that which belongs to the day for each day

(i.e. the daily feasts)

' Formerly road Kliom.
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and that tliere may Le fitted upon thee sacred linen of lo-q-tii nrk imba em jirqt, urinl nn xi-fckkw hnn nclrr:

fine stufT thci-elbre, from the cast-off vestments of tlie xasa-lu, nrk nn zct uaht: unra-rk mn hrr svtcp (?) k/iau:

divine limbs: that thou mayest be sated (?) with pure ama-rk l<hi:l cnwm dri, sak-id nn Irpa hrsijn

oil : that thou mayest drink water upon the vessel (?) of

the altar : that thou mayest partake of offerings there-

with, attended by honoured persons,

(may all the above be granted) to the ka (ghost) of fn hi, cu. h!i tni Nr/^rh an (?) Puhrri nuui-k/ivru

the prince of Nekheb, Paheri, justified.

5. excellent satisfier of the heart of his master ! 5. Melb dh mcnk/i en mh-cf, itq-ck pir-rJc dh-rl;.fn, cm
mayest thou go in and out, thy heart enlarged, in the hisut. cid Neb vetiTu : qrest neferi eni-k/iit lian. liviaM:

favours of the lord of gods ; a good burial after a long <'iaut dl-id , Hnem-eh ed-eh cm neh !aik/i, sma-eh ta em.

life of iionourable service : when old age comes and thou hert dmentet, A^epcr em ha auMi/ : hem .teMem.-ef em
arrivest at thy place in the coffin and joinest the earth l.(t mii nrfu, drt-ef 0. Mepcru em liiiiu ment em hdk

' in the necropolis of the West, becoming a living soul. liheMi inivier-ch: za-ch m Uk/ientnenhcnhcn-clc; se-qcty-

! may it enjoy bread, water, and breath, may it make vk nut mi.i/ ; ^epor auM-ekem uliem-li; dn rud ha-eh er

6. its transformations into a heron, swallow, hawk, or khct-ek; nctriha-ck henli dnkku,mctu-nclc ban mcnk/iu,

egret, as thou dcsirest : mayest thou cross (the river) in 7. senti-ek cnicin did her shesep (elut lep ta; seHcm-i'k

the barge and not be driven back; and sail upon the r)ii mu, tcpd-ch iiefu, huJiu-ek em kherl db-eh; lelc-tu

waves of the stream ; may thy life come to thee a second 'nek mert{l)-ki. er viwi., unkfpd-kl cr se/cm zehd : rc-ek

time; may thy soul not depart from thy body; may firr mr/ul, re/-ek Iier shrmt, peH(u--vck aui-ki, remrn-ki;

thy soul be strong with the glorious spirits, may the rut an/-ek, ne/evi viet-ek, Hcnt-ek cm at-ckneht: 8. dp-

noblc souls speak with thee, 7. thy image associated «7,- //nu-ek tern iizmi, ncn khnl dirt-ek resi : dh-ck ma-ek
therewith receiving what is given upon earth; that en un vuiii, h!di-i'k nek en dm Ind : i^er-rk cr pet nJia-ek

thou mayest drink water, smell the breezes and enjoy [^a(?) \_n']dx-tu nek em kherl hern her uthn

thy heart's desire ; may thy eyes be given thee to see, en Unen-ncfer : she-'sep-ek senu per em ha/i, fid-a en neh

thy ears to hear speech : thy mouth speaking, thy feet Td-Zeser

walking, may thy hands and arms return to thee;

may thy flesh be firm, thy muscles (?) pleasant, mayest

thou rejoice in all thy limbs: 8. mayest thou reckon

thy limbs entirely healthful, no ills in thcc at all : thy

stomach with thcc in very truth, thy heart of former

days: mayest thou go out to heaven and pi[crco the

earth] may a summons be given thee

daily to the altar of Uiinefer : mayest thou receive

cakes that have appeared in the Prcsenecj olFerings of

the Lord of Ta-Zeser.

i). (all (he above) for the ka of the prince of Nekheb 9. en ka en hli en Nek/ieh, hi. en Ani/t, hexeh dl shnu

(El Kilb), the prince of Anyt (Esneh): accountant of em Ant ncferyt er Nek/ieh, kho.rp rex lep 10. .v/ut em
corn from Ant (Dcnderah) unto Nekheb, overseer Jieiyi, Un Paheri, muu k/ieru

watchful 10. and free of weariness, the scribe Paheri,

justified.

Mayest thou eat the shcns-caka with the god at the dm-ek xhcns cr Acs netcr er ret ur 11. en neh put

great staircase 11. of the lord of the divine cycle: netcrn : nha-ek dm-cf cr Jiu khcr-ef em. qab zazat te^it

:

mayest thou return from it to the place where he is ac-tuiu-ek cmcni 12, lirl, k/ienems-ck shesu Ileru :

amongst the chief divine officials: mayest thou walk per-ek lui-ch, ncn henh-ek ncn 13. xhena-ck her sba,

with 12. them and associate with the followers of en tuat : un-tn nek Uaui dak/iet, scxhen nek qert zes-

Horus : mayest thou depart and come without being 14. sen; khnem-ck vsck/it ent nialdi, uiihct-tu neter dm-

turned back 13. or stopped at the gate of Tuat : may cs ; dr-clc hems cm klienn dmhet, vsten-ck em net

the doors of the horizon be opened to thee, and the 15. cut JJapi, fa db-ek cm seka-ek em -ihct-ek en

bolts unlock themselves for thee; 14. and mayest

thou arrive at the Hall of the two Truths, and the god

who is in it salute thee, and mayest thou sit within the

Amhet, and walk abroad in the City 15. of the Nile,
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iiiul tliy liL'iui be enlarged witli tliy plouf^liin'r in tliy

portion of tlio Field of Anni : maycst tliou have posses-

sions If), of thy own c^cUiniif, and may the harvest ol'

fruits come to thee; may the rudder lino he <,niidcd for

thee in the bar^e, 17. and mayest thou voya<i;'e

aceordinf^ to the bent of thy desire; mayest thou go

forth every morning and betake thyself home (?) every

IS. evening; may a lamp he lighted for thee at night-

time until the light (of the sun) rises upon thy breast

:

may one say to thee 19. " Come, come into this thy

house of the living !
" mayest thou see Ra on the horizon

of heaven and view 20. Amen at his rising: may thy

waking be good each day, destroying utterly for thee all

evil : mayest thou draw out eternity in pleasure of

heart, 21. by the favour of the god who is in thee:

tliy heart (stomach) with thee not torturing thee, and

thy food remaining in its place.

(all the above) to the ka of the scribe Paheri, justi-

fied : 22. he says

" I am a departed soul that was good to his lord, wise

of countenance, without failure of heart: I walked

23. upon the road that I had planned, I knew that

which results from life : I reckoned the boundaries in

writing, 24. the dykes (?) with all the care (?) of royal

affairs (?) : all matters of the royal house L. P. II.'

were like the Nile flowing to the Great Green (sea).

25. My mouth was firm in improvement for my master:

I feared for the matter of the balance (of account) : I

did not forget (? or turn away my face), there were no

exchanges, I did not 26. receive bribes (?) from the

results; my own [heart] guided mc to the road of those

who arc praised of the 27. king : my pen made me
very learned : [it] justified [my words before the]

auditors (?) : it caused 28. me to be distinguished (lit.

"coloured"): I informed (?) the nobles

in the Presence: 29. my good quality ad-

vanced mo 30. When I

was placed upon the scales [I turned out true ?], when
I was counted (?) I had the full number.

31. "I prospered when I went out and when I returned,

ray heart was likewise : I did not speak to .'!2. de-

ceive another : I knew the god who is in men, I recog-

nized him : 33. I knew this from that : I performed

matters according to the commands, I did not alter a

message in delivering 34. it, I did not speak words

above the station of serfs (?) : I did not repeat to those

who had no 35. constant character. I brought (?)

enjoyment (?) to the patient man—I who am prai.sed

and ])orn of the body of the praised," 3G. the prince

SckM. Aarn : Mrjy r /c/irrt-pk rm IG. I'irt noU, ivt

lick shrniii rm luihyt ; hqa-tn vck hq rm mlik/irid

17. fir-qclij-rk khvfl [ri iih-rk ; prr-rk rr ha trim, tvnu,

ivn-rk til tinii IS. nirshrni ; srla-fu iirk trkn rm krrh

rr nlirii. .<hn /irr shr)ihrt-rl,- : zrf-tll nrk 19. ' diui liiui

rm prr-ck pin rn aiikhu.,' tekij-ek ra 07)1 nak/w.t en pet,

sr-/icmJi-ck 20. Anun nhcn-rf: res-ek nefer em khrri

lirrn, trr-nrk sr/rhu nrh rr la, srh-rk nrheh em nezrm-uti

21. rm hraut nrtrr i'niii-rk : lih-rk mli-rk nrii hrthrt-rf

ill :rfit-rk mrn rr rsf I'rri

en ka rn tin Pahrri. malt k/irru : 22. zrt-rf

nuk mh nakk rn nrh-rf, sh.rsa her, .«/i?(, em viclirt-iili :

f<hem-nd 23. hrr unt nrz-nii ssi, rekh-nd peru rn uuk/i:

(in hcsrh-nd (rru rm srsjiu, iitrJni 24. cm .^ivsn nrh

en scten : kkrt nrht r.nt prr setcn, link/i, uza, senh,md

IJajii hrr seta er Uax-iir. 25. Jle-n, rut her se-men.k/i

en neh, sent ktiii. hrr khrrt y.at : en sekM her-c'i, en trim,

rn 26. fthexrp khrsni em peru; Kem-e,n nd [iibya zes-d

rr uat rn hrftijn en 27. srten, rir-en wi uri-d, em
rekh-khi^ xe-viatt [-nef khern-d rm hah za::a^f: te-ncf

28. dun-d : hah-d seru x d em hah : se-ar

20. -en ltd qrl-d nrfrr : nun /r[i('i ? (qt

30. /(/ knii hrr inrkhat [irr-nd
, dip kmi mrh kud

31. uza kufi i^hrm-nd d-iid, lih-il kkrr mdti: nen zet-d

kern 32. rr kij : rrkh km'i neter dmi reth, sa-d, nu :

33. rrkh-d prfa er pen : dr-na k/irt md utetet, en xheh-ii

npt her scmd- 34. -es : en zrf-a metet ent hau meru :

rn vhem-d en dutiu 35. qet-xen: dnuk an nekhu (?) en

uah dh, hrxij per em Met hrm, 36. ha ru NekAeh Paheri

' Life, prosperity, and health ! a good wish tliat was
generally uttered after naming the king; it is abbreviated

jn writing. Cf. pi. ii., 1. 4.
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of N(;klK'l), l^ilicn, jiislilied; lici^'iiltrii nl (lie imisc

(tulin-) of till' kiii},f'.s son, the seribe Atel'riiru justilieil,

and born of Uie mistress of the house ^7. Kani, jusLi-

fieJ—he sa^'s

"Hear, ye wlio are to come into existence, I speak to

you and there is no deceit 08. in wiiat I say

" ye livini; and existing' iioljles and [)eo])le ujion

earthj servants of gods, and priests and those connected

with them, every scribe who takes 89. tlie palette,

skilful in divine words, and every excellent man of his

inferiors, opening his moulli in boasting of 10. his

occupation—May Ra, lord of Eternity, favour ye, and

Nekhebt the white goddess of Nekhen : and all yc who
are established in your (lit. his) ofliees, may ye bequeath

them to your children

"4'1. if yc say 'May the k'uKj proj/Uiutc' in accordance

with that which is in the writings, ' comings forth in

answer to words'' in the formula of the ancients like the

utterance of a god, 42. and whosoever bends his

hand in prayer may he act in the correct manner, and

perform his devotion according to the rules, testifying

43. from the reading of the command here written :

' niaycst thou have loaves by the thousand, beer by the

thousand, and by the hundred thousand all things

good and 44. sanctified by offering and pure '—to

the ghost of Osiris, the prince of Nekheb and Auyt,

who satisfied the heart of the superintendent of seal-

bearers 45. iu the southward voyage (of inspection),

the excellent scribe of accounts, Paheri, justified.

" I say to you and cause you to know, that is by

reading (this memorial) : 46. it has no boasts (?),

there is no injury or protest in it, 47. it is not a

quarrel with another, nor a contradiction of a man who

was miserable 48. in his time : they are pleasant

words of cheerfulness, which the heart wearies not to

hear : it is the breath 49. of the mouth which is not

eaten, which hastens not and delays not : it will be

well for you to do the like : [ye would have (?)] found

[it true (?)] if 50. ye had (?) come here when I was

in this land of the living, not a shame to my god. I

have become a [soul] 51. well furnished, I have esta-

blished my place iu Kher-neter; my possessions of all

kinds are with me, that I may not refraiu from (?)

answering 52. my father('s mummy)
was an object of reverent care to him whom he

created, he lacked not (the sou) whom he had be-

gotten.

" May your hearing of this be pleasant."

//t(/,(( kJirru., (ir-rn iiicnai. in sa, .vr/r((, (ni ^Itrf-rnra imu'i

kJn'ni, 7iir.<!-in ml't [irr ol . hum iiinlil khira— ~ii-''J'

"ai/iiii iir-if fill ruLlii iiii /r//i'pi'r, :i/-a fidcii, mii

(ii'iu ."38. ivm

"11 unkkii luuMiijii sera rrlli. {rim In, hrnii iirlcr, ulJin

(iru-svn, uiL nrlj .shrscji oO. iiK slii, tilifsii-firr cm milii

nclvr, tirjrr nrli cii, .sf)ii/ct-(}f, Irii, re cm Idni 40. iitiliJ-

if, hrsij-tr.ii, Rli acb iichih, Nc/c//clit hr:.t, riitiu (sic) ucb

iiiviiM cm (iat-cf, sc-auz-tcn cii k/uctu-lcw

41. inn. zclci-ti'u ' (c .fcti'it. /iclcp I'm t<i')it it ciitct em
ficshii, pert cr kjiirii, on ::c{ lcpii,-a mil iicrcrt cm re

cii niter : iju/i 42. -tcfi neli em (ct-ef, k/icper-ef cm
seMcr iiKiut, II rt mil k/it'per inn cnlct er licpu, sc-victcrii,

4o. I^ioit uf pen ' k/ia-elc cm la, k/ni.-ch em hcqt, hcfiiii cm
hu vi;h nefcr 44. vuutu uah ' en Vsnr ha en Nek/ieh hli

en Anijt, tneh-ah en. mer...t om tii Mentijt, 45. an

iiqer en leii heseli Paheri mali k/ieru

ze/-il enteii le-il rekh-ten, xhelet ils 4G. jiu,nen peru-

ef, nen se-Jninl, neu se-k/iun ilm-ef, nen aha 47. pii

hena ley, nen aahet cut hum 48. em at-ef: meie.t ne:iemt

eut sc-zai her, en na-en hati em se/em [sui] : nef 49. en

re, en dm-en-tu, nen sekhes, nen uri dm-ef: nefer enten

dr-tcn set : kem 50. hesl-ten : un-ci em ta

pen en ank/m, nen du en neier-il: k/ieper Jcud em

51. apery, se-mcnkh-nd est-d em k/ier-ncter : khert-d em

a-d cm khet nebt, en tern u^iheb ... 52. dtef pn sah en

dr-nef, en k/iem-nef setut-nef mu

Nefer scJcm-ton

The last sentence is the concluding formula in letters of tlie early period, and not inappro-

priately terminates the long address to visitors.



THE TOMB OF PAIIEUI AT EL KAB.

yTATIIKS IN TllK NlClIb'. PI. ix.

Over Pahcri's licail is a vessel of water,

synibolisiTig purification (?), and liis two great

titles of " //ffl-princc of Neklicb " (El Kab, Eilci-

tliyiapolis) and "//((-prince of Anj't" (Esneh,

Latopolis) aie on either side, as well as tlic

title of " scribe," wbicli is repeated with eacli.

Over the heads of the others is " his mother,

whom he loves, the mistress of a house, Keni,

deceased," and " his wife, whom he loves, the

lad3' of a house, Ilenut-er-nelich " {hcml-cf

merijt-ef, iicht fcr Jloiut-cr-nc/if/i) : her name

means " mistress for ever."

Sides op the Niche. PI. x.

On the left wall of tlie shrine " the Im-

prince, the superintendent of priests, tlie

scribe " Palieri, and his wife, are seated

before a table of offerings, while his son

Ameumes performs a ceremony which enables

the deceased to enjoy them

—

art tii heti"p sctcii. an sa-if mcr-cfAincn-mes : zrt-i'f' sc-

sen-clc iu'f eu iiuJit, /i^incvi-ij' cm uiitiu sc-vcter'

" Performing the ceremony of funerary offer-

ings by his sou, whom he loves, Amen-mes: he

says, ' mayest thou breathe the breath of the

north wind ; may it smell of frankincense and

incense.'
"

Also, en ka-ek, ait. uah, " For thy ka, it is

pure," words which were necessary for the

acceptance of the funerary meal.

A little child, wearing tlie lock of youth,

stands by the side of Henut-er-neheli. This

may be one of the grand-children,' or perhaps

tlio young prince Uazmcs II." Below the table

is .smft Jiliet ncht veferf, " partaking of all good

things." Underneath the scene are six sons

and daughters of Paheri, including Amcnmes

himself, seated on a mat, and smelling lotus

flowers and buds.

On the right-hand wall of the shrine is

Paheri himself offering to two ro^'al children,

and to his parents who had educated one of

them. These are, on the first chair, set neten

Uazmes, " the king's son Uazmes," and scn-uf

incr-ef sa .sefcn Amenmes, " his brother, whom
he loves, the king's son Amenmes;" on the

secoiul, iiicndl eu sa seten Uazmes Atefrnta mud

Jil/eru, " the tutor of the king's son Uazmes,

Atefrura, deceased," and neht per Kem, " the

mistress of a house, Kem." Beneath the altar

are the symbols of the objects offered—bread,

beer, flesh, fowl, cord, linen, incense, ointment,

gifts and flowers of all kinds, together with

the sign for a thousand placed under most of

them.

Below this scene are nine sons and daughters

of Kem seated on the ground, including "her

son who makes their name to live, the prince

of Nekheb, Paheri " {sa-es se-dnkh ren-sen, &c.).

Sec above, p. 18. - Sec above, p. 6.
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